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Welcome Message

Welcome to the Nonvolatile Memory Technology Symposium 2000. This first symposium provides an

open forum for the presentation of myriad advances in the nonvolatile memory technology during the

recent past. It covers not only the cell design and the applications, but also the related issues of radia-

tion environment and die packaging.

The Symposium was

the pressure of quick

to the organizers and

put together in a very short time which kept the organizers on their toes, and kept

turnover from the contributors. A well-deserved credit of all the hard work goes

the contributors.

The Symposium was founded with the basis of being open to all NVM technologies, not just focusing

on one or the other - cross-pollination will occur.

As with any fledgling enterprise, certain bumps will occur on the road to success. We thank our

Sponsors and Supporters for their substantial assistance. With DARPA's help, we were able to obtain

this Executive Center. Sized for about 100 people, we consider to be just tight for us. It is located close

to Metro and affords easy access with the flexibility for attendees for lodging around town to their

convenience.

A total of 28 talks, both contributed and invited, have made this program for 1 1/2 days a great success.

It has, we hope, the fight breadth and depth to keep you all keenly interested and absorbed. During the

three half periods, three invited talks, each coveting a different area are being presented. We hope

these talks will prove to be specially useful for users and innovators alike. We have planned four

sessions. Session I has papers related with memory cell design and simulations. Session II on design

challenges and applications, has the largest contributions, with 9 papers, which include papers on ra-

diation environment. Sessions HI is devoted to innovative concepts with 7 papers. On the following

day, Session IV deals with newer, emerging memory technologies.

Many thanks to all the contributors without whose diligence and active participation no conference can

be successful. Also acknowledged is the hard work of the committee members and organizers for

taking special efforts at such a short notice.

We hope you will find the symposium stimulating as well as rewarding and helpful. We surely would

appreciate receiving your feedback in terms of comments, suggestions, criticisms on all aspects of the

conference. Please feel free to formally or informally let us know of your preferences and things to be

included, if any, in our future symposiums.

Taher Daud

General Chair

Karl Strauss

Program and Technical Chair
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SESSION #1: Memory Cell Design and Simulation
Wednesday, November 15, 2000

9:20 AM-11:00 AM

Chair: Gary Derbenwick, Celis Semiconductor,

Colorado Springs, Colorado

9:20AM

9:40 AM

I 0:00 AM

I0:20 AM

10:40 AM

Implementation of Self-Align Local Poly Interconnection on 0.25 urn

Flash Memory; C.H. Lee, C.H. Lin, H.H. Chen, Y.K. Sheu, W.C. Ting

and G. Hong, United Microelectronic, Taiwan

A 0.25um Embedded Flash Technology with Shallow Trench Isolation

Using Channel FN Operation; C.J Huang, YC. Liu, P.C. Lin, A. Wu,

H.H. Chen, W.C. Ting and G. Hong; United Microelectronics, Taiwan

Design Considerations in Scaled SONOS Nonvolatile Memory Devices;

J. Bu and M. White, Lehigh University

(Break)

3-D Computer Simulation of Nano-crystal Floating Gate Flash Memory

Devices; A. Thean andJ. Leburton, University of Illinois - Urbana,

M. Sadd, Motorola



Implementation of Self-Align Local Poly
Interconnection on 0.25um Flash Memory

C.H. Lee. C.H. [,in, H.H. Chen, Y.K. Sheu, WenChi Ting, Gary Hong

Specialty Technology Division.
United Microelectronic Corp.

No. 3, Li-Hsin Rd. 2, Science-Based Industrial Park, Hsinchu, Taiwan. ROC

Abstract-For ETOX Flash technology, the self-

aligned source module plays a critical role in

minimizing cell size. For advanced Flash
technology using the shallow-trench isolation
(STI) scheme, however, it is difficult to form a

stable source line. The Flash process in this

experiment features an ETOX structure and with
SIN spacer. Poly-Si {implanted poly) is used as the
local interconnection material connecting the
source line and was successfully implemented in

the ETOX flash array in this paper,

Keyword: ETOX, local interconnection, shallow
trench isolation (STI)
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1 ,INTRODUCTION:

Common ground line, like word line and bit line is
the base component of the flash memory, structure

(NAND, NOR. D1NOR..). Since the ground node
is necessary when operating a flash cell {ex:

program, erase, or read). To minimize the array
size, the ground node should be connected as a

common ground line, especially for high-density

memory application. In the 0.35urn technology, the
ground node side's LOCOS was etched away and

formed a stable implanted line after proper
implants. This is because of being with a rather
smooth active corner under the isolation

comparing with the STI isolation. For 0.25urn

technology. LOCOS couldn't meet the more tough
design rule and thus the STI process became the
best choice. Nevertheless. it is difficult to form a

stable source line using the ST1 process. Many

methods are proposed to solve this problem, such
as changing the lilt angle of implant, fine tuning
the STI structure to a bow like structure to solve

the unstable issue or just put a common active line
to connect each ground node which however

would suffer the cell size. In this paper, we use the
poly as the common ground line. It's the first try to

use another material to connect every junction

instead of implants.

2.EXPERIMENTS

The flash in the experiment is an ETOX structure

with 64*64bits array. We extracted a single cell in
this array and check it's characteristic. The cell
size is 0.9775um 2 based on cell channel length of
0.5urn and channel width of 0.32ran. TunOx is
furnace thermal oxide with thickness 100A. The

effective thickness of ONO inter-poly dielectric is

150A. Fig.l show the X-view SEM photograph of
the final flash cell. The source side is connected to

the local poly interconnection. The drain side is
connected to the bit line and pick-up by the

tungsten plug contact. To sustain higher junction
voltage and increase the program speed, the drain

side junction is implant by phosphorous 20kex
3elScm -2 implants in addition to N _ and I.DD

implants. The local poly interconnection is
phosphorous implant poly with dosage of 4el5cm :

and the sheet resistance is 99/sq

The Flash process in this experiment features an
ETOX structure and with SIN spacer. Poty-Si is
used as the local interconncction material

connecting the source line. First of all, the
common source line was etched using self-align

etching, so we could define a fine trench line.

Secondly, the poly refilled the etched source line.
Finally. the po/y interconnect is defined after photo

and etching.

3.RESULTS

The final X-view SEM photograph is shown as

Fig. 1. We would like to list the highlights in this

paper.



ASiN/SiONstackisdepositedontheP2.Thenthe
SiN/SiON/P2/ONO/P1sandw'ichstructureis
definedinthefollowingp2etchingstep.The cap
SIN in this experiment is 1.5k A and SiON is
300A. After that, we use SiN spacer (1000 A) to

cap the P2 and P I.

The selectivity ofoxide to P2 cap SiN and SiN

spacer is difficult to control, since the thin top pad
TEOS oxide between SiN spacer and cap SiN is a
line structure whose area is very- large. The expose

pad oxide provides too much oxygen during etch

to reduce polymer and thus degrade the oxide to
SiN selectivity. Fig.2 shows the P3 short to P2 by

using tuned dry- etching recipe. We use the oxide
wet etching back process after IPD deposition and

proper dry- etching after self-align source photo to
solve this problem. Please see the tilt-SEM

photograph as shown in the Fig.3

The topography after self-align source etching is

very, rough and is thus prone to poly residue
problems. We had overcome the residue issue by
fine tuning the over-etching recipe. The resulted

photograph is shown as in the Fig.4

The basic Program/Erase characteristic is shown as
in the Fig.5. The erase condition of Vg is 19V and

the other nodes are ground. The program
conditions are Vd=5VNg = -12V, Vs= Open and
substrate is ground

4.CONCLUSION:

We had successfully implemented the local poly
interconnection in the one transistor flash cell. We

had overcome some process integration difficulty
such as self-align align source etching and Poly3

residual issue. It's the first try- and a good start to

use poly as the connection material. We could also
use tungsten or Tiq'iN as the connection material
in the future.

5.ACKNOWLEDGMENT:

Thc authors would like to thank Kraus Wu for the

layout support and also thank Ashley Tsai. Sinead
Wu and Kao Su Huang for their kind efforts for

solving related etching problem. Finally. I would

thanks my wife for the encouragement throughout
this work.

6.REFERENCE:

[1 ].Witlian DBrown,. "Nonvolatile
Semiconductor Memory- Technology"

Cap SIN
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Polyl

Fig3 Self align source after proper etch

Polv3
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Fig.4 The resulted tilt-photo_aph after

poly3 etching.
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A 0.25gm Embedded Flash Technology with Shallow Trench Isolation

Using Channel FN Operation

C.J. Huang, YC. Liu, P.C. Lin, A Wu, H.H. Chen, W.C. Ting and Gray Hong

Specialty Technology Division. United Microelectronics Corporation,
No. 3, Li-Hsin Rd. 2, Science-Based Industrial Park, Hsin Chu. Taiwan, R.O.C.

E-mail: c_j huang@umc.com, TEL:886-3-5782258 ext 37031. FAX:886-3-5797246

Abstract-- A new 0.25 lam flash EEPROM developed for

embedded applications will be reported. Flash memory is
achieved by utilizing a single transistor NOR type cell
that employs Fowler-Nordheim tunneling for both

program and erase operations. Channel FN tunneling is a
high efficiency and low power consumption approach for

flash cell operation. The flash EEPROM is integrated into
a standard quarter micron logic process with dual gate

oxide for high performance and high voltage transistors.
Program and erase could be achieved within 5 ms to

target. The high performance logic devices didn't be
degraded by incorporated with flash process was
demonstrated.

TABLE OF CONTENTS
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5. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

1. INTRODUCTION

Combining high density, low cost and

electrically programmable and erasable capabilities, flash
EEPROM has been widely accepted as the memory of

choice for program and data storage. Ernbedded flash
EEPROM can offer enhanced system performance and

added many advantages [1]. A robust flash EEPROM cell
compatible with the existing host logic process without
need for tight process controls is a key criterion for use in

embedded applications. Conventional NOR-type flash
memory use channel hot electron for program which has

large power consumption and FN tunneling with reversed

biased deep junction for erase which impact the cell
shrink. In this paper, we describe the feasibility of the

flash EEPROM cell using FN tunneling mechanism for
programming and erasure operations. Tight threshold

vohage distribution can be achieved by using bit-by-bit
verification during programming. It also provides a
solution for disturb free operation and low power

consumption.

In this paper, we demonstrate the feasibility of the

flash EEPROM cell, which uses FN tunneling mechanism

for both programming and erasure operations without the

sacrifice of the high performance of the logic devices. It

also provides a solution for low disturb and low power

consumption.

2. FLASH CELL STRUCTURE and OPERATION

The flash memory employs triple well. double

layers of polysilicon and three layers of metal based on

0.251am CMOS process. The flash cell developed in this

technology is a single transistor NOR type cell with
separate drain and source line for each column. Fig. I
shows the cross-section view with TEM picture of

memory cell along the bit-line and word-line direction.

(a) (b)

Fig.1 The cross-sectional TEM view of the flash cell
alonq (a) the word-line and (b) bit-line direction.

The effective thickness of tunnel oxide and ONO is 90C

and 175C. respectively. The key process parameters are
described in Table 1.

Table I. Ke_, parameter
Item_

Cell .qate length
Cell Channel width

Floating gate on STI
Contact to Poly
Trench depth
Tunnel oxide

Interpoly dielectric {ONO)

of Cell

_izp_

0.34 um
0.25 um
0.19 um
0.19 um
0.4 um
9.0 nm
17.5 nm

An experimental bit cell with channel length of 0,34 #m

and channel width of 0.25 gm is constructed for
characterization. The UV Vt of the flash cell is - 2.2V



andGCRof ~ 0.56. The process flow is based on

standard 0.25 _tm logic ones to do some modification. We

add DNW/HVPW process for cell and HV devices. The
tunnel oxide growth, floating gate poly deposition and

patterning and ONO formation for flash cell were process
after STI formation. All high temperature thermal budgets

are completed before formation of the logic devices in
order r,,ot to impact the logic devices' performances. We

also need a thick gate oxide for high voltage devices to
implement the flash cell operations. We define the
program to mean putting electrons onto floating gate and
erase to mean removing electrons from the floating gate

[2]. Therefore, the cell had high cell V1 after program and
low VT after erase. Table 11 summarized the cell operation

bias conditions of this flash cell technology.

Table II. The cell o])eration Bias conditions table

Program Select
Unselected

Erase Select

Unselected

Read Select

Drain Gate Source Bulk

-6.0 + 10.5 F -6.0

GND GND F -6.0

F -11.5 F +7.0

GND GND F +7.0

1.0 ] 3.0 GND GND

The equivalent oxide thickness was measured by
high frequency C-V with HP 4280A. The tunnel oxide

physical thickness was confirmed by TEM pictures. The
flash cell performances were measured by HP4156B,
HP8110A and software developed by ourselves. The

peripheral devices were checked by HP4071 system.

3. RESULTS and DISCUSSION

The tunnel oxide quali b with long and short STI

edges were estimated by charge to breakdown (QB_) test

..ci
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Fig2 The tunnel oxide Q_D characteristics for the different STt

edged pattern

and shown in fig.2. The Ql_Ddistribution of long ST1 edge
didn't be degraded comparing to that of area one. It shows

our STI module which uses special corner rounding

process didn't impact the tunnel oxide quality.

Programming operation of flash cell occurs by
channel FN tunneling from the floating gate to the
inverted channel, which results in high threshold voltage

state. It performed by applying +10.5 V on the control

gate (CG), -6.0 V on the drain and N-well, and source
floating. The cell is programmed using channel FN

tunneling and a typical characteristic is shown in fig.2.
For these bias condition, the target of V 1 > +4.5 V could
be achieved within 5 ms.

6 +

_vr,m.-i.v ,,

4

_- 3

2

1

0

1E-3 1E-2 1E-I 1E+O 1E+1 1E÷2 1E+3

7,me (ms)

Fig.3 The programming characteristics of flash cell with STI edge v,a

channel FN tunneling

The erase operation of flash cell by channel FN tunneling

pull the electrons out of FG with bias conditions of -11 5
V on CG, +7.0 V on N-well. drain and source floating.

respectively. We illustrated erase characterisucs of the
cell in fig.3. For the given bias condition, the target of V_
< +1.5 V is attained in < 5 ms.

5

4

Z

1

0 t

_E-3 1E-Z 1E-1 1E÷O _E÷_ 1E°;_ !E*3

",me (ms)

Fig,4 The erase charactenshcs of flash cell with STl edge

via channel FN tunneling

Because the erase operation invoh, es tunneling to a

channel at a unifonn potential, a high density of hot holes
are not created at a reverse biased 3unction which avoids

the reliability issues that have been reported on
approaches that have strong band-to-band drain tunneling.
[3.4] Because only FN tunneling is used during

programming and erasure operations, low power

consumption is achieved. ]'he steep subthreshold slope
shows that this cell had good off-current performance



The cell current characteristics under read operation

condition with +3.0 V on the CG, and +1.0 V on the drain

are measured. The ]ds is - 25 p.A at the nominal cell read

bias and it is higher than our specification ( > 20 pAL The

program inhibit capability were checked. The data was

shown in fig.5. We stressed the erased cells with different

CG voltage with bulk fixed at -6V and drain grounded.

The program inhibit capability is excellent for this flash

cell even up to 10 s disturbance time. The optimization of

the drain junction needs to be taken care for this program

inhibit operation.

- Vrc_,b.l L_V,.6_

1E-6 1E-4 tE-Z rE+0 1E+2

Stress Time (sec)

Fig5 The program inhibit characteristics of the channel FN
PIE flash cell Negligible vr shift is observed up to _0 s

Susceptibility to disturb during erasure was checked by

stressing the programmed cells with 6. 7 and 8 V on the

bulk, 0 V on the CG and drain/source floating. No disturb

was observed even up to 10 sec stress time for the

selected word line cells as shown in fig.6.

Substrlte Disturb

S

4

_,ff,_,'b4)% iH_,

1

1E-6 1E-4 1E-2 1E+O 1E+2

Stress Ttme (sec)

Fig 6 The substrate disturb characteristics during erase
operation Negligible Vt shift is observed up to 10 sec

A program:erase endurance of 10k cycles is demonstrated

for a single cell at roorn temperature as shown in fig.7.

The operation bias conditions are same as the one stated

previously. After 10k endurance, we didn't obsen,e the

VT window closure but instead window shifting upward.

After cycling, we found that the program speed is faster

and erase speed is degraded compared to a virgin ceil.

The electron traps near the FG and hole traps near the

substrate were the root cause to explain this abnormal

behavior [5.6].

_"4P"PGM_ 10.5'_/-6_ .5m_

:_3 -- ERS(a -I 1.5V/+7V,Sms
i ........

1 ..................................

_o _oo _,ooo _o,ooo
Cycle Times

Fig.7. The endurance characteristics of the flash single cell at
room temperature use channel FN tunneling for both program
and erase operation

The data retention tests of programmed and erased single

cells with baking temperature of 250C were performed

and shown in fig.8. The cell VT was measured at baking

time of 24hr and 168hr. Negligible charge loss or charge

gain was observed. This demonstrates the inherent

capability of this cell to retain charges.
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Fi9.9 [a). The LVNMOS universal curves (b) 1-he LV-PMOS
universal curves. These show that the Ids meet the spec
(N:600uAJum, P:280uA./um) at the requirement (loft: flhA/urn)

Compared to a pure logic process with no embedded flash

modules using same gate oxide thickness, no degradation

in transistor performance is observed.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we had demonstrated a new cell

technology with shallow trench isolation (STI), which

suitable for embedded applications with low power

consumption. This cell shows good promise for scaling to

next generation.
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Abstract--Scaling the programming voltage,

while still maintaining ]0-year data retention
time, has been always a big cha/Jenge for Poly-
Oxide-Nitride-Oxide-Silicon (SONOS) research-

ers. We describe our progress in the design and
scaling of SONOS nonvolatile memory devices.

-9V *10V (lms) programmable SONOS devices
ensuring 10 years retention time after 10 7

Erase/Write cycles at 85°C have been developed

successfully. Deuterium anneal, applied in
SONOS device fabrication for the first time,

improves the endurance characteristics better

than traditional hydrogen or forming gas anneal.
In this paper, we describe scaling considerations

and process optimization along with experiments
and characterization results.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Next generation high density electrically erasable
programmable read-only memories (EEPROMs)
require an endurance in excess of l0 b erase/write

cycles with 10-year data retention at 85°C and

low programming voltages 5-10V [1] [2]. Two
basic types of EEPROMs exist, narnely, the

floating gate device and the floating trap device.
i.e. SONOS [3-4]. The floating gate device stores

charge in the polysilicon as free carriers as a
continuous spatial distribution in the conduction
band, and the SONOS stores charge in spatially

isolated deep level traps (Fig. l_).
The floating-gate memory has been running

out of steam with respect to scaling cell-size and

program/erase voltages. The relatively thick (7-
12 rim) tunnel oxide in the floating-gate type

memories provides good 10-year data retention;
however, the high voltage requirement {5] has

created a reliability issue, as it has exceeded the
voltage limits of scaled CMOS devices.
Dielectric hot carrier degradation, punch-through

avalanche effects and high voltage junction

breakdown [6-8] limit the lateral scaling to
achieve high density. The concern over the loss

of the entire memory charge through a single
defect in the tunnel oxide limits vertical scaling

and lower programming vohages [2]. which
increases support circuitry area and reduces the

array efficiency.

Fig. l Floating gate memory and floating trap
(SONOS) with device cross-section

The demand for low-power, low vohage
electronics has accelerated the pace for NVSM

circuit designers to consider SONOS for Iou,

voltage, high density EEPROM's. The motiva-
tion for the interest in SONOS lies in low

programming voltages, endurance to extended
erase/write cycling, resistance to radiation, and

compatibility with high density scaled CMOS
technology. A 3V. l Mb. full-featured SONOS

EEPROM has been manufactured using (1.8 lain

CMOS technology [9]. Fuiiwara el al. reported a

0.13 gtm SONOS single transistor memory cell

[I0] with unselected word line bias for program-
disturb improvement with subsequent scaling to

0.1 pm and beyond [ 11 ].

A radiation-hardened. SONOS based 4K gate

field programmable gate array (FPGA) device

has been described in 0.8 p.m triple-level metal

technology [12]. In this array SONOS transistors
provide program connectivity and. for the first



time, offer the feature of reconfigurability in a
FPGA device. SONOS NVSMs are capable of a
small cell size (6F "_where F = feature size) [13].

The uhra-thin tunnel oxide can conduct high

current via direct tunneling with less charge
trapping and a dramatic increase in charge-to-
breakdown, QB_. with tunnel oxide thickness less

than 3.2 nm - the mean free path of electrons in
the oxide. Thus. we have the possibility of thin
tunnel oxide SONOS devices for dynamic/quasi-

nonvolatile memory applications, as discussed

by Warm el al. [14] and King et al. [15].
A considerable effort has been devoted to

scaling the programming voltages of SONOS
devices with improved retention characteristics

under extended erase/write cycling at elevated
temperatures. Minaret and Kamigaki reported a

SONOS device with /0-year data retention after
10 7 erase/write cycles with programming voltage

-1 IV +13V (lms) [16]. Reisinger et al. proposed
a p* gate SONOS structure [ 17] to improve erase

speed and data retention time. Libsch et al. [18],
French and White [19]. Yang and White [20]

have all discussed a 5-8V EEPROM cell for high
density NVSM.

Recently, we have explored the scaling of low
voltage, long retention SONOS memory devices.

SONOS devices fabricated at Lehigh University
show a 0.5V detection window at 10-year data
retention after 107erase/write cycles at 85°C

with programming voltage -9V +10V (lms). We
will describe scaling and process optimization in
the Section 2. SONOS device fabrication and
characterization results are described in Sections

3 and 4_.respectively.

2. SCALING CONSIDERATIONS

-- PROCESS OPTIMIZATION--

2.10NO Stack Scaling

Three approaches have been described in the

literature to obtain good balance between speed.

retention and endurance. One approach, taken by
Roy and White [21]. is to scale the nitride

storage layer, but keep the blocking oxide
thicker, which increase the memory, window
¢wil] decrease for scaled nitride layer otherwise}

and the amount of charge trapped at

nitride/blocking oxide interface is increased too.
Another approach, taken by Minaret and
Kamigaki [15], and Dellin et al. [22]. uses a thin

blocking oxide just thick enough to block the

injection of charge from the gate, and scale the
nitride layer at the same time. The other

approach, investigated by Wi]]iams eta]. [23]
and Kapoor et al. [24]. employed an oxynitride
instead of the nitride as the storage medium.

because the oxynitride film has a smaller trap
density and hence a smaller Coulombic repulsion

between the trapped charges. The tunnel oxide
can be further scaled with or without a blocking
oxide. In addition, Hu and White [25] have

presented a buried channel device instead of a
surface channel device to reduce back tunneling.

The work presented in this paper is based on

the first approach, namely, incorporating the
optimization of the tunnel oxide thickness [26].

For 8-10V program/erase voltages, a 10 nm
effective gate dielectric thickness is preferred to

guarantee an electric field for modified Fowler-
Nordheim tunneling [27]. A 2.0 nm tunnel oxide
and thicker blocking oxide _5.5 nm) are used for

good retention and reliability considerations.
The scaling of the nitride layer is based on the
constant tunnel oxide electric field theory, which

we will detail in Section 4 with a comparison of

different design approaches.

2.2 Process Optimization

In our scaling, a trap-rich, silicon nitride {with a
SiCI2H2:NH3 ratio of 10:1} is necessary, as

silicon nitride films deposited with high SiCIzH::
NH3 gas flow ratios show high trap densities,

which facilitate fast programming speed [28].
Yang et al. [29] conducted AFM studies on

silicon nitride fihns, which were deposited at
different temperatures. Their studies revealed

680°C as the optimum temperature for LPCVD

nitride deposition for a minimurn surface

roughness with impro,,ed memory retention.
Minami el al. demonstrated [,PCVD formed

blocking oxides improved data retention
dramatically [15]. In addition, tunnel oxides
grown at high temperature, exhibit improxed

performance and reliability [30]. Superior reten-
tion and endurance are obtained with the use of a

triple-wall oxidation furnace rather than the
conventional single-wall furnace [25].

We have performed high temperature (700 cC

4 hours) deuterium anneals instead of hydrogen

forming gas anneals after the contact windows
are opened. Anneal temperatures comparable to

or lower than the nitride deposition temperature
provide less migration of the stored charge in the
nitride [15]. Also, the interface states generation

is reduced under extended program erase cycling
and retention reliability is improved as described

in Section 4.

10



3. SONOS DEVICE FABRICATION

G
ONO

triple
dielectric

S D

l p-substrate l

Fig. ='_Device structure of SONOS nonvolatile
memory transistor with tunnel oxide 2.0 nm,

nitride layer 4.5 rim, and blocking oxide 5.5 nm.

We have fabricated SONOS devices with N-well

CMOS technology and LOCOS isolation. The

processing sequence is identical to conventional
CMOS technology except for the formation of

the ONO dielectric stack. The key process steps
are as follows: A 2.0 nm thick tunnel oxide is

grown at 800°C for 40 rain with argon-diluted

oxygen i1% 02 in Ar) in a custom-designed
triple wall oxidation furnace followed by 30 rain.

argon anneal to relieve the stress caused by high
temperature oxidation. Next, a 4.5 nm silicon

nitride is deposited in a LPCVD reactor for 15

min. at 680°C with gas flow ratio of SiC12H_,:
NH3- 100:10 (seem). A 5.5 nm LPCVD

blocking oxide is deposited with SiC12H:: N20 -

10:]00 tsccm) at 725°C followed by a steam
densification at 900°C for 30 min. After the

ONO triple dielectric film is formed, a layer of

polysilicon is deposited and doped in a POCI_
process. Next, the gate is patterned and the

contact windows are opened A 4 hour 10%

D2,,qN__anneal at 700°C is perfornled to lower the
interface state density. This is followed by an

aluminum deposition for contact metallization

with a post-metal-anneal (PMA) at 400°C for 30

rain. in 10% D>_'N> For comparison purposes,

another group of wafers annealed with 10%
H_,_rNz are fabricated at the same time. Fig. _.2
shows the device structure.

4. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

AND DISCUSSION

In this section, we present erase/write, retention
and endurance electrical characteristics of scaled

SONOS devices The threshold voltage shifts are

measured 1 gs after an erase (write) pulse that

follows a 10 s low voltage reset pulse of reverse
polarity. All measurements are made at 85°C

unless specified. We compare the effects of high

temperature deuterium and hydrogen anneals.
Fig. 3 shows the erase/write characteristics.

The SONOS device can be operated with a I ms

-9V/+IOV pulse. In the +IOV write or program
operation, the initial electric field across the
tunnel oxide is 11.8 MV/cm with 9.8 MV/cm for

the -9V erase operation. In previous MONOS/
SONOS scaling scenarios the electric field
across the tunnel oxide or nitride has been

maintained nearly constant while the triple

dielectric dimensions are scaled [31-32]. Using
the constant tunnel oxide electric field theory as

the criteria, we compared devices scaled along
different approaches in Fig. 4. For the device

with 1.8 nm tunnel oxide reported by Minami et

al. [16], the initial electric field at 13V is
approximately 10MV,cm, assuming zero stored
nitride charge.

If we scale the nitride from 13 nm to 4.5 nm

and thicken the tunnel and blocking oxides to
maintain the same initial electric field, then we

have a 10 nm effective gate dielectric thickness

with a programming voltage decreased to 9V.
However, a smaller memory windov, and earlier
saturation are observed with our scaled nitride

device. A thicker tunnel oxide and blocking

oxide compensates for the barrier lowering effect
due to Coulombic repulsion in the scaled nitride
layer (associated with degraded retention) and

offers highly-reliable retention characteristics.
French et al. [27] noticed scaling the blocking

oxide does not improve the erasewrite speed of
the device. Fig. 5 illustrates the retention and
endurance characteristics of our device, l O-year

data retention with 0.5V memory window after

I0 7 erase write cycles at 85°C is ensured.

11
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Fig. 5 Retention characteristics after erase'write
cycles for SONOS device with tunnel oxide

2.0nm. nitride 4.5nm. blocking oxide 5.5nm.

The deterioration of Si-SiO_, interface is of major

concern in NVSM devices because of the high
electric fields across the insulators and the

continual passage of charge across the tunnel

oxide region. This deterioration manifests itself
as a buildup of "interface traps", which are
defect centers located at the Si-SiO2 interface.

Their build-up, along with traps exist between
SiO_,-Si_N,_ layer, is detrimental to both SONOS

and floating-gate NVSM operation because they
(1) provide an additional shift in the device

threshold voltage and (2) degrade long-term
retention by increasing the so-called back-

tunneling current [33]. Maes et al. have
employed high temperature hydrogen anneals to

reduce interface trap density and improve data
retention time [34].

The channel hot carrier lifetime of MOSFETs,

annealed in a deuterium ambient instead of the

traditional hydrogen or forming gas ambient.
have increased by an order of magnitude [35]. In
an extension of these studies, we have examined

high temperature deuterium anneals in the

fabrication of SONOS devices. Fig. 6 compares
the interface trap densities (D,,) of SONOS

devices annealed in deuterium and hydrogen
environments. The initial D,, is nearly the same
for both devices, ttowever, under extensive

erase/write cycling, more interface traps are
created for hydrogen annealed devices than with
deuterium annealed devices.

The retention characteristics of hydrogen

annealed SONOS devices are shown in Fig. 7.
In contrast with Fig. 5. deuterium annealed

SONOS devices have nearly an order of
magnitude longer retention time after 10 7

erase/write cycles at 85cC than hydrogen
annealed devices for the same detection window.

Studies have been conducted to investigate this

isotopic interracial hardening effect [36]. These

studies suggest the improved robustness of
interface states to dissociation is associated with

the difference in vibration mode frequencies of
the Si-H and Si-D configurations. The vibration

frequenc> of the bending mode for Si-D bonds is
around 460 cm 1. which is very close to the

frequency of one of the bu]k silicon phonon
modes (463 cm 1). Coupling of these modes can

provide an energy relaxation channel and make
the dissociation of Si-D bonds more difficult
than the dissociation of Si-H bonds.

12
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annealed SONOS device. Compared with

deuterium-annealed SONOS in Fig. _5, retention

time is nearly one order of magnitude shorter for
the same detection window.

5. CONCLUSIONS

SONOS nonvolatile rnemory devices exhibit a
0.5V detection window' with 10-year data

retention after 10_ erase/write cycles at 85°C,

with 1 ms +10V: 9V program:erase voltages.

Deuterium annealing offers improved endurance
characteristics over traditional hydrogen forming

gas anneals. These SONOS devices are
promising candidates for low voltage, radiation-
hardened, high-density EEPROM's applications.
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AbstraetlWe present a detailed investigation of

single-electron charging effects in silicon nano-
crystal quantum- dots, taking into account the

quantum-mechanical properties of the silicon
bandstructure. We show that the retention and erase

times resulting from differences in the quantum

coupling between the channel states and the nano-
crystal states of different geometries can differ by

orders of magnitude.

1. INTRODUCTION

Metal-oxide-semiconductor(MOS) field-effect-transistor

devices with an embedded granular layer of nano-crystals
in the dielectric as a floating gate have generated much
interest as a promising ultra-low-power, high-endurance

and ultra-fast non-volatile memory option. These devices
have so far demonstrated superior data retention,
write/erase endurance characteristics and short write

times, compared to conventional floating-gate flash

memories[l]. The improved data retention property
results from the strong confinement of charge stored in

the nano-crystals which limits the draining of the floating-
gate charge due to oxide traps and lateral leakages to the

source/drain contact regions. With the charge leakage
minimized, a thinner dielectric can be used as a tunnel

barrier to separate the nano-crystat from the channel.

Consequendy, the direct quantum-mechanical tunneling
of electrons or holes through the thin tunnel oxide results

in dramatically lowered write and erase voltages, thereby

giving access to the low-power and high endurance
capability of this technology. Moreover, the possibility of

producing nano-crystals of different sizes and shapes,
ranging from hemisphere to sphere, has already been
demonstrated [21,[31. This gives rise to the prospect of

engineering the floating-gate device performance through
the control of nano-crystal size, shape and density. In this

paper we present 3-D computer simulations based on the
solution of the SchrOdinger and Poisson equations to

investigate the physics of charging and tunneling process
in Si nano-crystal floating-gate flash memory devices.

2. MODEL

Fig. 1 shows the MOS device structure with nano-crystals

that are shaped like a truncated-spheres. For the sake of
simplicity, we focus on one Si quantum-dot(QD)
embedded in the SiOz_ dielectric between a control gate

and a p-doped silicon substrate.

I _ .......... [ J

; ]
I ,
' i

, r i
i

: 2 ,I

Sllioo_

(b)

7cn']

Z'_ I_

v| j,.r
X qmD.-._:o _ IQ

Fig. I. (a) Schematic of the simulated unit cell of the MetaI-Oxide-

Semioconductor(MOS) structure with a silicon nano-crystal quantum-

dot(QD) embedded in the SiO:. (b) Illustration showing the orientation

of the nanocrystal QD and the the six doubly-degenerate conduction

band valleys considered in our model. The valley_ are labeled with

respect to the orientation of their principle axis in k.space.

We assume that the nano-crystals are orientated along the
Si[001] direction(Fig. I(b)), normal to the Si/SiO,

tunnel oxide interface and the electrons occupy only the
lowest sixfold-degenerate X-valleys. We have labeled the

six conduction band valleys in k-space according to the
orientation of the principal axes, i.e. the two equivalent

valleys along the k,-direction are labeled as X-X', and
similarly, Y-Y', Z-Z', for the valleys along kr and k,,

respecti vel y.
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The3-Dpotential,¢!r) withinthedeviceisobtained from
the solution of the nonlinear Poisson equation,

V£(r)VO(r) = -q [ p(r)-nIr)-N_(r) I. (I)

where NA(r) is the ionized acceptor density, which is

chosen to be 3 × l017 cm-3; the other parts of the device

structure remain undoped. Variation of the dielectric

permitivity, E(r), across the Si/SiO2 interface is also taken

into account. We model the control gate of the structure
as a metallic contact, which imposes a Dirichlet boundary

condition on the electrostatic potential at the top of the

structure, i.e. 0 = ¢_ + VG, where ¢_ is the Femi-level
pinning due to the flat-band voltage and VG is the applied

bias. The substrate is chosen to be thick enough(>2_m) so
that a zero-electric-field Von-Neumann boundary

condition is imposed at the bottom of the structure. Since
the QDs are well-isolated from one another, we assumed

that the randomness of the QD position in the dielectric
layer have little or no influence on the electrostatic

interactions between the QDs. Therefore. we impose a
periodic boundary condition on the potential, on the sides

of the unit-cell. This periodic boundary condition should
be valid for even relatively small transistors, as long as

they contain a high-density of QDs. This is due to the fact
that the transistor behavior should be mainly influenced
by the QDs over the central active region of the channel.

Moreover, fringing fields from the device edges only
affect a small number of QDs in these regions. Since the

QDs should be well-separated, the rest of the QDs should
remain largely unaffected.

The electronic energy levels within the QD are obtained

by solving three 3-D eigen-value Kohn-Sham equations,
corresponding to the three two-fold-degenerate valley

bandstructure(v=-X,Y,Z). The possibility of intervalley
splitting is not considered here,

VM_-tV_,(r) + {-q0(r) +AEc(r) + e_(n(r)) }_,,(r)

= E_,.(r) (2)

In Eq. 2, AE¢(r) is the material band offsets between the

silicon nanocrystals and the silicon dioxide insulator
which provides the hard-wall confinement in the QD. M,
is the electron effective mass tensor that describes

different effective masses arising from the anisotropy of
the Si bandstructure. The boundary conditions for the

Schrodinger equations are imposed such that the bound -
state wavefunctions decay to zero before they reach the
device boundaries. The electron-electron interaction in

nanocrystal QDs is treated within the density functional

theory, with the exchange-correlation potential. _,(n).
computed from the local density approximation(LDA)[4].

In the nano-crystal, the hole density, ptr) is set to zero

and the electron density is given by n,(r) = -_, g, I_,1-',

where g, is the electron state occupation. Otherwise, in

bulk silicon, n(r) and p(r) are computed within the
Thomas-Fermi Approximation. In this analysis, we do not

resolve individual electron spins.

3. DISCUSSION

3.1 Stark Effect

Fig. 2 shows the variation of the single-particle energy
spectrum of an empty semi-spherical QD(Fig. I), with

gate bias, for the first six levels in a large
QD(d=125,/k)(Fig.2(a)) and a small QD(d=70 /_)(Fig,

2(b)). The energy levels that arises from the six
conduction band valleys form three spin-degenerate sets.

The levels are labeled in the form (nx,nrnD., where the i

index corresponds to the label for the pair of degenerate
valleys, described in Fig. I(b). The (n,,nr, nz) indices
describes the number of nodes of the wavefunction,

corresponding to a energy level, in the x,y and z

directions, respectively. The lowest energy levels
correspond to that of the (0,O,0)w. states, which are

derived from valleys Y and Y', where the principal
symmetry axis is along the y-axis. These states are s-like

with no nodes. The y-oriented semi-spherical hard wall
structure of the QD and the y-directed electric field from
the control gate creates the strongest confinement of

electrons in the y-direction. Since, electrons in valleys Y
and Y' have the heaviest effective mass oriented along the

y-axis, the states corresponding to these valleys are the
lowest in the energy spectrum.

Close examination of the spectrum in Fig. 2(a) shows a

peculiar effect where the order of the energy levels
depends strongly on the gate bias. As the device is in the

strong accumulation mode(VG < -3V), we see that the
next upper states, also arise from valleys Y and
Y'((l,0,O)w and (0,0,1)vv.), and are four-fold-degenerate

single-node p-like states. However, as the bias becomes
more positive, the valley Y and Y' states are gradually

displaced by the four-fold--degenerate s-like states from
the four different valleys(valleys X,X'.Z,Z'). At some

point of the gate bias, the s-like states from the X and Z-
valleys actually becomes degenerate with the p-like states

from the Y-valleys. Comparing the energy spectrum of
the larger QD (Fig. 2(a)) with that of the smaller QD(Fig.

2(b)), we see that energy-crossings occur for different
states and at different bias points. Moreover, the order of
the states in the 70 ,_,-QD are different from the 125 ,_-

QD as well. This effect results from the subtle interplay

between the effects of anisotropic electronic effective
mass, the confining potential of QD and the applied

electric field. Moreover. these effects are a strong
function of the nano-crystal size.
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Fig. 2 (a) Variation of the f'_st six electron energy levels in a empty

truncated-sphere nano-crystal of diameter 125A as a function of the

gate bias during strong accumulation in the channel of the MOS
structure. (b) Energy levels in a 70 A-diameter truncated-sphere

nano-crystal.

The applied gate electric field produces additional
electrostatic confinement within the nano-crystal, in the

direction normal to the tunnel oxide(Stark effect). Fig. 3
shows a 2-D slice of the 3-D ground-state

wavefunction((O,O,O)¥v,) through the QD center.
Superimposed on the same figures are the contour plots of
the potential and the electron density.

;_ VV_rwe_ncz_n

_20 XIn,]
y[,._]

(b)
W_func'_c_

Fig. 3 (a) 2-D slice of the groundstate wavefunction in the

nanocrystal for Vc, = 1.0V. Superimposed on the same figure are the

contour plots of the electron density corresponding to one electron

and the confining potential of the nanocrystal. (b) The wavefunction

and contour plots of the electron density and potential for V_ = -
Y0V

The Stark effect causes the low-energy electron
wavefunctions to be localized near the top of the QD

structure, away from the tunnel oxide(Fig. 3 (a)), when a

positive gate bias is applied(inversion).

This suggests that charge leakage through these states
would be curtailed when strong positive gate bias is
maintained. On the other hand, the electron wavefunction

moves to the bottom of the nanocrystal(Fig. 3 (b)) when a

negative gate bias is applied to discharge the QD floating
gate(accumulation). The plot of he wavefunction for

channel inversion(Fig. 3(a)) shows that the electrons are
confined to a tighter region at the QD top where, the
electronic states are more sensitive to the influence of the

hard-wall potential than to the gate electric field.

3.2 Single-Electron Charging

Single-electron charging is simulated only in the low

temperature limit(T=25mK). This enables us to determine
the integer number of electrons, N, in the QD, with the

use of the Siater formula[5][6] which gives directly the
difference between the total free energy, ET, for the two
occupations of N and N+I electrons at each gate bias V_.

I

0

(3)

In Eq. 3, ecao corresponds to the eigenvalue of the lowest

available orbital computed from the Kohn-Sham equation
occupied by half an electron. EF is the Fermi energy.
Hence, ife_o(I/2) - E_ is positive then Er(N+I )- ET(N)>0
and the QD contains N electrons, otherwise it contains
N+! electrons.

Fig. 4 shows the coulomb staircase that describes the
number of electrons in the truncated-sphere QD as a

function of the control gate bias. The charging of the QD
with the first electron occurs when the empty ground

state((0,0,0)vv') crosses the Fermi level and this crossing
point depends on the flat-band voltage of the device. As

such the step corresponding to the charging from N=0 to
N=I is large. The somewhat uniform steps from N=I to
N=4 results from similar coulombic interaction between

the four-fold degenerate states from valleys Y and Y'. The
addition of the fourth electron fills the first s-shell.

Therefore, the fifth electron goes into states belonging to

valley X, (0,0,0)x, and gives rise to an increase in step
size. This is represented by a peak in the addition energy

at N=4 as shown in Fig. 4(inset). We note that the average
addition energy for the nano-crystal QD is of the order of
a tenth of an electron volt•
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Fig. 4 Coulomb staircase of the 125Ji nanocrystal at T=25mK

showing the variation of the electron number in the nanocrystal QD as

a function of the control gate voltage. (Inset): Addition energies of the

nanocrystal as a function of the number of electrons in the QD.

3.3 Retention Time

To estimate the retention time of the electron in the nano-

crystal, we solve for the quasi-bound states of the QD by

imposing a quantum open boundary between the QD and
the channel for Eq.(2)(Fig. 5).

Quantum-Dot

(O-D Region)

Si Channel

(3-D Region)

/
I Outgoing plane wave

V i_ yF
Tunnel Oxide

Fig. 5 A schematic illustrating how a quasi-bound state in the quantum-

dot(0-D region) is coupled to an outgoing plane wave in the silicon

channel(3-D regionl through an opened boun "dm'y just beyond the tunnel
oxide.

We assume that the diverging spherical components of
the outgoing wave in the 3-D region are weak for a thick
tunnel oxide. Hence, the wavefunction in the channel

region is approximated by a plane wave propagating in

the positive y-direction. Numerically, the opened
boundary is implemented by coupling the discretized 0D

wavefunction to an outgoing plane wave, point-by-point,
across the tunnel oxide-silicon channel interface at Y=Yo

(4) and ensuring the conservation flux across the same
interface(6).

Ek -,

_/2,,,,,(E,-E ) (5)
k

t_

i ate(.,:,.,,,.:) i a_,(.,_,.v,:) (6)

In Eqs. 5 and 6, ms, and ms, d2 are the electron effective
masses in the silicon and silicon dioxide regions,

respectively. The wavevector k, in (4) is a function of
the propagating wave energy in the channel region. This

energy is given by the difference between the eigen-
energy of the quasi-bound state(E,) and the conduction

band-edge of in channel region(E<)(5). This means that
the solution of (2) becomes a nonlinear iterative problem

where the opened boundary condition depends self-
consistently on the eigen-energy solution.

By coupling the QD to the opened channel region, the
Hamiltonian described by (2) is no longer a Hermitian

operator and the eigen-energies of the quasi-bound states
are now complex. The imaginary component of the eigen-

energy is related to the decay lifetime of the eigen-
state(7). Therefore, we choose to define the retention time

of the QD by this decay time-constant, "t.

l,- =
(7)

2 Img(E )

In this paper we choose to compare the influence of the

QD geometry on the retention time. We consider
specifically three different shapes - hemisphere,

truncated sphere and sphere(Fig. 6)

Truncated-Sphere

70;_ Sphere
_----+

36_ Tunnel Oxide

Fig. 6 Illustration showing the three differently-shaped nano-

crystals on the tunnel oxide.

We assume that under the flat-band condition of the MOS

structure the electron resides mostly in the highly-
degenerate ground-state. Hence, retention time for the
zero-electric-field condition of the nan@crystal is

dominated by the ground-state lifetime. Table 1 shows the

retention time comparison between the hemispherical, the
truncated-sphere and the spherical QDs. We compare only

the lifetimes of the ground-state for the different nano-
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crystalgeometries.Wefoundthattheretentiontimecan
varydramaticallyfromdaysto yearsdependingon the
geometryof theQD. Theelectrontunnelingprocessis
highlysensitiveto boththeconfiningvolumeof the
nanocrystaland the tunnelingcross-section.The
hemisphericalgeometry,with thesmallestvolume,gives
rise to a ground-statewhichis at a higherenergy
comparedto both thetruncated-sphereandspherical
cases.Moreover,theeffectivetunnelingcross-sectionis
alsothegreatestfor thehemisphere.Thesetwofactors
contributeto itsmuchreducedretentiontime.Since,the
lifetimeof thequantumstateincreaseswithdecreasing
energyanddecreasingtunnelcross-sectionalarea, the
retentiontimeincreasesforthetruncated-sphereandthe
sphere.

Shapes Retention Time

Hemisphere 11 Days

Truncated Sphere 3 Months

Sphere 10 Years

Table I. Retention times for a 7nm-diameter silicon nano-

crystals of on a 3.5nm thick tunnel oxide under fiat-band
condition of the device.

Channel
O0 i

9ol Truncated-Sphere I

. jl

2of
lOt Tunnel Barrier "--'_I

050 60 70 BO _ 100 1'10 1_0 3

Y[A]
Fig. 7. Contour plots sh0v, ing the real components of the

ground-state wavefunctions for the truncated-sphere and the

spherical nanocrystats

In Fig. 7, we show 'the geometrical effect on the different

degrees of quantum-mechanical coupling between the
nanocrystal states and unbound channel. The

wavefunction of the truncated-sphere(solid line) has a

greater extension into the tunnel barrier, compared to the
wavefunction of the sphere(dashed lines). This means that
there is a stronger coupling between the QD wavefunction

and the channel states for the hemisphere, resulting a

larger effective tunneling cross-section for the truncated-

sphere.

4. SUMMARY

We have shown that depending on the nano-crystal size,
the effects of electrostatic confinement due to the control-

gate and the hard-wall potential in the nano-crystals can
strongly influence the ordering of the electronic states. In
addition, the retention and erase times vary dramatically

depending on the shape of the nano-crystals.
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Abstract--SEAKR Engineering produces a variety of
Solid State Data Storage and Processing Systems for use

in applications from avionics to deep space. Power
requirements for deep space missions require the use of

non-volatile storage system. For the JPL X2000 program,
SEAKR selected FLASH memory for use in the PCI Non-

Volatile Memory Slice (NVMS). While FLASH Memory
offers a significant power advantage for interplanetary
missions, there are several constraints intrinsic to FLASH

memory devices that must be resolved by the system
design. These features include; radiation sensitivity,

slow read/write speed, bad memory blocks, limited write
cycles, and electro-magnetic noise. This paper describes
how these features were resolved and the tradeoffs that

were made to accommodate the use of FLASH memory in

an interplanetary environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION

SEAKR Engineering provides solid state memory

systems, digital signal processors, and memory boards to
the international space and avionics communities.

SEAKR Engineering now has over 21 successful on-orbit
memory systems supporting missions ranging from low

Earth orbit to interplanetary spacecraft.

The interplanetary environment presents special

challenges to the use of solid state memory. Of primary
concern is limited power availability. Limited power
drives the need for the use of a non-volatile system as a

non-volatile system uses no power unless it is undergoing

a read/erase/write cycle. Environmental radiation is the
second major concern. Since interplanetary spacecraft are
not shielded by the earth's magnetic field, the memory

system must survive a high level of natural radiation. The

capabilities of memory devices must be evaluated under
these conditions to ensure a successful mission.

SEAKR Engineering is working with JPL's X2000

program to developing a non-volatile PCI memory card,
the Non-Volatile Memory Slice (NVMS), for use on

multiple interplanetary missions.

The SEAKR Engineering NVMS FLASH Memory Card
is a multi-capacity memory storage module conforming to
the Compact PCI architecture. The NVMS card consists

of up to eight memory banks, with each containing up to
256 MB of memory.

2. NON-VOLATILE MEMORY SELECTION

SEAKR Engineering generally builds Non-Volatile
memory cards using commercial FLASH memory.

However, considering the requirements of the X2000
program, several other types of non-volatile memory were

considered. A brief description of the non-volatile
memory technologies considered are listed below.

FRAM (Ferroeiectric RAM) uses the ferroelectric effect
for a storage mechanism. A FRAM memory cell is made

by depositing a film of ferroelectric material in crystal

form between two electrode plates to form a capacitor.
Data is stored within the crystalline structure. FRAMs
have a design similar to other RAM devices in that it
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reads and writes simply and easily, but differs as no

applied power is required to hold the data state. FRAM
data is read using a switched charge that determines the
state of the ferroelectric memory. In the process of

reading the data, the data is changed; therefore, additional
circuitry must be used to re-write the original data back to

the memory cell. FRAM uses a direct 5V supply. FRAM
generally shows high tolerance to both Single Event and
Total Dose Radiation effects. FRAM is capable of a high

number (~10 billion) read/write cycles. FRAM is an
emerging memory technology and is available from a few

sources as low-density (256 Kbit) parts

GMRAM, or Giant Magnetoresistive RAM, is an

emerging technology that uses magnetic spin to record
data bits. GMRAM has the potential for densities similar

to SRAM with comparable read/write cycle times. For all

it's promise, GMRAM still has some technical difficulties
to work through; reducing drive currents, eliminating cell
instabilities due to magnetization vortices, and improving

operations at nanometer densities. The biggest problem
for use on the X2000 data recorder is availability of parts.

It will be several years before GMRAM is available in
economic quantities.

FLASH Memory uses floating gate technology for the
non-volatile memory cell. Reading and writing to

FLASH requires more complicated programming than
DRAM, resulting in slower performance. FLASH usually
contains a low number of bad blocks when manufactured

and can develop additional bad blocks over the lifetime of

the part. FLASH is susceptible to radiation effects and
can generate electro-magnetic noise that can interfere

with other spacecraft instruments. FLASH memory is
widely available from several commercial sources in

densities up to 256 Mbit.

After an evaluation of these devices, FLASH memory
was selected for use in the X2000 NVMS memory board.

This decision was based mainly on part density and

availability.

3. FLASH CHALLENGES

The non-volatile aspect of FLASH memory is

accomplished by using floating gate technology. A

floating gate cell consists of a FET with an insulated
floating gate located between the control gate and the
substrate. An embedded state machine controls each cell.

One of the more interesting things about FLASH memory
is that the cells can only be changed from 0 to 1 state by

an erase operation and can only be changed from a 1 to a

0 state by a write operation. Therefore, reprogramming
usually requires an erase cycle followed by a

programming cycle. This requirement results in a slower
read/write cycle than that required for an equivalent

capacity DRAM.

Radiation capability of FLASH Memory is mixed in

regard to Single Event Upset (SEU), Single Event

Latchup (SEL), and Total Ionizing Dose (TID). FLASH
devices are relatively immune to SEU as the devices are
only susceptible to SEU when the device is undergoing a
read/write/erase cycle. Since FLASH is not powered

during most of it's life, the opportunity for a SEU event is
very small. Destructive SEL is a concern. The

susceptibility of FLASH memory to SEL is highly
dependent on the component's design and the
manufacture's processes. SEAKR has seen wide
differences between different manufacturers in regard to
SEL. TID is also a concern for FLASH memory. In

continually biased FLASH memory systems total TID
tolerance can be less than 5 Krads. If the FLASH is

unbiased when not in use, the TID tolerance is greatly

improved, into the 35 to 50 Krad range _.

Commercial FLASH memory is supplied with bad blocks.
Rather than screen out devices with defective memory

blocks, FLASH memory manufacturers have elected to
sell devices with a limited number of bad blocks. This

reduces the need for redundant circuitry to ensure the

entire memory can be utilized within a device. The
location of each bad block is provided by information

written to each part. It is considered more cost effective
to manage the bad memory locations than produce parts

that have 100% good memory. Commercial
specifications typically permit up to 20 bad blocks in a
2048 block device. While this philosophy works well in
the commercial world, it leads to unnecessary memory

waste in spaceflight systems.

FLASH devices require a high current during write and

program cycles. This current generates a significant
electromagnetic field that can inject noise into the system.

For most applications this noise goes unnoticed, but in

space probes this EMI can affect nearby sensitive
scientific instruments.

The number of Write/Erase cycles is limited for FLASH

memory. This is due to gate oxide damage that can
accumulate during each cycle. The limit is often

improved as the manufacturer's process matures, in
mature products, the published limit on write/erase cycles

may be due to the inability to accumulate enough test

cycles to prove the actual physical limit.

4. FLASH TRADE-OFFS ON X2000

The NVMS design had to account for each of the
challenges presented by the selection of FLASH devices

as our storage media.

Writing to multiple FLASH devices (10) simultaneously
minimized the speed limitations. In addition, the X2000

NVMS design includes two banks of memory, each with a
dedicated 2-Kbyte First-ln First-Out (FIFO) buffer, that
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can be alternately written allowing both banks to be

programmed simultaneously.

Radiation concerns were satisfied by a series of SEL and

TID testing on devices from several manufactures. This
testing found the Samsung 128 Mbit FLASH provide the

greatest imunity to SEL and TID 1. The TID radiation
performance limitation was handled by enclosing the
FLASH memory devices inside a 0.25 inch Tungsten
shell. This shell increases the TID tolerance by

approximately a factor of four (4). In addition, the
NVMS design includes a power switching capability for
the FLASH devices allowing operational planning to
further increase the FLASH TID tolerance by powering
down the devices when not in use.

To reduce the number of bad blocks in spaceflight the
NVMS, SEAKR selects parts using tighter criteria than

commercial processes. FLASH memories for space

systems include additional screening of the devices to
"cherry pick" parts that have fewer bad blocks. This
process reduces the lot yield but increases available

memory. Past experience has show low yield loss for
devices with 15 or less blocks. The X2000 NVMS

maximized available memory by screening devices to 10
blocks or less.

SEAKR selects FLASH devices only from mature

product lines minimizing read/write cycle limitations.
The effects of wear-out are further mitigated by software

leveling routines. These routines control the wear on a
given block by distributing the data evenly throughout the
device. Thus exercising the entire device and not just one

area. Though effective in wearing the device evenly, it is
still subject to the fundamental limited life problem

intrinsic in the FLASH technology.

Careful consideration must be given to power and ground

plane noise immunity. FLASH devices exhibit a fairly
high instantaneous current during write and program
cycles, generating considerable noise in the system. This

problem can be reduced by PCB layer placement, routing
techniques, and decoupling capacitors. Power and ground

planes are used in the NVMS. Loop area is kept to a
minimum. Large and small bypass capacitors are used
and placed very close to power and ground pins of the

devices. This offers low impedance to ground in different

frequency domains as well as charge storage. PCB layer
placements are such that every signal layer has a

reference plane.

5. CONCLUSIONS

A well-designed non-volatile memory system based on
FLASH memory can meet the requirements of

interplanetary science missions. Design of this system
must compensate for FLASH's shortcomings in speed,
radiation tolerance, noise, and read/write cycle life.

Compensation for these shortcomings does result in cost
to the mission in complexity, weight, performance and
dollars.

These costs could be avoided if a non-volatile memory

was available that performed similar to standard DRAM.
The FRAM and GMRAM considered for use on X2000

continue to hold promise. Newer technologies such as

chalcogenide based RAM and battery backed up SRAM
are also being considered for future designs. SEAKR will

incorporate these new technologies into our PCI NVMS
when it becomes technically and economically feasible.

By understanding the advantages and limitations of
FLASH memory, SEAKR Engineering is able to
construct a PCI Non-Volatile Memory System suitable for

interplanetary missions using currently available

technology.

1 D. R. Roth, J. D. Kinnison, et al, "SEU and TID Testing

of the Samsung 128 and the Toshiba 256 Mbit FLASH

Memory", 2000 IEEE Nuclear and Space Radiation
Effects Conference.
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Abstract--Magnetic Random Access Memory (MRAM)

is often presented as the ideal, all-purpose solid-state
memory of the future. Indeed, it is expected that MRAM

may provide a combination of properties that at present
are only found distributed over different types of
memories (SRAM, EEPROM, Flash, DRAM, etc.). This

is certainly a very attractive perspective; if two (or more)

different memory technologies could be replaced by a
single memory technology (c.q. MRAM), the

development costs for a next generation of a product
comprising embedded memory could decrease

dramatically. However, for this to come true, it is
important that the specifications of MRAM will not
merely be a compromise, only suitable for certain niche

markets, but that they will really be able to compete with
the (future) state-of-the-art "conventional memories". In

order to obtain a better insight in this matter, we have
looked at (expected) properties of different non-volatile

memories for one and the same technology node (0.18
Hm). From this, the weaknesses and strengths of MRAM

have been identified. Special attention was paid to a
comparison with ferro-electric RAM (FERAM), which
seems to be the most competitive alternative memory

technology.

1. INTRODUCTION

At present the market for non-volatile memories is
booming, a.o. because of their use in portable

applications. Flash is still the leading non-volatile
memory technology (in 1999 Flash memory increased by
83% and totaled $4.6 billion [1]). However, one can

wonder for how long this can continue, since there are
definitely at least some inconveniences connected to

Flash technology, like the power consumption, the limited
endurance, the complications with low-voltage

applications and the rapidly increasing number of masks

that are required to add embedded Flash to a CMOS
wafer. Although predictions of the reach of fundamental
limits of Si technologies have been around for decades

and sofar always have turned out to be false, there is now
a big interest in a possible successor of Flash memory, in

particular for technology nodes beyond the 100 nm one.
On the other hand, Magnetic Random Access Memory
(MRAM) technology is getting a lot of publicity, being

presented as the ideal, all-purpose solid-state memory of
the future. Therefore, it is useful to make a critical survey

of the benefits and drawbacks of MRAM technology,
which is one of the promising, emerging candidates.
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2. MAGNETIC RAM PRINCIPLES

An MRAM is a memory (!) in which the stored data are

represented by magnetization directions and (2) in which
the read-out is done by a resistance measurement [2]. This

definition implies that its operation relies on a
magnetoresistance phenomenon. Early MRAMs were

based on the anisotropic magnetoresistance (AMR) effect.
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Sincethe amplitude of the AMR effect in thin films is
typically less than 5%, the use of AMR-based MRAMs
was limited mainly to military and space applications.

The discovery in 1988 of a larger magnetoresistance
effect [3], therefore baptized giant magnetoresistance
(GMR), changed this situation. The GMR effect allowed
the realization of smaller elements with a higher

resistagce and a larger MR effect (5/_ 15%), and therefore

a higher output signal. This enabled, in principle, the
realization of MRAMs for general applications. A decade
after its discovery the GMR effect is already applied in

commercial products like HDD read heads and magnetic

sensors [4].
A breakthrough in the field of magnetic tunnel junctions
around 1995 [5] improved the perspectives of MRAM

even further, when a large tunnel magnetoresistance

(TMR) effect was demonstrated at room temperature.
Since then TMR effects with amplitudes up to >50% have
been shown, but because of the strong bias-voltage

dependence, the useable resistance change in practical
applications is at present around 25%.

In general, both GMR and TMR result in a low resistance
if the magnetization directions in the multilayer are
parallel, and in a high resistance when the magnetizations

are oriented antiparallel. In TMR multilayers the sense
current has to be applied perpendicular to the layer planes

(CPP) because the electrons have to tunnel through the
barrier layer; in GMR devices the sense current usually

flows in the plane of the layers (CIP), although a CPP
configuration might provide a larger MR effect, since the

resistance perpendicular to the planes of these all-metallic
multilayers is very small. Nevertheless, supported by the

rapidly continuing miniaturization, the possibility to base
MRAMs on CPP GMR recently got serious attention [6].

For the representation of the bits there exist different

possibilities. So-called pseudo-spin valves [7,8] comprise
two ferromagnetic layers that switch their magnetization

direction at different magnetic fields; this can be

accomplished by using layers of different magnetic
materials, or layers of the same material but of different
thickness.

In another category of materials, a.o. (exchange-biased)

spin valves the magnetization direction of one of the

magnetic layers is so rigid that it can be considered fixed
under normal operation conditions (this can, for example,
be achieved by using exchange biasing [9] or an artificial

antiferromagnet [ 10]).
The addressing of the MRAM is done by means of an

array of crossing lines. Writing a certain cell is equivalent

to setting a magnetization in the desired direction (for
example, magnetization to the left means '0' and
magnetization to the right means "1'). By applying a

current pulse to a bit line and a word line a magnetic field

pulse is induced. Only the MRAM cell at the crossing
point of both lines experiences the maximum magnetic
field (i.e. the vectorial addition of the fields induced by

both current pulses) and its magnetization is reversed; all
other MR.AM cells below the bit or word line are exposed

to the significant lower field that is caused by a single

current pulse and will therefore not change their

magnetization directions.
The read-out method depends on the type of MRAM. In

the case of pseudo-spin valves a number of cells (N) can
be connected in series in the word line, because the

resistance of these completely metallic cells is relatively

low. This provides the interesting advantage that only 1/N
switching element (usually a transistor) is needed per cell.
The associated disadvantage is that the relative resistance

change is divided by N. The read-out is done by
measuring the resistance of a word line (with the series of

cells), while subsequently a small positive plus negative

current pulse is applied to the desired bit line. The
accompanying magnetic field pulses are between the
switching fields of the two ferromagnetic layers; thus the

layer with the higher switching field (the data-storing
layer) will remain unchanged, while the magnetization of
the other layer will be set in a defined direction and then
be reversed. From the sign of the resulting resistance

change in the word line it can be seen whether a '0' or a
' !' is stored in the cell at the crossing point the word and

the bit line.

In the case of spin valves with a fixed magnetization
direction the data are stored in the other, free magnetic

layer, which of course should not be disturbed by the
read-out. In this case the absolute resistance of the cell is

measured (if desired, differentially with respect to a
reference cell). This cell is selected by means of a

switching element (usually a transistor), which implies
that in this case one transistor is required per cell.

Like other memory technologies MRAM also offers in
principle the possibility to store multiple bits per cell [ 11 ].

3. PRESENT STATUS OF MRAM

At present, to our knowledge, Honeywell is the only

company that produces and sells MRAM; these are based
on AMR and GMR pseudo-spin valves. A 1 Mb memory
has been announced [12]. Many other companies (a.o.

Motorola, IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Infineon, Toshiba) are

actively developing MRAM technology, focussing mainly
on TMR. Motorola [13,14] and IBM [15,9] have
demonstrated arrays of TMR MRAMs with a size of

respectively 512 bits and 1 kb. Motorola and Hewlett-
Packard have recently announced MRAM production

within 3 to 5 years, while USTC has even announced

production already in the first quarter of 2001.
Besides in industrial laboratories there is also a lot of
research on MRAM at universities and research institutes

[16].
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4. COMPARISON WITH OTHER NON-

VOLATILE MEMORY TYPES

At the moment very positive and promising publications
have appeared about MRAM, and the subject has even

reached the popular press. Nevertheless, it is still difficult

to get an objective and realistic impression of MRAM,
since the properties depend on the type of MRAM and it

is unclear which of the mentioned advantages can be
obtained in one and the same device and bow these

compare with other memory types. Moreover, it is
important to compare memories at a certain, same
moment in time; it is not fair to compare future MRAMs

with present Flash memories. Therefore we decided to
make an inventory of (expected) specifications of the

most important non-volatile memory types, in order to get
an insight in the strengths and weaknesses of MRAM. We

compared MRAM with EEPROM, Flash and ferroelectric
RAM (FERAM), for several architectures differing in the

numbers of transistors (T) and capacitors (C) per cell; the
2T-per-cell technology for Flash is Philips' choice for

low-power and low-voltage embedded Flash memory
[17]. In this comparison we aimed at an embedded

memory obeying the rules of 0.18 tam CMOS technology.

Our results are summarized in the table at the top of this

page and will be discussed in the next section.

5. EXPECTED STRENGTHS AND

WEAKNESSES

Of course, the exactness of all numbers in our table can be
discussed, but we believe that the data indicate the

relative strengths and weaknesses of the considered non-

volatile memory technologies well.
From our study the following strengths of MRAM show

up:
III Read and write speed

MRAM promises to be very fast. In the table we
stated that MRAM will be faster than 100 ns. The

actual time in which a magnetization direction can

switch is much shorter (<1 ns), so the basic effect is
not the limiting factor. However, (like for e.g.

FERAM) the time for addressing, read-out etc. will
be dominant and since this depends on array size,
interconnects, lead resistances etc., we decided not to
fill in a concrete number but state that it will be much
faster than Flash. The recent demonstrations of

Motorola and IBM, which showed read/write times
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of lessthan10ns in mini-arrays,supportthis
expectation.Inparticular,erasingabit inMRAMcan
bemanyordersof magnitudefasterthanin Flashor
EEPROM.

• Low voltage
MRAM does not have the high-voltage demands of
Flash and EEPROM.

• Excellent endurance

MRAM promises the best endurance (with respect to
number of write cycles) of all memory types, since
till now no deterioration mechanism is known.

• Low number of extra masks
One of the most attractive advantages is the fact that

only 3 or 4 extra mask steps are needed to add
embedded MRAM to a CMOS wafer. For Flash

memory this number is about two to three times

higher and, moreover, seems to be increasing with
every technology generation. This also suggests that
MRAM will be a low-cost technology (assuming that

the required silicon area is similar).
• "All-purpose "' memory

The most intriguing and spectacular promise of
MRAM is to replace more than one of the present

memory types. The expected properties are such that
it can replace non-volatile memories like Flash and
EEPROM, but besides that, MRAM may also allow

to substitute SRAM and DRAM. The speed of
MRAM is such that it can compete with (most)
SRAMs, while MRAM can be much smaller and

therefore more inexpensive and is non-volatile. On

the other hand, several companies have claimed that
the cell size of MRAM can compete with DRAM

[8,9], while offering the advantage of non-volatility.
So on top of offering specific advantages over certain

memory types, it promises a big cost reduction for
memory-containing products like smartcards by

limiting the design and development efforts to one
instead of several type of memories.

• Good miniaturization possibilities
There seem to be possibilities to scale MRAM
significantly beyond the 100 nm technology node. A
limitation will probably be formed by thermal
relaxation.

These promises of an inexpensive, fast, dense, embedded
non-volatile memory is obviously very attractive.

However, we also identified the following weaknesses or

possible issues of MRAM:
• Cell size

By adhering strictly to the design rules in 0.18 Jam
technology for the upper layers, we estimated cell
sizes of 1.3 lam2 and 1.5 lam2 for respectively GMR

and TMR. This is several times larger than some

Flash-type memories. Nevertheless, others have
claimed that MRAM can be comparably dense or
even denser than DRAM [6,8,9]. Although it is

virtually impossible to deviate from design rules for
embedded memories, we also see possibilities for cell
size reduction, since in our estimation the cell size

was mainly determined by the metal line width that is

required because of the current pulses. For example,
the use of copper metallization might enable smaller
cells.

• Write current
Besides its influence on the cell size, the required

write current can also pose requirements on the
addressing and peripheral electronics. Also it may

have a negative effect on the power consumption.
Fortunately the current pulses may be only very short
and therefore the negative consequences may be
limited.

• Temperature stability
CMOS processes usually include an alloy step at or
above 400°C. Considering our experiences on the

thermal stability of GMR sensors [18] this seems to
be a serious issue for embedded memories, if one

wants to adhere to the standard CMOS process.

However, for MRAMs it is only required that they
survive the exposure to high temperatures, while for

the sensors normal operation at elevated temperatures
was tested.

• Resistance

Scaling of the resistance of TMR materials seems to
require an ongoing reduction of the barrier layer
thickness. Since this thickness is already in the order

of several monolayers, one may wonder whether

resistance scaling can keep up with Moore's Law.
While GMR does not have this problem, the reliable
and fast sensing of the small resistance change is not
trivial.

• Maturi_'
While GMR is already used in commercial products
like read heads and sensors, TMR is still less mature.

The abovementioned strengths constitute certainly

significant advantages over the common silicon non-
volatile memories EEPROM and Flash. However, most of

the listed advantages are also expected from FERAM and
from the table the differences in merits of FERAM and
MRAM are less clear.

Nevertheless, there are some problems or difficulties
connected to FERAM that MRAM does not have, like:

• problems with integration with silicon because of the
need to anneal the ferroelectric material at high

temperature,
• sensitivity of the ferroelectric material to H2,
• the ferroelectric materials are usually toxic and not

environmentally friendly (e.g. because they contain

lead),
• the limited endurance; this is likely to be fundamental

since ferroelectricity requires movement of an atom,

while magnetoresistance only relies on the non-
materialistic rotation of spins,

• destructive read-out, which also implies that the read

endurance is restricted by the write endurance,

• the scaling to very small dimensions is not obvious
since ferroelectricity is a "bulk property" of the
material.
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Ofcourse,MRAM technology poses other difficulties,
like the earlier mentioned issues, but these seem less
severe than those of FERAM

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have given a short overview of the principles and

present status of MRAM, and presented the results of a
comparison of MRAM technology with other non-volatile
memories (Flash, EEPROM and FERAM). Although the
listed weaknesses of MRAM still need to be overcome, it

is clear that MRAM is expected to give revolutionary

advantages over the currently used silicon embedded
memories. FERAM can also provide some similar

advantages, but it shows some problems that MRAM does
not have. In particular, the low required number of extra

masks and the fact that MRAM may be able to be
substituted for "all" types of memories (also e.g. SRAM

or DRAM) are very attractive, particularly for embedded
memories and systems-on-a-chip.
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Abstract-- With advances in deep submicron

CMOS technology, faster timing and more
feature-rich integrated silicon devices are being
used in consumer electronics advanced

communication and networldng systems,
computers, servers, and virtually all other

electronic systems. The demand for

performance and functionality is ever
increasing and a key component of that

demand is the in-system nonvolatile alterability

of both code and data. Larger operating and

application codes as well as corffiguration and
personalization codes are stored in various IC

components, which require field upgrade
capability. Various types of data require

nonvolatility. With systems becoming
increasing portable and smaller in size, various

bulky mechanical elements, such as magnetic
storage disks, are designed out and silicon

programmable elements are being substituted
for them. The silicon elements must continue

to provide better reliability and an ability to

operate in harsher environments than media
that have mechanical movement. These trends

have presented an opportunity for flash and
embedded flash as never seen before. The

question is whether embedded flash is ready to
serve these demands and keep up with the

projected increasing demands well into the
future.
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2. EXTRINSIC AND INTRINSIC FACTORS

The process of integrating flash memories into a
complex multi-function design, on a monolithic silicon

substrate, is driven by the factors of functionality,
performance, security, cost, reliability, and portability.

Portable, personal communication appliances are typically
very small in size and consume very low power in order

to operate for long periods of time: and may require other
IC device performance factors that sets them apart from
competing products in the market place. Such a product,

although cost sensitive, is not predominantly designed for
its a low cost advantage. While a multiple chip solution

may result in lower cost. performance and size dictate an
integrated device solution. These factors have different

priorities in a desktop product where size and even power
may be less of a factor; while device cost. features, and

performance are more emphasized.

The technology most suitable for widest range of

embedded designs must possess all of the determining
factors and be able to produce a distinct advantage in any
of the desired applications. While a "'one size fit all"

solution may seem unachievable or unrealistic, searching
for one brings us closer to creating a solution matrix that

best incorporates the important factors.
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Thesuccessoftheembeddedflashbusinessis
drivenbybothextrinsicormacrofactorsaswellas
intrinsicormicrofactors.Followingtablesummarizes
thesecategoriestofirstorder:

andthecostoftheIC. Withamorecost-effectiveflash
solutionthischoicefavorsmonolithicintegationfora
muchbroaderrangeoflogicdevices.

Extn nslc fat:for I n[n nsic factt_"

1 Availability of reusable

embedded flash bl_k.s from

multiple sources with ample

wafer supply

2 Reasonable assurance of

flash technology roadmap in

panty with advanced logic

technology roadmap

3. Integration cost, exclusive

of llash process adder

4. Ha.ssle- free IP business

rood e I

I Power consumption

2 Cot

3 Scalabilit,',

4 Performance &

Flexibility

5 Reliability

6. Security

7. Ease ol integration &

logic c_mpatibilit y

One-slop shopping at multiple foundries

Availability for internal second sounng

Proven technology track record

Comprehensive support rm_del

While the market for flash memories and

semiconductors in general is subject to fluctuations and
can cause the extrinsic factors to become more or less

dominant, some considerations are always relevant. For

instance, depending on the memory architecture, multiple
layer metalization may or may not be required. When the
added nonvolatile memory does not require as many
metalization layers as the base process into which it is

integrated, then one has to consider how much memory

integration is justified to amortize the added metalization
cost on the whole chip. In these cases, the memory
density is small. This consideration is over and above the

added cost of nonvolatile memory process (intrinsic).

Typically more complex IC's (e.g., mixed mode IC,
DRAM) have a large process overhead (e.g., more poly or
metal layers) compared with a typical base logic,

regardless of the nonvolatile memory. In such cases the
added nonvolatile memory cost adds to the already

expensive process and may only be fractionally important.
The yield and ease of use and debug for the nonvolatile

memory, then becomes paramount since any yield fall-out
on NVM portion magnifies the cost of production.

In essence, for complex IC processes there must be other
compelling reasons for integration; such as performance

or reliability enhancement, added features, footprint

reduction, and power saving.

However, as the overhead cost of the flash is reduced

(intrinsic), the cross over point shifts in the more complex

process direction. The process overhead cost combined
with the silicon utilization (design overhead cost), test and

packaging costs determine the cross over point for a given
embedded flash technology. Figure 1 illustrates that an
economically sound choice can be made given the die size
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OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMBEDDED

FLASH

With advent of professional foundries and fabless IC
device manufacturers, the landscape of semiconductor IC

manufacturing firms, their market positions, and success

have become very fluid and more competitive. The non-
USA foundries now supply a relatively high percentage of
the total semiconductor IC wafers and packages and they

are expanding their presence at a relatively rapid paste. In

1999 the wafer production output of the foundries were
expected to exceed $5.4 billion dollars, on a worldwide
basis. Dataquest is predicting that during this new decade

pure play foundries will account for roughly half of all

semiconductor production and their revenues will double
between 1999 and 2002. Interestingly, Integrated Device

Manufacturers (IDMs) as customers represent the fastest-

growing portion of the foundry business. IDMs" demand
for foundry is expected to triple between 1998 and 2003
to account for roughly one-third of the foundry market.

The fabless companies' demand will grow by 18.7%
C AGR. i

To attract lion's share of this incredibly fast growing

segment, foundries are positioning themselves as one-stop
shop for processes, design services, IP supplier or dealer,

mask making, test, and finish services. The foundries
establish Quality Systems per ISO-9001 and perform
accelerated stressing on test structures and products in
accordance with JEDEC standards. Process control and

optimization is rigorous and references various E1A and
JEDEC documents. This brings a very attractive value

proposition to the foundry customers, fabless and IDM
alike. Fabless companies are now free to innovate on the
basis of design techniques and unique functionality. At

the same time the IDMs are no longer bound by
homegrown IP and can leverage their resources in

obtaining and using the best-in-class solutions,



Thisparadigmshiftin ICindustryhascreateda
uniqueopportunityforembeddedNVMmemories.New
productsarebeingofferedatamuchfasterratedueto
flexibilityinoutsourcingtothefoundries.Atthesame
timetheneedtobuildprogrammabilityintotheseIC'sare
increasingasaresult.Itwouldbedifficulttobuildnew
productswithmostlythesamefeature-setsoncethecode
ischangedduetosystemmodifications,newapplications,
etc.withouttheabilitytoalterthememorycontents.
Codestoragerepresentsasignificantportionofthe
embeddedflashrequirement,butthedatastorage
requirementsarealsoveryhigh.Codestoragealsoallows
backwardcompatibilitywithvariousitemsorhardware,
sothatthefunctionalityofasystemcanappearthesame
whilethecostofthesystemisreducedbyusingmore
advance(integrated)components.Emulationor
configurationofsystemsoccursinsoftware(storedon-
chip),whileutilizingtheever-improvingcomponents.

4. SUPERFLASH®-TECHNOLOGY OF CHOICE

The above subtitle may seem like a bold claim, but

we will try to substantiate that claim with evidence and
reason. In both the intrinsic and extrinsic factors,

SuperFlash can claim superiority and leadership.

1) Power Consumption:

In reprogrammable nonvolatile memories,

battery energy is consumed during memory alteration
(Program and Erase) and memory accessing (Read)
operations. Therefore, the embedded flash user must

examine these operations and related mechanisms in some
detail and make appropriate compromises to select the
best, i.e., least power consumption, solution for the

embedded flash technology. Note power is a function of
voltage, current, and time, so all these factors must be

considered when calculating power consumption.

a) Low power required for programming:

Source side Channel-Hot-Electron (CHE) injection is
,, 100 times more efficient than Drain-side CHE injection.-"

Therefore, during the program operation (given the same
amount of charge is transferred), the power consumed by

these types of flash memories (e.g., SuperFlash) is
considerably less than those using Drain-side CHE.

b) Low power required for erase:

Power consumed during erase is much lower than

stacked-gate because the erase time of SuperFlash is so
much faster, i.e., ms not seconds.

c) Verify operations:

Most stacked-gate memories require a convergence
algorithm (including some special verify operations) or

some form of healing scheme in order to assure the Erase
(or Program) thresholds are (and are maintained) within a

desired range. Split-gate memories (e.g., SuperFlash) do
not require such algorithms or schemes, since a control

gate controls a part of the channel. Thus, the associated
state machines for these algorithms and schemes are

unnecessary for SuperFlash. due to split-gate architecture
and resulting immunity to over-erase and hot-hole

trapping. Power consumed during the verify operations is

important since these verify operations must be fast in
order not to degrade the timing performance of the device

duringprogram or erase operations.

d) Power consumption during read operation:

Reprogrammable nonvolatile flash memory,

embedded in an SOC, is programmed a finite number of
times (hundreds to tens of thousands of times are typical)

and is constandy read. The Read operation has to be
considered a "sustained" event compared to the Erase and

Program operations. While power consumption during
erasing and programming is a critical consideration, the

power use during read is even more critical. The factors
determining power use during the read cycle are: 1) cell
read current and drive voltage, 2) word-line RC

(Resistance-Capacitance) delay, 3) bit-line RC delay, and

4) sense amplifier design. Some circuit design techniques
can be universally employed for any memory design to
reduce power consumption (e.g., deep sleep mode in

conjunction with address transition detection). The
parasitic delays of word-line and bit-line can be similar

for most types of memories. When the supply voltages
continue to scale, achieving an acceptable read

timing/power characteristic from the memory can be a
challenge. For instance, when the low threshold of the

memory transistor needs to be substantially positive, then
word-line boosting is employed to read the memory
transistor, when the supply voltage and the threshold

voltage are not significantly different. This scenario is

very much the case for 0.25um and smaller geometry for
the stacked-gate type memories. This memory cell type
need a positive (low) threshold in order to allow

programming of the selected cells sharing the same bit-
line with the low-threshold unselected cells. Split-gate

devices, in particular SuperFiash, operate with negative
low thresholds. Word-line boosting is only necessary for

the split-gate memory to overcome the natural control
gate threshold. This can only become necessary in sub

0.13um geometry generations. In essence, for the same
supply voltage (in sub 0.25um generations) the cell read

power consumption characteristics are more favorable for
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asplit-gatedevicecompared to a stacked-gate device.
This advantage also allows read operation across a wider
temperature range, e.g., for a harsher environment.

not required metalization steps over larger NVM chip

areas. SuperFlash can be

2) Cost

The reprogrammable nonvolatile memory added cost

to the CMOS process is determined by several factors.
Complexities are added by the introduction of new layers

(e.g. floating gate, high voltage transistors gate oxide, and
high voltage node junction implants). In addition to these

added layers, added circuits, testing, debugging, and yield
enhancement costs are required specific to the NVM.

SuperFlash offers multiple functionality (optimized cost
versus functionality trade-off) in one process: it can be

designed as an OTP, Flash, or E2PROM with only
supporting circuitry modified to achieve desired

functionality. Furthermore, SuperFlash can well integrate
with existing base CMOS process without significant

alteration, leaving the logic simulation models largely
intact. Added layers are the minimum required and

standard processes can be used. Operational simplicity
allows for simple peripheral circuit requirements, which
then enhance yield and debug process. This point bears

emphasizing, since SuperFlash does not need a state
machine or algorithmic operations for erase or

programming; thus, the peripheral logic is greatly
simplified.

The split-gate (SuperFlash) cell design lends to a

flexible architecture requiring a few simple peripheral
circuits to support the memory operations.
Fundamentally the technology is based on thick oxides for

charge transfer, which assures future scaling capability.
The coupling (floating) gate oxide is never subject to a

high electric field stress (strong coupling to high voltage
node); thus, remains reliable during the life of the device.

For a given photolithography capability, the memory cell
is longer (compared to stacked-gate) in the bit-line
direction due to presence of the split gate. However, the

word-line direction is shorter than stacked-gates, since

there is no high voltage bit-line isolation requirement
(high voltages are applied in the row direction only), nor

is there a requirement to achieve high coupling from the
word-line.-" Overall the cell size is comparable to that of

the stacked-gate for a given photolithography, but the

higher array efficiency due to a simpler periphery, results

in smaller die area to achieve the same density and
functionality. The R&D cycle time and cost is reduced

because the simpler design results in easier debug,
reduced test, and faster yield enhancement efforts.

a) Integration Trade-Off:

In the beginning we discussed the integration trade-
off, especially as they relate to the cost of running NVM
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Figure 2: relative SRAM size trend

integrated with logic, SRAM, or mixed mode design
rather easily and cost effectively (see Figures 1 & 2

above). However, the IC designer still needs to determine
threshold requirements for monolithic versus multi-chip

package (MCP). One good figure of merit is to estimate
die cost versus packaging and test cost. As a rule of

thumb, if the former is less expensive than the latter, then
integration makes economic sense.

Another consideration, particularly with respect
to monolithic integration of SRAM and flash, is that the

SRAM silicon area cost is significantly higher than flash
and the trend is continuing (see Figure 2). A 10ram-"

embedded SuperFlash is generally very cost effective, but
a total die area exceeding 80mm "_becomes expensive to
manufacture.

For logic and flash inte_ation, again the maximum die
size, optimum flash size, and the die versus package and
test benchmarks can be used to estimate the cost-effective

flash integration.

3) Scaling

In stack-gate flash cells floating gate oxides are

thinned (as a natural requirement of scaling), yet still must
have strong electric field across them. These strong
electric fields result in compromising reliability with

further scaling. Alternate insulating materials cost more
to develop and complicate CMOS process compatibility

even more. In thin-oxide memories, the high voltages can
scale, so long as the planar oxide is allowed to scale

without compromising charge retention. F-N tunneling is

a well-established physical phenomenon with predictable
exponential (voltage dependent) behavior. A certain

minimum oxide field would be required to move charge
across a planar oxide in a given time. Scaling the thin
oxide beyond -gnm, without compromising reliability is a

technological challenge. In fact, the stacked-gate floating
gate oxide has not scaled since near l um generation. _

Some are beginning to advocate a less than robust
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reliabilityspecificationtoallowfurtherthinningofthe
oxides.Oncetheboundaryofnonvolatilememoryand
volatilememoryisblurred,noonecanpredictwherethis

blurring will lead

SuperFlash scaling can be generally summarized as
using a constant field, constant coupling ratio approach.

The constant field approach assures that the voltages used
are proportionally lower for each generation, to allow

memory oxides to remain reliable and to allow generation
and distribution of Program and Erase high voltages on

chip. The constant field scaling approach used in
SuperFlash allows for acceptable variation of oxide field

from one process generation to another, and across the
process variation within a given technology generation.

The constant coupling ratio scaling approach is adopted to
assure that Program and Erase endurance of the

SuperFlash is maintained with each generation. To
illustrate, the following table lists the critical scaling

features of several generations:
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With a NVM that has fewer peripheral logic circuits.
internal capacitive loading is less and performance is
enhanced. The more circuits a signal has to pass through,

the more performance degradations are likely to occur.

This speed performance improvement is a SuperFlash
unique advantage for embedded solutions. The speed

performance gains are consistent across a wider operating

temperature range.

NVM architecture also plays an important role in

determining the performance of the product. For instance,
NAND stacked-gate multi-transistor architecture is well

known to have inferior read access performance
compared to NOR architecture, because a read has to be

serially accessed through multiple pass gates. The overall
size of the bit-line and word line affects the RC delay:

thus, the more flexible the options are for the NVM
solution, the better one can optimize the performance of

the integrated product.

When designing embedded NVM IC's, designers are
concerned about the program and erase performance, as

well as the read speed. The fixed program and erase pulse
(as utilized in SuperFlash) that is constant through out the
life of the IC is more embedded design friendly compared

to the algorithmic approach where program and erase

times increase over the life of the application.

Single byte or word altering capability (E-'PROM) is
necessary in many integrated IC's for configuration,

parameter, or user data. With some flash technologies
using FN (Fowler-Nordheim) tunneling for program and

erase (e.g., DINOR, NAND, AND) this feature is difficult
to obtain for reasonable write times since the

programming charge transfer mechanism (i.e., FN
tunneling) is a slow mechanism. In the split-gate
SuperFlash technology EZPROM capability is readily

available through implementing traditional circuit
techniques for isolating and selecting single bytes or
words.

TABLE ( 1) - SuperFlash Cell Scaling

4) Performance and Flexibility

In a typical embedded NVM application, the
performance (speed and power) of the NVM block is

improved compared to the stand-alone equivalent density.
This improvement is partially due to eliminating the pad
and I/0 structures and the more direct (less delayed)

interface with the surrounding circuitry. Furthermore, in

benchmarking N_'M stand-alone products, the standard
tests call for a specified capacitive loading on the pins

(which may not be representative of the actual
application), while the embedded NVM experiences a

well known and consistent loading (substantially less than
external test loading), based on the integrated chip design.

With technologies utilizing drain-side CHE
injection for programming, large programming currents

are required: thus, prohibiting multiple-byte parallel
programming to effectively reduce program time. In

applications where single-byte-altering capabilities are
not required (e.g., program code, message data, or look-

up tables), source-side CHE injection cells (e.g.
SuperFlash) or Fowler-Nordheim tunneling cells (e.g.,
DINOR, NAND. AND) allow the embedded memory

designer to take advantage of parallel programming

improve write speed performance.

The ability to integrate flexible sector sizes for
variety of applications, in a single design or different
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designs, provides long-term benefits for the integrator.
The designer needs to only to learn one NVM technology
and freely modify the design to match the application

space. Flexible sector sizes provide a shorter time to
market in at least three ways: first by leveraging the

previously collected experience to improve future

products, second by designing reusable blocks for
different application segments, and third by creating test

operation uniformity for different devices.

5) Reliability

Reliability of NVM is the ability of the memory to

meet the data sheet for the expected life. Above and

beyond normal CMOS and package reliability, NVM
reliability is measured by 1) ability of the memory to

endure specified number of data alterations (endurance),
and 2) ability to retain data (with or without power

applied) for a specified lifetime (retention).

In stacked-gate technologies the insulators are thin

and subject to sustained electrical stress since F-N
tunneling through thin. planar oxide is used to remove the

floating gate charge. In some stacked-gate
implementations (e.g., NAND, AND, DINOR) the

average electrical field across the floating gate oxide can
exceed IOMV/Cm. Even when positive high voltage is

reduced and negative voltage is used to achieve cell
operation, the oxide field magnitudes are not reduced and

same sensitivity persists. Prolonged applications can
cause oxide damage; thus, loss of the charge defining the
data states.

lnter-poly tunneling used in SuperFlash cell utilizes
field enhancement features that allow tunneling through

thick oxide at low average electric field. Furthermore, in

this cell the gate oxide under floating gate (i.e., coupling
oxide) is not exposed to tunneling oxide electric stress.

In SuperFlash, the electric field distribution in
the thick tunnel oxide is non-uniform [See Figure 4]. In

comparison the thin oxide technologies have uniform,
strong field through out the tunnel (floating) gate oxide

[See Figure 3]. Since the electron trap generation rate is
proportional to the electric field, the interpoly dielectric of
SuperFlash experiences charge trap site generation only

near the "'tip" region and the rest of the oxide remains trap
free. In stacked gate or thin oxide flash, the generated

traps are distributed evenly through out the oxide. These

traps can allow the stored charge in floating gate to hop
from site to site, depleting the charge stored on the

floating gate. In the case of asymmetrical traps, such
hopping paths do not exist.

FIGURE 4 - Charge Retention & Trapping (inter-poly

tunneling vs. Stacked-gate)

Endurance is the ability of the memory cell to

sustain repeated erase and program and still meet all data
sheet operations, including data retention. In thin-oxide
memories (i.e., tunneling through floating gate oxide)

endurance is limited by oxide leakage or breakdown

resulting in charge loss, creation of trapped holes
resulting in erratic erase behavior of the memory cell. or

the inability of the device to maintain tight erase threshold
distribution of the cycled bits. In comparison, the
SuperFlash cell endurance limitation is encountered when

the trapped charges in the erase oxide cause a gradual
increase (the "trap-up") of the required voltage or time to
erase the cell effectively. This phenomenon is

distinguishable from the thin oxide limitations in several

ways. First, the trap-up behavior is not suddenly
catastrophic: thus, depending on the application
constraints one can increase the number of endurance

cycles by either increasing the erase time or voltage.

Second, trap-up is a predictable behavior: therefore, a
substantial margin can be designed for the erase voltage
or time to achieve the desired endurance. Third. as the

technology progresses and integrity and chemistry of

silicon and oxide processing improve, the trap-up

behavior improves.

FIGURE 3- Electric Field During Erase (Stacked-gate

Flash)
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Far more important than simply looking at the
endurance alone, is the ability to retain the required

charge after subjecting the memory to numerous cycles of



eraseandprogram.Therefore,dataretentionverification
(i.e.,reliabilitystressing)mustoccuralterthedatasheet
specifiednumberofcycles,e.g.,10,(K)0ormore.
Enduranceanddataretentionarevalidatedusingthe
applicableJEDECstandardtestmethodsandcriteria.

4. CONCLUSIONS

We have broadly reviewed the trade-off and

opportunities for embedded flash memories. The
challenges for wholesale acceptance and propagation of

this technology remain, i.e., availability through multiple
suppliers, aggressive roadmap, repeatability, and being

able to leverage learning and apply that to new designs.
SuperFlash has addressed these issues most effectively, as

SuperFlash is offered through multiple foandry suppliers
and IDMs at multiple technology generations. The state
of the art foundries are being driven by IC designers to
offer the state of the art embedded flash solution and these

forces drive the aggressive roadmap of SuperFlash.
SuperFlash has been in use by many third party designers

for a number of years and has successfully been
demonstrated in multitude of varied products. The

collective knowledge about this unique technology is
amassing and driving a de-facto standardization of it,
because ultimately the primary beneficiaries are the

technology users.
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Abstract--The radiation effects that affect various

systems that comprise floating gate memories are

presented. The wear-out degradation results of

unirradiated flash memories are compared to irradiated

flash memories. The procedure analyzes the failure to
write and erase caused by wear-out and degradation of

internal charge pump circuits. A method is described for

characterizing the radiation effects of the floating gate

itself. The rate dependence, stopping power dependence.

SEU susceptibility and applications of floating gate in

radiation environment are presented. The ramifications

for dosimetry and cell failure are discussed as well as for

the long term use aspects of non-volatile memories.
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generations used an external erase/write pin that required

a separate power supply of 12 volts for erasing and

writing data to the cells. Newer, single power supply

advanced flash memories rely on internal charge pump

circuits to provide the high voltages that are needed for

erase and write operations. Scaling issues for newer flash

devices are more complex than conventional CMOS

devices because of the need for high voltage (10 to 20

volts) for erasing and writing. The tunnel oxides used in

flash storage cells are above 9rim and have not been

reduced, as devices have been scaled [1, 2]. Multi-level

cell storage is one approach for the achievement of

higher storage density. Ionizing radiation has always

been an issue for flash devices, and newer technologies

have increased susceptibilities due to scaling.
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1. INTRODUCTION

With a large number of long term space missions being

flown with non-volatile memory (NVM) banks as

integral avionics systems, such as the upcoming mission

to Europa, the need to precisely understand the effects of

radiation on the NVM types has grown considerably.

This is mostly because the NVM banks on such missions

are by far the most susceptible to total ionizing dose

(TID) effects, and fairly susceptible to single event effects

(SEE) [1, 2]. The variation of radiation effects with

variables like dose rate, stopping power , and radiation

type has become very important.

Flash memories command the lion's share of commercial

NVM applications: digital cameras, wireless

communication devices, and computer storage. They are

also being considered for many current and future JPL

space systems, including solid-state recorders for the

X2000 project. Previous missions used DRAMS for solid-

state recorder applications. Flash technology has evolved

very rapidly during the last five years. Multi-level 128-

Mb devices that can store more than one bit per cell, are

now available commercially including advanced flash

memories with complex internal control circuitry, block
erasing and writing to internal buffers, which is all

transparent to the user. Flash memories of older

Two separate technologies have been developed to build
the basic cell structure of advanced flash memories. The

NOR structure technology uses channel hot electron

injection to program and Fowler-Nordheim (F-N)

tunneling to erase. A typical floating gate cell is shown

in Fig. 1. When a flash memory is read, 3.3V is applied

to the control gate and drain while the source is

grounded. In an erased cell, the control gate voltage

overcomes the transistor turn-on threshold voltage, Vth,

and the sense-amplifier circuitry detects the drain-to-

source current and translates it to a "1". The voltage due

to the control gate of a programmed cell is not sufficient

to overcome the Vth and the absence of the drain-to-
source current translates it to a "0".

Control

Floating I I Gat_

_Gate ("_'/_ ((((((((/_1
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It

\,...n+ Drain .j/

p-type substrate

Fig. 1. Standard floating gate device. The drawing is not

to scale and the gate oxide thickness varies for each

technology.

The NAND structures use F-N tunneling for both writing

and erasing. Reading is identical to the NOR structure's

method. The NAND structure erases and programs

uniformly across the gate oxide, resulting in minimal
wear. The NOR structure, on the other hand,
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concentratestheprogrammingcurrenttothesourceside
cornerof thegateoxide,resultinginadecreaseinwear-
outendurancecomparedtotheNOR structure. The NOR
structure is faster than the NAN'/) structure, due to the

lower current achieved through tunneling.

The cell architecture of a NOR flash memory, Fig. 2.

provides direct access to an individual cell, allowing
random access reading and programming. Because of the

need for one bit line contact for each two cell group, the

dimensions of a NOR array are about 140 percent larger

than those of a NAND technology [31. A typical NAND

array stacks 16 floating gate transistors connected in

series along with two control transistors. This

arrangement eliminates the bit line contacts between the

cells as shown in Fig. 3, which allows more transistors to

be placed into the die. Operations of both circuits are

explained in {41.
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Fig. 2. Cell architecture of a NOR flash memory.

When considering flash memories for space missions,

any application that uses intensive read/write cycling will
be of the most sensitive to radiation. This mode is

important in data recorder or other applications where

flash memories are being used in designs that were

previously' restricted to DRAMs or SRAMs. In such

applications, like X2000, there is the concern of wear-

out, which occurs after a large number of erase/write

cycles. Since the intensive read/write mode will be used

in future applications, the robustness of this mode in

space environment must be well understood. Most of the

radiation liability of flash memories arises from the

circuit elements that read and write the floating gates, as
the studies below show.
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Control gale 15 T'
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Write: Fowter-Nordr_eim
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body

Erase: Fowler-Nordheim

tunneling to body

Memory stack height is 16 cells, plus 2 select cells

Fig. 3. Cell architecture of a NAND flash memory.

To study the effects of radiation on the floating gate, the

UVPROM allows the easiest investigation. This arises

from the UVPROM's simple on-board circuitry. The
structure of the UVPROM's cell is similar to other

NVMs, like the EEPROM or flash memories. UVPROMs

are erased only by exposure to radiation [5]. UV radiation

is specified by the manufacturer to erase the device.

Electron-hole pairs are generated in all areas of the

circuit when ionizing radiation interacts with

microelectronic circuits [51. In the FAMOS cell of a

UVPROM, some of the holes may interact with the

floating gate of the cell to reduce its stored charge [5].

Electrons may also be removed from the gate by direct
radiation interaction.

An energetic charged particle generates electron-hole

pairs according to its Linear Energy Transfer (LET =

stopping power / target density), and the amount of

charge removed from the floating gate depends on the

LET and the proximity of the trajectory to the gate. One

would expect different radiation types to have similar but
not identical effects because of different recombination

rates and mechanisms [6}. The effect of any exposure to

ionizing radiation is the partial removal of charge from

the floating gate. This, in turn, reflects the amount of

exposure received. By measuring the amount or radiation

require to remove all of the charge from the floating gate,

the sensitive volume of the oxide which makes up the
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collectionregionfor erasuresurroundingthefloating
gateoftheFAMOScellcanbedetermined.

2. EXPERIMENTALPROCEDURES

A.HashSystemAnalysis

I. l_vicesSelectedforStudy
Hashmemoriesfromtwomanufacturerswereselected
forwear-out.TheyarelistedinTableI. Thechargepump
effectswerestudiedusingthe Samsungdevices.The
wear-outenduranceof theIntelpartswasstudiedto
supportthiscorrelation.

TABLE1
DEVICESSELECTEDFORSTUDY

DEVICE SIZE MFG TECHNOLOGY

28F128 128-Mb Intel NOR

multilevel

flash

KM29U 128 128-Mb Samsung NAND flash
AMD27C64 64-kb AMD UVILt_M

Electrical tests after irradiation level were made using an
Advantest 3342 test system. The biased circuits follow

the DC standby current characteristics of Intel and

Samsung specifications. Tests include evaluation of the

write operation that requires initial erasure of the flash

memory. TID tests were performed at the JPL cobalt-60

room-type irradiator. The devices under test were

irradiated under standby power conditions at a dose rate
of 25 rad (Si)/s.

II. Charge pump circuit

The typical charge pump circuit is based on the circuit

proposed by Dickson in 1976 [7]. The Samsung charge

pump circuit uses MOS transistors to accomplish the

diode function, as shown in Fig. 4. The circuit operates

by charging the coupling capacitors successively each

half-clock cycle. The transistors, functioning as forward

bias diodes, hold an incrementally larger voltage at each

step. The open-circuit voltage can be calculated with the

following equation:

Vow,= V¢¢- I V,_l + N (ocV_- I V,¢I ) (1)

Where V,_ is the effective Vth of the pass transistor, o_ is

close to 1 in practical cases, N is the number of stages.

So, even in standby mode, the charge pump is fully

engaged. The generated output voltage is directly

proportional to the number of charge pump stages and,

therefore, it can be generated even at a very low supply

voltage (< 2V).

_ee _ut

FL FL FL FL FL (= Floating)

Fig. 4. Samsung flash memory charge pump circuit from
[71.

III. Set-Up for Charge Pump Measurements

The reason for suspecting charge pump degradation in

wear-out is obvious. Data from previous papers had

shown that the degradation of the internal charge pump

affected the write and erase capabilities of flash

memories [1, 2, 4]. The TID failure level of the Intel

28F016SV flash memories with two power sources (by

passing the internal charge pump circuits) was 100

krad(Si), compared to the 25 krad(Si) with the 5V-only

power option [4]. Direct measurements of charge pump

voltage were accomplished through a probing contact at

the die. The probe was connected to a digital multi-meter

to read the charge pump voltage of the flash memory

arrays. In this study, a Samsung flash memory device

was de-lidded to expose the probing pads.

IV. Wear-out Test Procedure

Current test programs were modified to exercise each

selected block repeatedly. The test program erases the

contents of the flash memory devices (verification of "1""

to ensure that the erase process was successful), writes
"0" (inversion of data) and then reads "0'" (verification of

writing data) in all locations of a selected block. The

cycle repeats until the test program loop ends or is
cancelled.

Two Intel devices were used to stud), the effects of TID

on wear-out of the erase capability. Intel 28F128 devices

that operate after being irradiated at 7krad(Si) were then

cycled until they failed to erase. Two Samsung devices
were tested for wear-out after 9 krad(Si). The selected

Samsung device was cycled until it failed to write.

B. Hoating gate studies

The devices used in this study were AMD27C64 series

UVPROMs consisting of 65,536 FAMOS cells in an
8192x8 bit format. UV radiation can erase the device in

part due to a quartz lens encased in the ceramic dip

directly over the ceils. The normal commercial use of this

device is as a read only memory. The UWPROM is

exposed to low energy (<8 eV) ultraviolet radiation,

which removes electrons from the floating gate. if erasure
is desired.
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Thefloatinggatehasbeenshowntobethemostrobust
subsystemof floating gate memories, but as floating gate

memories I_,come scaled, they floating gate may become

the foremost radiation liability. The UVPROM were

programmed to capacity and interrogated after exposure
to radiation. The amount of erasure is measured in terms

of equivalent UV radiation. In this manner, the effects of

different radiation type, LETs, dose rates etc, can be

investigated by only pin interrogation. This is described

in detail in [8]. Since the radiation response can be

precisely measured and calibrated, floating gate devices

can be successfully used as dosimeters. This has been

shown on the MPTB satellite and is described in detai] in

181.

3. RESULTS

A. Flash Charge Pump Degradation

Fig. 5 shows that the charge pump voltage is constant

until the memory device reaches 6 krad(Si) where the

voltage drops about 100 mV (from 12.53V to 12.43V).

After 7 krad(Si), the measured voltage decreases to
11.SV, but the device still can be erased and written with

the new pattern. At the next level of 8 krad(Si), it fails

catastrophically during the erasure of 1,024 blocks of

memory cells, and the charge pump voltage drops sharply

to 6.7V. Direct probing has shown that TID stops the
charge pump from providing the expected output voltage

for proper erase operation. The dose level at which this

device fails is within the distribution of typical radiation

failure levels for this device type [ I].
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Fig. 5. Charge pump voltage versus total dose.

B. TID Effect on Wear-out

Wear-out is the endurance of flash memory erase/write

functions, and it is usually specified by manufacturers as

a given number of erase/write cycles. As described
earlier, there is some concern about wear-out in solid-

state recorder applications that would require many

read/write sequences. However, the selected block must

be erased before any data can be written into the arrays of

a flash memory cell. If the block cannot be erased or is

only partially erased the programmed data will contain
errors.

Figs. 6 and 7 show wear-out results. After a dose of 7

krad(Si), both Intel devices failed to erase the selected

block at about 20,000 cycles compared to 95,000 cycles

for an unirradiated part as shown in Fig. 6. Erase errors

are permanent failures to remove electrons from the
floating gates and registered as "0"s by the sense

amplifier circuitry in the read operation. In this study,

both irradiated parts were tested with the maximum

allowed erase time as specified by lntel (5 seconds per
block erasure). Write errors of "0'" data are failures to

place correct amount of electrons to the floating gates

and registered as "l"s during the read operation. It is also
obvious that TID accelerates the erase/write wear-out

effects of both lntel and Samsung flash memories. Since

erase/write are the only operations that use the 12.5V, the

degradation must result from the decay of the charge

pump circuitry and previous studies have shown that the

read operation is unaffected up to 50 krad(Si) [21. Fig. 8

shows another effect of the charge pump degradation.

Radiation lowers the charge pump voltage thus reduces

the tunnel current removing the electrons more slowly.

10 4 I I I i I =_

0

-':" 10 3 Post 7 kraal (Si)

,,, 102

/ Unirradiated device

101 -._
z

0 -2x10 4 4x10 4 6x10 4 8x10 4 1 xlO 5 1 2x10 5

Number of Cycles

Fig. 6. TID effects on wear-out of Intel devices. Erase

errors are failures to remove charge from floating gates.

104_ _ _ I T

_ Post 9 krad (Si)_ _

lOa_-
_ 102__

101

Z

O 5x10 5 lx10 6 15x10 6 2x10 6 2.5x10 6 3x10 6

Number of Cycles

Fig. 7. TID effect on write wear-out of a Samsung device•

Write errors of "0" data are failures to place correct

amount of electrons to the floating gates.
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Fig. 8. Effect of dose on timing. The diminished charge
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C. UVPROM Cell Erasure Results

The plots the fraction of cell erasures as a function of

doses for various radiation types are shown in Fig. 9. Fig.
9 shows the result of selected live readout methods.

Shown are UV, 50 MeV protons and 1 GeV Argon ions.

These erasure curves were directly measured during

experiments at accelerators. Fig. 10 shows the fraction of

charge on the gate as a function of dose.
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Fig. 9. The live readout erasure response of the device to

various radiation types. The U point protector is UV, the

P is 50 MeV protons, and A is I GeV Argon ions.

From Figs. 9 and 10, the total amount of radiation

require to erase a device can be measured. The power law

behavior is most likely due to varying sensitivity to dose

as a function of dose. The field of the floating gate will

decrease with dose, which leads to an exponential
-- Do _e

relationship, i.e., E = Eoe o,,_,,, , where E 0 is the initial

field and Dose() is a constant. This may explain why

higher LET particles are less effective at erasing the

device. So there must be two new erasure mechanisms

that are shown here. The rate of erasure is based on dose

and also LET, revealing that the oxide around the

floating gate must contribute to the erasure mechanism.

It is impossible to differentiate between these effects

using only the output from the pins of the device.
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Fig. 10. The fraction of charge left on the floating gate as
a function of radiation•

C. UVPROM Sensitive Volume Calculation

By looking at the relationship in Fig. 10, one can start to

see how much the oxide affects the erasure process. The

relationship is an exponential dependence of erasure

efficiency on LET. Not surprisingly, higher LET

radiation experiences higher recombination and thus
erasure rates are affected. A more obvious statement of

this can be seen through the calculation of the effective

sensitive volume thickness which is given in detail in [6]:

1.8*10_eV
t,ff - (1)

pD o,A _:(;

The relationship between t,7 and LET is shown in Fig.

11. The relationship is again exponential, revealing that

the effective thickness of the collecting oxide decreases

with increasing LET. The reason for this inverse effect

may be due to the charge generation profile of higher

LET particles.

D. UVPROM Dosimetry on the MFrI'B Satellite

One of the important applications of floating gate devices

is the measurement of absorbed dose, or dosimetry. Two

AMD27C64 UVPROMs were placed in the MPTB

experiment as prototype dosimeters• The results are

shown in Fig. 12. The first 1200 orbits of the experiment

are shown. The other dosimeters, A8, B3, B8, and C4,

are shown in solid for comparison. The deviation around

orbit 800 is postulated to be saturation in the RADFETs.
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IV. DISCUSSION

Several previous studies of radiation effects on EPROM

and EEPROM floating gates have reported that data

integrity could stand up to 10_ radISi). TID in the range
of 10" to l0 s rad(Si) is not expected to upset the data in

the memory transistor [1]. SEE studies also concluded

that radiation damages the peripheral circuitry before

affecting the cell [1, 21. The total dose failure levels of a
256K EEPROM are limited to values of 10 to 30 krad(Si)

due to loss of drive capability of the peripheral circuitry,

not charge loss from the memory transistors [1]. The

most sensitive control circuitry in flash memory devices

is the internal charge pump circuit. Any leakage current

within the internal charge pump circuit will lower the

output voltage. Serious leakage currents can be conducted

by the capacitors coupled in parallel with two non-
interleaving clock signals. The leakage current increases

with TID. Any stage-to-stage increases in leakage would

also reduce the charge pump output voltage [3J, For
NAND devices it should be noted that the highest voltage

is needed for erasing (20V), then programming (18V),

then reading, this is the order in which failures are seen

in the TID tests on the Samsung 128Mb flash memory
[2].

Charge injection through the dielectric by tunneling

causes hole trapping at the interface. The trapped

positive charge induced parasitic leakage current. The

floating-well charge pump circuits can also generate

substrate current. The resulting currents can clamp the

charge pump output voltage to low values, making the

flash memory inoperable.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Of the conclusions that can be drawn from this work, the

most outstanding is that TID directly affects the output of

the internal charge pump. Radiation also reduces the

endurance of flash memories due to operations that

depend on charge pump output voltages. Thus there is a

correlation of charge pump degradation and the number

of erase/write cycles. This relationship needs more

quantitative investigation. Future studies will quantify
the effects of TID on wear-out.
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C-RAM Memory Element
Radiation Testing R,m/tbe_m

Motivation

• Commercial world needs nonvolatile memory

- Flash is current baseline, but has limited speed and endurance

Space programs have additional requirements

- Nondestructive Read Out (NDRO)

- Radiation hardened to both total dose and single event environments

Three technologies have been investigated with limited success

- Silicon-Oxide-Nitride-Oxide-Silicon (SONOS) EEPROM

- Ferroetectric (FRAM, FeRAM)

- Magnetic (MRAM, GMRAM, MAGRAM)

• Recent emerging technology appears promising

- Chalcogenide (C-RAM)

NSREC 20£0 Rilv 3 pig6 3 pnn_d 6t22_00

C-RAM Memory Element

Radiation Testing IRl=y_the_rt

Chalcoqenide Memory Technoloqy Primer

Basic memory element consists of a variable resistance thin film
deposited before metalization in semiconductor process

- Ge2Sb2Te5 (Group Vl elements (Te) are the chalcogens)

- Can be programmed between polycrystalline or amorphous phases

- Resistance changes by at least two orders of magnitude

• High resistance in amorphous phase

• Low resistance in polycrystalline phase

• Reversible phase change affected by heating and rapid quenching

- In this case, by resistive heating with nanosecond pulses

• Thin film sputtered at room temperature from compositional targets

- Fully compatible with CMOS processing for monolithic integration

NS_qEC 2000 R_ 3 Page 4 _nCecl 5/22/00
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C-RAM Memory Element
Radiation Testing

nmttheen

Cross Section of Test Structure

First attempt to integrate chalcogenide with silicon
- Micron Semiconductor devices circa 1996
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- Application of 1.0 mA (A) will
nucleate conductive crystallites

- Application of 1.5 mA (B) will
melt small volume of material,

rapid quenching locks in
disordered low conductive state
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C-RAM Memory Element
Radiation Testing

i
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Chalcoqenide Technoloqy Commercial Base

• Technology patented by Energy Conversion Devices

- Licensed by Ovonyx, joint venture of ECD and Tyler Lowrey

• Identical chalcogenide material as used for CD-RW and DVD-RAM

- Both optical reflectivRy and resistivity affected by free carriers

• Lockheed Martin, Ovonyx developing rad hard memory

- Present work funded under AFRL contract with MRC

• Intel and Ovonyx developing commercial high density memory

• www.ovonyx.com for everything you ever wanted to know
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C-RAM Memory Element

Radiation Testing
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Test Circuit Waveforms

Switch from LO to HI ;witch , LO

Time, 200ns per division

LO state Vl = 176mV; V2 = 102mY; Roum = 1.48kQ

HI state: Vl = 177mV; V2 = 176mV; Roum = 176k_i

I • Confirms Reversible Switching Between States I
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I I I

_. C-RAM Element _" EMemory

Radiation Testing ' °_,_.'_

Testinq Methodoloqy

• Characterize baseline functionality of all pins

- Functionality: ability to write and read data before and after experiment

- Retention: ability to retain data throughout experiment

• Program memory elements into alternating LO and HI states

• Imprint data at 125°C, 2 hours, air, electrodes shorted

• Measure retention, functionality, program elements again

• Expose sample with Co-60 irradiation

• Measure retention, functionality, program elements again
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C-RAM Memory Element

Radiation Testing
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C-RAM Memory Element

Radiation Testing
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C-RAM Element ........ EMemory

Radiation Testing ' =_,_,,"

Conclusions

• Programmable memory elements work as advertised

- Reversible, fast switching up to two orders of magnitude resistance

Memory element properties unaffected by environments

- Functionality and retention

- 125°C temperature for 2 hours

- Total dose irradiation to 1Mrad(Si)

- Elements programmed in either HI or LO state

• Future plans

- Neutron testing in progress

- Total dose, neutron, and SEU testing on new structures from
Lockheed Martin

NSREC 20CC R_ 3 pa_ 15 Dtlttlid 6"2_J00

C-RAM Element " EMemory

Radiation Testing ' "_'h'_"
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Abstract--Silicon-Oxide-Nitride-Oxide-Silicon (SONOS)

based nonvolatile memory has emerged as the most
mature nonvolatile semiconductor memory (NVSM)

currently in use for space applications. SONOS 64k
EEPROMs have been flying in numerous satellite

applications since 1992 with a 256k EEPROM version of
this part qualified for space applications in 2000. This

paper will summarize the production and development
status of a family of SONOS-based devices (EEPROMs,
FPGAs, Controller ASICs) currently being manufactured

at the Northrop Grumman Corporation tNGC) Advanced

Technology Laboratories in Baltimore, Maryland,
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1. INTRODUCTION

Northrop Grumman Corporation {NGC) (formerly
Westinghouse Electric Corporation) has been involved in

nitride-based nonvolatile memory for space since the
middle 1970's ll-3]. The Silicon-O_Qxide-N_itride-Qxide-

Silicon (SONOS) process is a radiation hard (300 krad

total dose) 1.2 gm CMOS technology for EEPROM

applications. This technology has been the result of a
joint collaboration with Sandia National Laboratories and

Lehigh University.

SONOS transistors are built on a stack of 15 A thermal

oxide. 150 A silicon nitride and 40 A blocking oxide

Figure 1 - SONOS Basic Mechanisms

+10v

40A Cq)ptng

O_yn

'Ilia Tun¢_l

__rJ" oxfeo

• +10 volt programming

results in trapped electrons
in SONOS dielectric stack

-lOV

40A C =ppIng

• -10 volt programming

results in trapped holes
in SONOS dielectric stack

• Data loss caused by emission of trapped charge from SONOS stack

under a phosphorous doped polysilicon gate. This stack is

then programmed with either _-10 V or 10 V. These two

bias conditions result net trapped negative or positive
charge, respectively as shown in Figure 1.

The SONOS process offers dramatic radiation hardness

improvements over conventional floating gate EEPROM
technology. The key reason for this is in the difference in

how charge is stored for these two technologies. SONOS
technology relies on trapped charge that is stored in a
nitride dielectric that is not easily removed in a total

ionizing dose environment. Floating gate memories store

charge in conducting floating gates that arc separated
from the silicon substrate by thin (<100 At tunnel oxides.

Total ionizing dose radiation damages these tunnel oxides
leading to a more rapid charge loss for floating gate
devices. Heavy ion strikes from galactic or solar radiation

can similarly discharge floating gate devices. Both of
these effects severely limit the radiation hardness of

floating gate devices and are not obser_ ed with $ONOS
devices.

NGC 64k _ 256k EEPROMs are specified to withstand
300 krads (St) total ionizing dose [testing to 450 krads(Si)
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with 1 week biased anneal according to MIL-STD-883

Test Method 1019.5] SONOS 256k EEPROMs have

been observed to retain data after total dose exposure of [

over 800 krads(Si). This level of hardness is not possible

with today's floating gate EEPROMs.

Trapped charge in SONOS transistors is stored in traps

within the nitride dielectric. Charge loss for SONOS

devices is dominated by well behaved thermal emission

effects that are linear with the logarithm of time, Typical

SONOS memory retention is in the 10 to 100 year range

depending on the pulse width of the programming

voltage. (An example of typical SONOS transistor

memory retention is shown in Figure 2.)

SONOS Retention Characteristic I_ L7_-:
vp-.-ll)v, Pracond..-10v 10s ', ......

3

0

.2 ..........................

1E_)6 1E-04 1E-02 1E*00 1E*02 1E*04 1E÷06 1E÷08 1E+10

Retention Time (Sec.)

Figure 2 - Typical SONOS transistor threshold

voltage retention decay data showing >10 year

retention (1 E8.5 sec).

Historically. SONOS nonvolatile memories have been

conse_'atively specified for a maximum of 10,000 (]0V)

erase-write cycles for 10-year memory retention.

Transistor level memory retention data indicates

negligible change in mcmory retention at this level of

endurance cycling. At 100,000 cycles transistor level

tests indicate parts would pass 10-year memory retention

requirements. However, a full study to evaluate

increasing endurance cycling from 10.000 to 100.000

cycles has not been done. Recent work by Lehigh

University indicates future SONOS nonvolatile memories

with 10" to 10 _ erase-write cycles are possible,

Lehigh University has also performed extensive

characterization and process development of scaling

SONOS for low voltage applications [4,5]. Their work

has resulted in SONOS stacks which can be programmed

with voltages as low as 5 V {Figure 3). Lehigh work in

the area of deuterium annealing has demonstrated

SONOS endurance improvements by over an order of

magnitude. NGC is currently doing work to incorporate

these scaled SONOS and deuterium anneal results into

future submicron nonvolatile memory applications.

3 A ........................ .- -_TV " m

E_ - o on

I X-o_ _ o °- Ar4r" I

._

10 10 10 10 10

Write/Erase pulse width tp (asC)

Figure 3 - Lehigh data showing 5 V programmable
SONOS stacks.

2. 64k/256k/1 Mb EEPROMs

The NGC 64k (8K x 8 bits) EEPROM is in use in over 20

satellite applications and has demonstrated radiation

hardness in excess of 300 krads. Over 6000 space

qualified 64k EEPROMs have been shipped to date. The

256k (32K x 8 bits) EEPROM device uses the same

memory cell and peripheral circuitry as the 64k EEPROM

with qualification in March 2000. The 256k EEPROM

has been demonstrated to have negligible increase in

standby current up to 1.5 Mrads with no loss in

functionality (Figure 4). A table of the key specifications

for these parts is included in Table 1.

1,0E-02 _ ,
_. 15 mA Spe¢

E 1.0E-03 ...............
i
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,... i

81,0E-O710E'05" _
-_ 10E-06

i
1,0E-08

0 500 _000 1500
Total Dose [krads(S_O2)]

Figure 4, 256k CMOS/SONOS EEPROM standby

current <15 uA at i.5 Mrad(Si) ISpecification limit =

I mAd
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Table i - 64k (256k) EEPROM Specifications

Total ionizing dose:

Latch-up:

Transient upset:

lzogic

Memory

Single Event Upset:

SEU during READ

SEU in address/data

latches

Permanent damage

Memory retention:

STD (10 msec)

ROM ( 100 msec)

Endurance:

Access time;

Temperature range:

300 krads(Si)

NONI-

>5E7 rads(Si)/sec

>1 El2 rads(Si)/sec

LETth=60 MeV/mg/cm**2

LETt_=35 MeV/mg/cm** 2

Atomic # > Krypton

l 0 years

100 years

10,000 cycles

250 nsec

-55 C to* 125 C

The l M (128K x 8 bits) Rad-Hard EEPROM is being

designed at Sandia National Laboratories for fabrication

in the NGC 0.8 um double level metal CMOS/SONOS

process. Each memory cell contains one SONOS

transistor. This transistor is compared with a reference

SONOS transistor, which is always erased. The difference

in their threshold voltages represents the binary value of

the bit. For the data in the cell to be read correctly, one or

both SONOS transistors must be depletion mode (i.e.

threshold voltage less than zero). The specification goals

for the design are listed below:

Table 2 - I Mb EEPROM specification (projected)

Power supply

Programming voltage

5v or 3.3v (I/O)

10v (-5v - +5v) or

(-6.7v - +3.3v)

Clear/Write Time <10ms

Endurance

Read Access Time

Retention

le4 Cycles

<250ns

Temperature

Total Dose Radiation 300K Rad(Si)

Transient Radiation

Logic Upset

Data Upset

SEU Immunity

SEU Permanent Damage

I0 Yrs (80C) 25 Yrs

(ROM Applications)

-55C - +125C

>5e7 Rad(Si) /S

>le12 Rad(Si)/S.

>35 MeV-cm2/g

>At

This part is pin compatible with commercial floating-gate

IM EEPROMs (Hitachi, Atmel, etc.). The block diagram

is shown below. Commercial parts are packaged in 32 pin

packages. The Rad-Hard 1M EEPROM requires

additional pins, so it will be packaged in a higher pin

count package (c.g. 36 FP). The additional signals will

use the top and bottom pin locations (i.e. pin 1 - VW. pin

18 - CLK, pin 19 - RSTB, pin 36 - PE). This allows a 32

pin commercial EEPROM to be used in a socket designed

for the Rad-Hard 1M EEPROM by leaving pins 1. 18, 19,

& 36 of the socket open. A block diagram of the IM

EEPROM is shown below:

EEPROM Block Diagram

V

I)='" t _' I_ °' i

Figure 5 - Block diagram for SNL / NGC I M

EEPROM.

3. CMOS ASIC CONTROLLERs

SONOS technology has been base-lined into radar

applications at Northrop Grumrnan tbr over 10 years.

SONOS EEPROMs are employed in CMOS ASIC

transmivreceive module controller ASICs, which have

memory retention requirements in excess of 40 years.

These devices are a critical part of NGC electronically

steered active aperture radar technology. SONOS

EEPROM memories on these parts store information on

module address, analog delay values and GaAs bias

settings. Over 40,000 of these devices have already been

delivered. SONOS-based module controller ASIC v,ork is

continuing for both current and future NGC radar

systems. The next generation controller ASIC is currently

being manufactured with 0.8 pm CMOSSONOS tech-

nology.

4. 4K FPGA

A 4K tield programmable gate ana> (tPGA) designed by

Mission Research Corporation was demonstrated at the

2000 NSREC and MAPLD conferences [6] This part

uses the NGC CMOSSONOS triple level metal

technology. The FPGA uses SONOS transistor memory

elements for programmation and is the first nonvolatile.

reconfigurable FPGA that is radiation hardened for space

applications tFigure 61.

A new tierable and nestable directional routing

architecture enables the use of standard radiation-

hardened circuit design practices and specifically avoids
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pass gates for routing switches. The design has 4000
equivalent gates, operates at clock speeds up to 20 MHz
and is hardened to >200 krads(Si) total dose. The FPGA

uses SEU immune EEPROM storage circuits as well as

SEU immune logic latches. The clock and reset control
lines are hardened to an LET > 100 MeV-cm**2/mg

:i !:

a I:

_iac / _Gc 4_: 6,t_ so_,os rrt;A 14464)

Figure 6 - MRC / NGC tad hard 4K FPGA features
reeonfigurabili D' using SONOS nonvolatile memory

elements.

5. MIXED SIGNAL TILE ARRAYS

SONOS technology is also used in the NGC mixed signal
tile array. This device uses 1.2 um BiCMOS technology

for analog applications. This product is planned for use in
an undersea telecommunication application with a 30-year

memory retention requirement and is currently being
qualified for production.

The tile array device is similar in concept to a CMOS gate

array in that the device can be created by customizing
four interconnect photo masks. The actual size of the tile

array part can also be modified to use between 1 and 90
"'tiles" for further design flexibility. Each tile has an

assortment of CMOS/ SONOS bipolar transistors,
resistors, capacitors, and Schottky diodes suitable for a

wide variation of mixed signal applications (Figure 7).

6. CONCLUSIONS

SONOS nonvolatile memory has a long history as a

robust technology that is well suited to meet stringent
reliability and radiation hardness requirements for space

and avionics applications. A wide range of products are
currently in production using SONOS-based nonvolatile
memories. NGC, in collaboration with Lehigh

University, MRC and Sandia Labs. is continuing research

towards the development of next generation submicron

SONOS products.
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PNPINPN

BJT's CMOS Driver

CMOS tQ:

Gate k
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EEPROM

Long Channel
CMOS
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Resistors

PNP I NPN
Drivers

/_ iiffused

Resistors

Figure 7 - NGC mixed signal tile array with SONOS
EEPROM.
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Abstract--Several versions of shadow random access
memories have been commercialized. These memories

consist of an SRAM shadowed by a nonvolatile memory

on a single chip of silicon. Both floating gate and silicon
nitride devices have been used for the nonvolatile shadow

memory storage elements. Because radiation hardened

SRAMs have been proven for space applications and

silicon nitride devices have a high tolerance to radiation
exposure, shadow RAMs based on the silicon nitride
technology can be combined with radiation hardened

CMOS to provide rugged nonvolatile semiconductor
memories for space applications. These memories have

high endurance, fast write times and low power per-
formance because these parameters are determined by the

SRAM portion of the memory. The nonvolatile shadow
memory is automatically written only on power down.
Therefore the endurance limitation of silicon nitride to

approximately 106 cycles applies only to the number of

power down cycles. Nonvolatile retention times of
greater than ten years can be obtained at 140°C.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Shadow random access memories (shadow RAMs)
consist of a volatile SRAM shadowed bit by bit with a

nonvolatile memory. During power up, the nonvolatile

shadow memory causes the latch nodes of the SRAM
memory cell to charge at different rates, thus setting the
SRAM memory in a known state. During power down,
the state of the SRAM is stored in the shadow RAM so

that the SRAM is restored to the proper state during the

next power up. The nonvolatile shadow memory is inte-

grated within each volatile memory cell on a single chip
of silicon.

Several versions of shadow RAMs have been com-

mercialized. These consist of SRAMs containing a
floating gate nonvolatile transistor, SRAMs containing a

pair of silicon nitride capacitors, and SRAMs containing a
pair of silicon nitride transistors. Silicon nitride versions
are most suited for space applications because floating

gate devices are relatively soft to radiation exposure.
Further, shadow RAMs using a pair of silicon nitride
transistors are best suited since commercial versions of

these memories are being produced today, the memory
cell size is smaller than when silicon nitride capacitors are

used for the storage elements, and during power up the

SRAM memory is restored to the true state rather than the
complement state.

Radiation hardened SRAMs have previously been used
for space applications. Radiation hardened CMOS cir-

cuitry is required and radiation hardened design tech-
niques must be used. Previous studies have shown silicon

nitride devices to retain data through ionizing radiation
doses well in excess ofa Megarad. IZ'21

When silicon nitride shadow memories are combined with
radiation hardened SRAMs in a shadow RAM architec-

ture, nvRAMs can survive radiation doses typically
encountered in earth orbit and in near and deep space

missions, including ionizing radiation, proton irradiation
and high energy ion bombardment.
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2. ARCHITECTURE

Fig.1showsafunctionalblockdiagramforannvSRAM.
ThenvSRAMsareshadowRAMsusingtwo silicon
nitridenonvolatiletransistorsineachmemorycellforthe
nonvolatilestorageelements.Undernormaloperation,
thenvSRAMoperatesthesameasanSRAMwithsimilar
performancecharacteristics.Duringpowerdown,the
datain theSRAMis blockwritteninto theSONOS
shadowRAMinunder10ms. Thisiscalledthestore
operation.Therearethreewaystoimplementthestore
operation.Fig.I showsasoftwarestorewherecircuitry
detectsanonsensicaladdresssequencethatisinterpreted
asacommandfromthesystemcontrollerthatthesystem
isabouttobepowereddown.Alternatively,ahardwired
pinon thenvSRAMcanbeusedto supplythepower
downsignal.Forautomaticoperation,enoughchargecan
bestoredonasmallcapacitorontheprintedcircuitboard
toenableVaatobehighenoughfor10mstocompletethe
storeoperation.Inthiscase,thenvSRAMhasautomatic
power-on-resetcircuitry that automatically detects the

drop in Vdd during power down and commences the store
operation.

While Fig. 2 shows the SRAM cell with two high value
resistors, similar cells can be designed using six transistor

SRAM architectures. Such memory cells can also be used
for radiation hardened version of the nvSRAM memory
cell.
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Figure 1. Functional block diagram of an nvSRAM.

Fig. 2 shows a schematic of the memory cell portion of an
nvSRAM for a four transistor, two resistor SRAM
architecture. The gates of the two SONOS transistors are

connected to V_e and the drains are connected to the latch

nodes of the SRAM cell, dt and dc. One advantage of the
nvSRAM architecture is that the higher voltage (8 -15V)
required for programming the SONOS transistors is only

applied to V_e, a polysilicon line, in the memory array.

A timing diagram corresponding to Fig. 2 is shown in Fig.
3. So long as the chip is powered up, the operation stays

in the SRAM cycle portion. During power down, the
STORE cycle is implemented, and during power up the

RECALL cycle is implemented.

Figure 2. Schematic of an nvSRAM memory cell.

Store Operat,_
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RecallOper_tmn
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set-up_ sel

BT BC

DT.DC ._! '_":_ _. ,_--__

WL ........ __. - ._ .

VRCL ._, '.. .__ --

VSE .__

VPAS ___

Figure 3. Store/Recall timing diagram for nvSRAM.

3. PERFORMANCE

Table 1 gives other major performance parameters for
nvSRAMs.

The SONOS technology has excellent retention per-

formance. The data in Fig. 4 show greater than 10 years

retention at 200 °C. Every bit in an nvSRAM can be
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electricallyscreenedfor retention time to assure retention
specifications are met.

Table 1. Major nvSRAM Performance Parameters

Operating Voltage 3V or 5V
Read Cycle Time 25ns

Write Cycle Time 25ns
Endurance _,

Retention (125 °C) > 10 yrs
Store Time 10ms
Power Down Endurance 10 6

Figure 4. Decay with log time of erased and

programmed states of SONOS storage devices.

4. RELIABILITY

The failure rate of commercial nvSRAMs versus year of

production are shown in Fig. 5. Total failure rates under
20 FITs are measured, consistent with leading edge vol-

atile semiconductor memories and typically better than
reprogrammable nonvolatile semiconductor memories.

5. RADIATION HARDNESS

Radiation resistance of SONOS devices and SONOS

memories has been extensively measured. Memory

window collapse is typically observed at approximately
10 Mrad ionizing radiation dose. I_'2] This exceeds the

ionizing radiation hardness of most CMOS circuitry.

SONOS devices have been shown to be immune to single

event upset (SEU) due to high energy ion exposure, with

the exception that there is a small, but non-zero, prob-
ability that a silicon nitride gate can short if an ion

penetrates the silicon nitride during programming of the
silicon nitride device. In an nvSRAM, nonvolatile

programming only occurs during the store portion of a
power down cycle. Therefore, the probability of a silicon
nitride short is remote.

Figure 5. Failure rates of nvSRAM product supplied

by Simtek.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Modem nvSRAMs have been in commercial production
for approximately ten years. Radiation hardened versions

of nvSRAMs can replace other forms of semiconductor
non-volatile memories for earth orbit and near and deep
space missions. The nvSRAMs, when combined with

radiation hardened CMOS, can provide fast programming

times, low power operation, virtually unlimited endur-
ance, and resistance to total dose, proton and high energy
particle irradiation. SONOS EEPROMs have been

previously produced using radiation hardened semicon-

ductor processes, and nvSRAMs are fabricated using the
same semiconductor process used for SONOS

EEPROMs. Only standard processing equipment typi-
cally available in semiconductor factories is needed.
Therefore, the effort required to develop radiation
hardened nvSRAMs is primarily in the design• New

programs must be funded to develop and produce radia-
tion hardened nvSRAMs.
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Abstract-Ferroelectric random access semiconductor

memories (FeRAMs) are an ideal nonvolatile solution for

space applications. These memories have low power

performance, high endurance and fast write times. By
combining commercial ferroelectric memory, technology
with radiation hardened CMOS technology, nonvolatile

semiconductor memories for space applications can be
attained. Of the few radiation hardened semiconductor

manufacturers, none have embraced the development of
radiation hardened FeRAMs. due a limited commercial

space mnarket and funding limitations. Government
funding may be necessary to assure the developmnent of

radiation hardened ferroelectric memories for space appli-
cations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As the missions of the National Aeronautics and Space

Administration (NASA) grow more complex, new on-

board spacecraft comnputing systems are being developed.
These new systems require large amounts of nonvolatile

semiconductor mnemory that is radiation tolerant and that
can operate continuously during long missions. Ill Only a

few radiation tolerant nonvolatile technologies have been
developed that could be useful for this purpose. SONOS
EEPROMs are radiation tolerant, but cannot withstand

continuous operation over extended periods due to
endurance limnitations. FeRAMs can potentially offer a

better solution for these mnissions. By combining

eommnercial ferroelectric semiconductor technology with
radiation hardened CMOS technology, a more ideal

nonvolatile mnemory for space applications can be
achieved.

Since the ferroelectric storage element itself is inherently
radiation tolerant, an integrated semiconductor memory

can be manufactured that requires little or no external
shielding for most space applications. In addition to

virtually unlimited endurance, ferroelectric memnories are
also ideal for space because of their low power per-

formance and fast programnming times. Because fen'o-
electric devices have been shown to be tolerant to ion-

izing radiation, proton irradiation and high energy ion
exposure, they are a good choice for semiconductor
memories used in earth orbit as well as lbr near and deep

space missions.

Recent advances in multi-level metal FeRAMs using SBT
(strontium bismuth tantalite) as well as better electrode

technology for FeRAMs using PZT (lead zirconium

titanate) have been made making higher density FeRAMs
a reality. The new electrode technology' for PZT gives

PZT high endurance, better retention, and lower vohage
performance.

At present, of the fev, mnanufacturers o1 semniconductors

for space applications, none are mnanufacturing mnemnories
using ferroelectric technology due to their in_olvemnent
with other technologies or their concern regarding the

future size of the space mnarkec Government funding is

probably necessary to get the irmnediate involvement of
these few comnpanies in the de,,elopment of high density
radiation hardened FcIL_,Ms

2. PERFORMANCE

NASA prefers to use a nonvolatile memory with /nan3,, of

the characteristics of today's Dynamic Randomn Access
Memories IDRAMs) or Static Randomn Access Memories

(SRAMs). lal The performance characteristics of FeRAMs

are comparable to those of DRAM's, except that FeRAMs

also provide nonvolatility. Cornmercial FeRAMs arc
being developed that use one transistor, one capacitor
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memory,cellssimilartothoseusedinDRAMs.However,
forspaceapplications,amoreruggedarchitectureusinga
pairof thememorycellsisdesirable.This two transistor
and two capacitor (2T/2C) combination with a radiation

hardened sense amplifier, shown in Fig. 1. provides tot
better immunity to single event upset.

Plate Line

irradiation up to or greater than )0 Mrads. I2'31as shown in

Fig. 2. Ferroelectric I K embedded memories, in an
unbiased state, have been subjected to single event upset

(SEU) heavy ion exposure of an effective LET up to 128
MeV-cm'_/mg with no bit failures. 1_41 These I K em-
bedded FeRAM memories were also tested., in an un-

biased state, to simulate solar wind, where they showed

no failures due to proton irradiation up to 1.551-_
protons/era2. [35]

_T
Word I.ine

J

_ ___.,_ Data

Amp _,,/,"_

Figure 1. Schematic of a Two Transistor, Two

Capacitor (2T/2C) Ferroelectric Memory Cell

Low power memories are a necessity for space appli-

cations, due to the limitation of total onboard spacecraft
power. FeRAMs operate with low power because of their

lower programming voltages and faster programming

times, as compared to EEPROM or [:lash memory.

FeRAM programming times are typically comparable to
those of DRAMs. Programming times for FeRAMs

designed for space applications are projected to be a few
hundred nanoseconds because of the extended low

temperature range that is required for space applications
(-55 °Ct as compared to those Ibr commercial appli-

cations (0 °C or 20 °C ).

Retention and endurance performance characteristics are
key attributes for nonvolatile rnernories used in space

applications, especially for deep space missions.
Commercial FeRAMs can be tabricated with xirtually

unlimited endurance and retention times exceeding ten

years at 125 °C.

3. RADIATION HARDNESS

All space environments include some level of radiation

exposure. Depending on the length and purpose of the
mission, radiation tolerant memories play a major role in

the definition of the mission. Although Flash memories
are the highest density nonvolatile memories being

produced today, they are not tolerant to radiation
exposure. I_l Ferroe]ectric memory ceils are inherently

radiation tolerant and can withstand inoizing total dose

I0tal DoseResponseofS/3T(Y1)

¢.

_6

o
r,

_ 3

rr

0
O7 1 f0

400

o

X.ray dose (Mr_(S,)I

Figure 2. Degradation of SBT Capacitor
Polarization Due to Radiation

The ferroelectric process module occurs after the
underlying CMOS devices are fabricated but before the
meta}Jzation steps. No special radiation hardened tech-

niques are required for the ferroelectric process module.

Previously it has been demonstrated that radiation
hardened CMOS underlayers can be integrated with a

ferroelectric process module to obtain radiation hardened
FeRAMs. I_l While the process of fabricating the

ferroelectric module has a negligible effect on the
radiation hardness of the underlying CMOS circuitry,

certain ion implant used in the CMOS process need to be
adjusted to compensate for the ferroclectric processing.

The ferroclectric module typically requires annealing

steps in oxygen at temperatures greater than 650 _C, The

effects of these anneals on the n-channel threshold voltage
and SI-U resistors are shown in Figs, 3 and 4. respect-
ively. TM A shift of approximately lO0 mV is observed on

the n-channel threshold voltages and a shift of

approximately one order of magnitude is observed on the
SEU resistors. Modifying the respective implant doses

shifts these parameters back to their nominal CMOS
values.
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Figure 3
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Figure 4 SEU Resistance Shift Due to Annealing

The ferroelectric process requires use of silicon nitride for

final chip passivation. Previously, many radiation hard-

ened CMOS processes have used silicon oxide passi-
vation. Fig. 5 shows that there is no degradation of the
radiation hardness due to the use of silicon nitride

passivation. I_l
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Figure 5 No Degradation Due to Nitride Passivation
of SBT Process

4. SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION

Today, many major companies have announced FeRAM

commercialization programs worldwide. These activities
provide a critical mass of manpower and expenditures to

advance FeRAM development for commercial pro-
duction. Although there are other novel nonvolatile
memory technology development efforts being worked on

that may have application for space environments, today
these other efforts lack the maturity that has been gained

regarding the development of FeRAMs

Commercial FeRAM developers are not currently
working on radiation tolerant versions. These semi-

conductor manufacturers are not traditionally concerned
with radiation effects, as is the case with most off shore

companies. Currently there are only two commercial
semiconductor manufacturers located in the United Stales

that can produce radiation tolerant memories to greater
than ] Mrad of ionizing dose.

Previous work involved the development of a radiation

hardened 128K FeRAM, using a split processing
method I31 The radiation tolerant CMOS underlayers were

produced in a United States semiconductor facility and a
commercial offshore ferroelectric wafer fabrication

facility would finish the fabrication of the memories using

SBT (strontium bismuth tantalile) ferroelectric technology
and single level metal interconnect technology. This

previous work was terminated earl)' due to program
funding changes.

Since some of the new spacecraft computing systems
being developed today require larger densities of radiation

tolerant nonvolatile memory than can be provided by a
128K FeRAM, future development efforts for radiation
hardened FeRAMs should target multi-Megabit densities

using multi-level metalization. Successful commercial
FeRAMs using multi-level metalization have recently
been reported I_1.

5. CONCLUSIONS

FeRAM memories have performance characteristics that

are desirable for space applications, including low power
operation, virtually unlimited endurance and fast

programming tirnes. When combined with radiation
hardened CMOS, FeRAMs meet stringent space radiation

requirements. Insertion of the ferroeleclric processing

module into a radiation hardened CMOS process causes
only minor perturbations of the CMOS process that can
be changed by simple changes in a few ion implant doses.

Either SBT or PZT technologies can be used for the
ferroelectric storage element in radiation hardened
FeRAMs.
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RecentadvancesinmanufacturingcommercialFeRAMs
haveincludedmulti-levelmetalizationrequiredforhigher
densityradiationhardenedFeRAMs.Governmentfund-
ingis probablyneededto develop radiation hardened
FeRAMs at a United States memory manufacturer that

has radiation hardened CMOS processing capability.
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Characterization of a New EEPROM/Flash Memory Cell

Ron Reedy, Jim Cable, Frank Wright, Hal Anthony & Chuck Tabbert

Peregrine Semiconductor Corporation
6175 Nancy Ridge Drive. San Diego. CA 92121

Abstract

This paper discusses on-going work

sponsored through the Defense Threat

Reduction Agency (DTRA) SBIR program at

Peregrine Semiconductor Corp to characterize

the radiation and endurance performance

characteristics of Peregrine's patented PlusCell

rM _ a new non-volatile memory cell which

utilizes a standard CMOS process on a silicon on

insulator technology.

This work begins with basic cell

characterization of write voltages & read

currents on sample cells across multiple wafer

lots, progresses through cell retention and

endurance testing across temperature and

radiation environment, extracting necessary

activation energy for cell charge leakage and

completes with total dose characterization of the

basic cell through 100K write/erase cycles with

radiation testing performed after 0, 10K & 100K

write/erase cycles.

The PlusCell rM is very compact and

operates at write voltages as low as 6 V and

read voltages below 1 V. Charge injection of

both polarities is accomplished through a 100 A

thick gate oxide by means of hot carrier

injection. The cell relies on isolation provided by

an insulating substrate. In the case of Peregrine's

UTSi ® technology, the base technology is fully

depleted silicon on sapphire CMOS and the cell

is manufactured without any additional

processing or masking steps. Measured cell

performance of charge retention, radiation

sensitivity and endurance is presented.

Traditional EEPROM or flash cells require

specialized regions of thin tunneling oxide,

which increase complexity and cost while

reducing density and yield. Additionally, the

normal injection mechanism is based only on

electrons, which means writing and erasing must

be carefully balanced, or over-erasing can occur.

The PlusCeH TM , using both hole and electron

injection, has several key advantages including

elimination of any over-erase mechanism, an

extremely dense cell, availability of bi-directional

read, and efficient block erase.

Use of EEPROM at Peregrine Semiconductor

It is intended that this cell will be basis for

embedded EEPROM applications by the Space

& Defense community along with introductions

of high-density EEPROM devices by Peregrine

Semiconductor Corp.

DTRA Program Plan & Results To Date

The work plan has been divided in specific tasks
detailed below:

Task 1 - Basic Cell Characterization

Subtask 1.1

Objective: Characterize write voltages and read

currents on a sample EEPROM cell across wafer

lots.

Characterization of an Intrinsic N-Type Cell was

chosen for this subtask with associated external

connection schemes (Figures I & 2)
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S.6;J m

Figure 1. Selected IS5x5Mm E2 Cell for DTRA
Characterization

'w'rlte to

Floating Gate

100 Ohms

Io G round

Figure 2. Test Fixture connections to E" cell.

Data was taken across a variety of samples and a

variety of wafer lots and the following data

concluded that when the PlusCell TM is in a

known state (N and P are low), there is a high

level of confidence that a 15mS write pulse with

amplitudes of 10 and 9 volts respectively will

enable the cell. Moreover. there is a high level

of repeatability across wafer and lots. The

following histograms shows read currents as a

function of write voltage for both P & N channel

devices

8

head "P"

7"13...............

10 _L .....

£

Figure 3 - P Channel 9 Volt Write Pulse
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Figure 4 - N Channel 10 Volt Write Pulse
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Subtask 1.2

Objective: Characterize retention and endurance

on a sample cell, including extraction of

activation energy for cell charge leakage. Cell

retention will be measured at three temperatures

(85C, 125C, and 150C) following 0, 10K, and

100K write/erase cycles. Retention will be
measured out to 168 hours.

Sample cells data was take across temperature.

Since the time to fail point had been arbitrarily
determined to be 20% reduction in read current

and the initial read current of each test cell

varies, the data must be normalized to represent

an equal starting point for each cell at a given

high test temperature. The following two semi-

log plots show the normalized data of the P and

N channels respectively.

E.2c IN2.5x2.5 EEPROM Cell Accelerated Data Retention
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Table 2 N-Channel Data Retention

Determination of EA:

The normalized semi-log plots give the equations
for the trend lines and the R 2 values.

The equation for the P channel trend line at
T=85°C is:

y = -0.0139Ln(x) + 0.9641

By arbitrarily choosing a 20% reduction in read

current as the failure condition, we get

y=0.8

Table 1: P-Channel Data Retention Substituting y = 0.8 and solving equation 1 for x,
Time To Fail values are determined:

x = 138.9 x 103 Hrs. (T = 85°C Curve).

Similarly solving the same form of equation 1 for
the 150°C curve:

x = 225 Hrs.
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Since temperature is the only failure mechanism,

a simple form of the Arrhenius Equation can be

used to determine EA.

(2)

1

Arrhenius Plot of 'N' Channel EEPROM
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where: AF = Acceleration factor

k = 8.617 eV/K (Boltzmans Constant)

T = Kelvin

Calculating AF and solving equation 2 for EA,

we f'md:

EA = 1.29eV for the P channel device

Similarly:

EA = 0.71eV for the N channel device

Table 3 - Arrhenius Plot of 'N' Channel EEPROM
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The Arrhenius Plot can be used to determine the

Activation Energy as well. The gradient of the

line between the data points yields the EA value

in eV. Obviously additional data samples would

yield a more precise value of EA, however this

data get us in the ballpark. The following two

Arrhenius plots yield Ea values that correlate

well with the calculated values. Calculated

values: N = 0.71eV, P = 1.29eV

Table 4- Arrhenius Plot of 'P' Channel EEPROM

Task 2 Radiation Testin_

Subtask 2.1

Objective: Characterize effect of total dose

irradiation on basic cells. Radiation testing to be

performed after 0, 10K, and 100K write/erase

cycles. Radiation testing to be performed to

100Krad, 300Krad, and 1 Mrad. Following

irradiation, cell retention will be measured at

125C for up to 168 hours. Both X-ray and Co-

60 testing will be performed.

Work to be reported on in later paper
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Subtask 2.2

Objective: Characterize radiation response of

charge pump circuits. Measure charge pump

short circuit current and open circuit voltage at

total dose irradiation levels of 0, 100Krad,

300Krad, and 1 Mrad.

Work to be reported on in later paper.

Conclusions

Initial characterization data shows that the

PlusCell TM should become a viable non- volatile

memory cell for use in military and space

applications. Further characterization will define

robustness and reliability of cell and follow-on

circuit applications.
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SO1 Non-volatile Memory

P. J. McMarr, R. K. Lawrence, H. L. Hughes and W. C. Jenkins

Naval Research Laboratory, Washington, DC 20375-5000

hughes@estd.nrl.navy.mil 202-767-2429

AbstractmSIMOX silicon-on-insulator (SOl) substrates

were implanted with silicon ions at doses of 5x1015 and
lxl0 _6ions/cm 2 at 130 keV. At this energy, the majority

of the silicon ions were implanted into the buried oxide of
the SIMOX substrate, Silicon-oxide-silicon test structures

were fabricated on these implanted substrates. Point-
contact transistor (PCT) measurements were performed

on the test structures and initial threshold voltages

determined. A stress voltage was then applied to the test
structure for times ranging from 10 miilisec to 100 sec.
After removal of the stress voltage, PCT measurements
were again performed. The threshold voltages shifted by

significant and reproducible values. This stress-voltage-

induced device switching response forms the basis for a
new type of non-volatile SOl memory. The temperature
stability of this switching was studied from -50 °C to

+200 °C. In addition, the field and time dependence of the
switching is also presented.

1. INTRODUCTION

MOS devices fabricated on SOl substrates have speed and

power advantages compared to devices fabricated on bulk
silicon. In addition, in a space radiation environment
MOS devices fabricated on SOl substrates show enhanced

immunity to single event effects compared to devices
fabricated on bulk silicon.

Bulk design rules have been ported to SO! substrates with

clever modifications implemented to take into con-
sideration effects that are inherent to partially depleted
SOI, such as floating body effects. 2 Unique devices, that
use the dielectric isolation of SOl substrates, have been

fabricated that are difficult or impossible to build in bulk. 3

In this study, the authors use the buried oxide of SIMOX
SOl substrates to form a non-volatile memory. An
experimental test device is first described which is used to

demonstrate the non-volatile memory. The use of this

device is advantageous with respect to the high
fabrication cost of MOS device lots. Next, the

modifications to the SIMOX substrate that produce a

switching characteristic in the experimental test device
are described. The field dependence of the switching is

shown and the temperature stability of the switching is

studied over the available operable range. Finally, the

switching speed characteristics, within present instru-
mentation limits, are defined.

2. SOl POINT-CONTACT TRANSISTOR

The purpose of this study is to build a new type of non-
volatile memory using SIMOX substrates. Details relating
to the manufacture of SIMOX substrates, SOl device

performance advantages, and other topics can be found in
the literature. 4

The test device used in this study was invented by Liu et

al. 5"s and is called the SOl point-contact transistor. A
diagram of the point-contact transistor is shown in Fig. 1.

Source Probe Drain Pnobe

VG

Figure 1. Schematic of the point-contact transistor.

The MOS structure inherent in all SOI substrates is used

with the bulk silicon substrate as the gate terminal, the

buried oxide as the insulator, and the top silicon as the
transistor body. To perform point-contact transistor

measurements on a sample from a wafer, the top silicon
must be isolated from the edge of the sample. Leakage

paths exist around the edge of the top silicon and these
short-circuit the point-contact transistor. In addition, to

easily extract process dependent parameters from point-
contact transistor measurements, such as interface state
density at the back-channel, the top silicon should be fully
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depleted.This puts limits on the thickness and doping
level of the top silicon. 5"8

In this study, the SIMOX wafers were p-type (2-6 _cm)

(100) silicon. The top silicon layer was -! 500 A thick and
the buried oxide thickness was -1700 A. Samples (1 cm 2)

were cut from the center, the top, bottom and sides of a
wafer. To isolate the top silicon on these samples,

aluminum was first deposited on the top silicon as circular
pads with an area of 0.005 cm 2. The patterned samples
were placed in hydrazine, a highly specific silicon etch.

The aluminum was then removed with hot phosphoric
acid. This procedure formed the silicon-insulator(oxide)-
silicon (SIS) test structures.

The thickness and the doping level of the silicon of the
SIMOX wafers were within the levels necessary to assure

that the top silicon was fully depleted and the SIS
fabrication procedure isolated the top silicon from the

edges of the sample. A typical ID-VG curve from point-
contact transistor measurements performed on a SIS
structure is shown in Fig. 2.
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Figure 2. Subthreshold characteristics of a point-contact
transistor from measurements performed on a SIS structure
fabricated on the SIMOX substrate (applied drain voltage (VD) =
0.5 v).

As shown in Fig.2, depending upon the gate bias,
accumulation or inversion channels are activated at the

top-silicon/buried-oxide interface (the back-channel).
The variation of current with gate voltage is exponential

and the density of back-channel interface states can be
determined from the subthreshold swing. Using the results

in Fig. 2, this value is < 0.6 V per decade, which
corresponds to a back-channel interface state density of
- 10 _ cm-2eV -_. The small leakage current (minimum

value in Fig. 2 is -10 l° amps), and the fact that the

minimum of the current occurs near zero gate voltage,
further confirm that the top silicon is fully depleted. 9 In

addition, the drain current minimum near zero gate
voltage indicates there is no detectable net trapped charge
in the buried oxide.

Figure 3 is a plot of drain current versus gate voltage, in
strong inversion and accumulation, as a function of drain

voltage. The intercepts with the VG axis correspond to the
threshold voltage VT for the inversion channel and the
flat-band voltage VFB for the accumulation channel. 7'8

From Fig. 3, VT - - 4.5 V and VFR - + 2.0 V.
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Figure 3. Drain current (Io) versus gate voltage (V_) as a
function of drain voltage (VD) from point-contact transistor
measurements.

3. MODIFIED SIMOX SUBSTRATES

Thermal SiO2 implanted at a high dose exhibits hysteresis
in I-V and C-V characteristics and has been studied for

possible application as non-volatile memory. _° The
hysteretic behavior in the Si + thermal oxides was induced

by the application of a stress voltage for various times.
This phenomenon is well documented, _L_2 and was the

impetus for the following sequence of experiments.

Following the initial electrical characterization of the

SIMOX substrates, the substrates were implanted with
silicon ions at doses of5xl0 _5and lxl0 _6 ions/cm2 at 130

keV. The SIMOX substrates selected for implantation had
a top silicon thickness of-1500 A and a buried oxide
thickness of~i700 A. For this system, at 130 keV, TRIM

and SILVACO simulations showed that the majority of

the silicon ions would be implanted into the buried oxide.
SIMS analysis confirmed that -90 % of the ions were
implanted in the top 600 A of the buried oxide. The

temperature of the SIMOX substrates during implantation
was 200°C. The ions were channeled to minimize damage
in the top silicon of the substrate.

To determine if the electrical properties of the substrates

were degraded by the high dose implantations, SIS
structures were fabricated on the implanted substrates and
PCT transistor measurements performed. A typical result

is shown in Fig. 4. There is a small change in the
subthreshold swing, which corresponds to a back-channel
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interface state density of-3xl0_cm'2eV "t. The mag-

nitudes of the currents above the subthreshold region are

essentially identical for the implanted and unimplanted

substrates, indicating that the implantation process does

not seriously impact career mobility.
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Figure 4. Subthreshold characteristics of a point-contact
transistor from measurements performed on a SIS structure

fabricated on a Si r implanted SIMOX substrate (dose ---

Ix 1016/cm2).

4. SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS OF
THE IMPLANTED SIMOX SUBSTRATES

Following initial electrical characterization of the

implanted substrates, a stress voltage of +25 V was

applied to the back-gate (BG) of the PCT for 10 sec. A

PCT measurement was then performed, a stress voltage of

-25 V was then applied to the back-gate and another PCT

measurement performed. The results are shown in Fig. 5.

When the BG is biased at +25 V, the [D-VG curve is

displaced from the initial unstressed value to positive gate

voltage values by --4 V. When the BG is biased to -25 V,

the Io-VG curve is displaced to negative gate voltage

values by --4V. When the BG is biased at _+ 25 V, the ID-

VG curves show a relative displacement of-8V. This

stress-voltage-induced switching is reproducible, as

shown in Fig 6.

The field dependence of the switching for positive stress

voltages is shown in Fig. 7. PCT measurements were

performed on an unstressed SIS structure and the initial

threshold voltage determined. A positive bias was then

applied to the BG for 10 sec. The bias was removed, PCT

measurements were performed, and the change in the

threshold voltage determined. The bias range selected was

+5 V to +30 V. Figure 7 shows that for a stress voltage of

+5 V there is no change in the threshold voltage (no

switching) and that for a stress voltage of +30 V the

threshold voltage difference has increased to -45 V.
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Figure 5. Subthreshold characteristics for an unstressed

implanted substrate (solid curve), +25 V stress (dashed curve),

and -25 V stress (dashed-dotted).
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Figure 6. Switching characteristics of an implanted substrate

stressed at + 25 V for 10 sec (room temperature).
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Figure 7. Switching characteristics of an implanted substrate for

stress voltages from +5 V to +30 V (10 sec).
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Fringingfieldsexistbetweenthesourceanddrainandthe
channelregionof MOSdevicesfabricatedonSIMOXor
otherSOlsubstrates.4Thesefringingfieldsextendfrom
thesourceanddrainthroughtheburiedoxide,intersect
thetop-silicon/buried-oxideinterfacebeneaththechannel
region,andterminatein thechannelregion.Anychargeat
thetop-silicon/buried-oxideinterfacebeneaththechannel
region,therefore,hasan influenceon thethreshold
voltageofdevicesfabricatedonSOlsubstrates._3

Figure7 showsthatastressvoltageof 5V (orless)has
noaffectonthethresholdvoltageoftheSISdevices.This
meansthatthereisnodetectablechargeattheatthetop-
silicon/buried-oxideinterface.Thus,partiallyor fully
depleteddevices,operatingataVDDof 5V or less,could
be fabricatedon theSi+ implanted substrates with no

performance degradation.

5. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE

To determine the temperature stability of the switching,

PCT measurements were first performed on an unstressed

Si* substrate from -50 °C to +200 °C. Figure 8 shows the

threshold voltage shift over this temperature range for the

implanted and unimplanted substrates. The threshold

voltage for the P-channel decreases for both substrates as

the temperature increases, with small differences between

the two substrates at higher temperatures.
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Figure 8. Threshold voltage shift as a function of temperature

for an unimplanted substrate (cross) and an implanted unstressed

substrate (hollow box).

The temperature dependence of the switching was now

studied from -50 °C to 200 °C. The procedure followed

was identical with that discussed in the preceding section.

The results at 200 °C are shown in Fig. 9. These results

should be compared to those in Fig. 6, where the

switching characteristic of the implanted substrate was

studied at room temperature. Although there is noticeable

jitter in the high temperature switching, the "safe"

switching window is still large, --,6V, as compared to

-8 V at room temperature.
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Figure 9. Switching characteristics of an implanted substrate

stressed at + 25 V for 10 sec (substrate temperature 200 °C).

6. SWITCHING SPEED

The switching speed of the SOl non-volatile memory is

shown over four decades of time in Fig. 10. The switching

window decreases from ~8 V when the stress voltage is

applied for l0 sec, to - 1.4 V when the stress voltage is

applied for 10 millisec. Voltage stressing at + 25 V for

shorter time periods is not possible with available instru-
mentation.
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Figure 10. Threshold voltage shift as a function of the time the

stress voltage was applied (stress voltage = _+25 V).

Although the window at 10 millisec has decreased to

-1.4 V, the threshold voltage variations of MOS devices

are much more tightly controlled than this, and these

substrates could function as non-volatile memory (with

minimum verified switching speed of I 0 millisec).
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7. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

With the range of available non-volatile memory
technologies, the logical question to ask is "What
advantages does this SOI non-volatile memory afford
beyond the established technologies?"

The first advantage is the use of state-of-the-art SOl
substrates. Devices fabricated on SOI substrates are

faster, consume less power, and ultimately may prove
cheaper than bulk silicon.

The second advantage is the robustness of the
manufacturing procedure. There are several different
technologies that rely upon silicon implantation to form
non-volatile memory. Some, as discussed in the text,
implant silicon into the gate oxide _° Others use silicon
nano-crystals as memory units._4'_5 Both procedures rely
upon tunneling from the silicon substrate through an
oxide. Although successful, this necessarily puts tight
constraints on fabrication procedures. The implantation
must be carefully controlled so as not to damage the oxide
and the oxide/silicon interface. The thermal oxides are

thick, and although the units can be integrated with MOS
processing, this is an additional, costly step that may not
be competitive with conventional flash memory.

In the present implantation procedure, damage to the top
silicon is the main consideration. As discussed in the text,
this can be minimized by channeling, something that, by
definition, cannot be accomplished with a noncrystalline
oxide. In addition, due to the confined nature of the
buried oxide, any damage to the top-silicon/buried-oxide
interface can be easily annealed out, with no subsequent
degradation of the buried oxide.

An additional, subtle advantage of this SOI nonvolatile
memory was briefly discussed at the end of section 4. In
that section the point was made that using the
implantation parameters discussed in section 3, both
partially depleted and fully depleted devices could be
fabricated on the same substrate as the non-volatile SOI

memory.

An analogue of the PCT can be fabricated by simply
selectively removing the gate oxide on a FET and
metalizing the area that was covered by the gate oxide.
This would serve as the terminal where the stress voltage
is applied. When the stress voltage is removed, the source
and drain of the FET would then function just as the metal
probes do in the PCT. A smaller voltage would then be
applied to the metalized region to create a channel at the
top-silicon/buried-oxide interface. Although this type of
device has not been fabricated, the concept seems
relatively straightforward.

The advantage this gives is that the non-volatile memory
can be "on demand." Every FET has the potential to be a
storage device. This integrates the non-volatile memory
directly with other devices using established silicon
processing technology.
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Abstract-- A nonvolatile memory device based on
protonic transport in oxides has been proposed, j The
mobile H* ions are introduced into the SIO2_ layer by

annealing Si/SiO2/Si structures in H_, at temperatures

greater than 500°C. This effect has only been observed for

confined oxides that have been annealed at >i 100°C prior

to the hydrogenation anneal. This includes buried oxides
such as Unibond and SIMOX as well as thermal oxides

annealed with a polysilicon cap. An applied field moves
the charge within the oxide and the charge stops moving
when the field is removed. In a memory device, the

hydrogen-annealed oxide is the gate oxide and the

position of the mobile charge is sensed by the shift of the
I-V curve. Much is still not understood about the motion

of the charge across the buried oxide. Previous work has

assumed that IT transport and the time it takes to traverse
the oxide is governed by interactions within the bulk of

the oxide. Based on parameters that affect the transport
time, we conclude that IT trapping and detrapping at the

Si/SiO2 interface are more important than IT interactions
within the oxide bulk. These parameters include the

applied field, the IT concentration and the oxide
thickness. One consequence is that projections of device
write-time based on the previous assumptions of H ÷

transport mechanisms may be overly optimistic.
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1, INTRODUCTION

Recently, a non-volatile field effect transistor (NVFETs)

memory based on positive charge transport in an
Si/SiO2/Si structure has been proposed. _ The mobile

positive charge, introduced into the NVFET during
annealing in a H_, containing ambient at temperatures

greater than 500°C, can be transported from one Si/SiO2
interface to the other Si/SiO2 interface by changing the

orientation of the field across the gate. Moving the
positive charge in the oxide causes the threshold voltage
of the device to shift, which in turn affects the drain

current, increasing or decreasing it. The changes in the

drain current can then be used to read the bit state to

which the device had been written before the power

applied to the device was removed. The NVFET has
several advantages over more traditional forms of non-

volatile memory. The programming voltage required by
the NVFETs is approximately a factor of 5 less than that

required by EEPROM. Additionally, the hydrogen anneal
used to create these new devices is similar to standard Si

device fabrication processes. Retention tests of the
NVFETs indicated that the devices were able to retain
their bit state as either "1" or "0'" after the devices were

heated up to 200 ° C for up to 25 h.-" The lengthy

endurance of these devices suggests that there is little loss
in the concentration of mobile charge during extended

operation.

Previous studies of the positive charge suggest that the
ions are IT bonded to bridging O atoms._ Key to creating

the H ÷ ions appears to be a high temperature anneal (>
I I00°C), which the SOl material receives as part of its

standard processing. This high temperature anneal is
conducted before the H2 annealing which introduces the
mobile charge. These studies suggest that transport of the

IT is dominated by its drift within the oxide which is
modeled to occur by a series of "hops" as the proton
moves from one O atom to another nearby O atom.

Protonic drift was used by McLean to account for the time

dependence of interface state build-up observed after
pulsed irradiation of thermal SiO2 layers. 4 This work was
later verified by the oxide thickness and field dependence
studies of Saks and Brown. 56 Supporting the use of H _

drift to describe file transport in the hydrogen-annealing

model is that similar activation energies have been
measured in both hydrogen-annealing and radiation

experiments, tavs However, there are discrepancies in
other properties attributed to IT in the hydrogen-
annealing and radiation models. TM Both models assume

that IT transport across the oxide is controlled by the bulk

transport properties of IV.

Here, we report on the effects of applied oxide field, IT
concentration, and oxide thickness on H+ transport in

oxides of H, annealed Unibond material. Unlike the
earlier studies of IT in buried oxides, our results suggest

that detrapping of protons near the Si/SiO: interfaces has
a significant effect on the transport of IT across the oxide.
We observe that the transport time depends on the

transport direction. In particular, the charge travels slower
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TABLEI: Detailsofsamples.
SampleNo. 11 26 53 57 76 78 80 82
OxideThickness(nm) 400 400 400 400 120 !70 200 400

After Before Before Before Before Before Before Before
Patterning Anneal Anneal Anneal Anneal Anneal Anneal Anneal Anneal

H_, Anneal Temperature (°C) 700 700 700 700 650 650 650 650
H_, Anneal Time (min) 120 15 15 15 30 30 30 30

Voltage Shift (V) 46 94 56 11 4 20 34 61
Mobile Charge Density (x 10 _2cm 2) 2.3 4.7 2.8 0.54 0.66 2.4 3.4 3.0

when moving from the substrate to the top silicon interface
than in the opposite direction. We also find that the IT

induced self-field in the oxide has a negligible effect on the

transport time even when it is larger than the applied field,
which also suggests that IT detrapping must contribute to

its transport. Finally, in studies of the dependence of
transport on oxide thickness, we find that the results cannot

be described by a power law as others have previously
suggested. Because of this, estimations of write times for
NVFETs with thinner oxides, which have been determined

assuming a power law dependence, may not be accurate.

2. EXPERIMENTAL INFORMATION

Samples are from Unibond wafers with 120, 170, 200, or

400 nm thick buried oxides. Each sample had the top Si
layer patterned in 0.75 mm diameter Si dots either before

or after annealing in pure H2 at 650°C or 700°C. Anneals

were conducted from 15 rain to 2 h. Samples were rapidly
cooled to 250°C in the H__ ambient. Previous work has

noted that a rapid cool-down in the hydrogen containing

ambient is necessary to keep a high concentration of IT in
the buried oxide layer. 7''° The effect of the H, annealing

was verified by examining unhydrogenated control
samples.

Point contact I-V measurements were used to monitor the

flow of 14+ across the oxide. Two probes placed on the top

Si layer formed the source and drain while the Si substrate
served as the gate. The charge sensed at the Si layer/oxide

interface was measured from the midgap voltage of the I-V

curve. Previous work has shown that the total charge in the
oxide due to IT is constant for Unibond material. Hence,

from the midgap voltage, the centroid position can be
determined. The IT was cycled back and forth across the

oxide by alternating the polarity of the applied field. Each

polarity was typically applied for 10.000 sec or more to
drive nearly all of the IT across the oxide. Its centroid was

monitored by a fast I-V technique that takes 0.4 sec and
minimizes IT movement during the I-V sweep. 7 As the H +

moved, there was no significant stretchout of the I-V
curves. The midgap voltage was approximated by the

voltage at which the I-V curve passed through 1 nA.

The details of samples described in the paper, which are
typical of the many sample that we have examined, are

listed in Table 1. Included are the state of the top Si layer

during hydrogen annealing, the total voltage shift, the

mobile charge concentration, and the annealing time. In all
samples, the fixed charge in the samples is at most 4% of

the mobile charge. The samples annealed with the top Si
layer intact, such as number 11, in general had lower

concentrations of mobile charge than those that had their
top Si layer patterned before they were annealed. The
conditions that affect IT formation in the buried oxide are

complex and still under dispute. '__-" We use the factor of
10 variation in the IT concentration for the samples in

Table I to provide insight into the mechanisms of H +

transport.

3. FIELD DEPENDENCE STUDIES

The first piece of evidence that leads us to conclude the

interface plays a dominant role is the transport dependence
on the polarity of the applied oxide field, as indicated in
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FIG. I. Normalized midgap voltage (Vm,dgap) as a function of
time (s) for sample no. I1 when the applied oxide field in
negative [Fig. I (a)] and positive [Fig. l(b)]. When Vm,d_p is
equal to 0 and I. the charge centroid is aligned at the substrate Si
and top Si interfaces, respectively.
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Figs. 1 and 2. In Fig. 1, the normalized midgap voltage is

plotted as a function of time for sample 11. In Fig. l(a) and
l(b), biases applied to the substrate are negative and
positive, corresponding to IT transport from the top Si to

substrate Si and substrate Si to top Si interfaces,

respectively. The magnitude of the applied oxide field
ranged from 2.5 MV/cm to 0.2 MV/cm. The normalized

Vm,d_0 voltages are 0, when the H ÷ are aligned at the

substrate Si/SiO__ interface, and 1, when the IF" are aligned

at the top Si/SiO_. interface. The actual Vm,a_p voltages
when the charges are aligned at these interfaces are -2.0
and --46 V, respectively. The results indicated in Fig. I

demonstrate that transport of charge is strongly affected
when the applied field is less than approximately 1

MV/cm. When the applied field is larger, we begin to
observe saturation in the transport dependence. By
comparing Fig. l(a) with l(b), we noted that the charge

moves slower when transported from the substrate Si/SiO2
interface to the top Si/SiO2 interface [Fig. l(b)] than when

it is transported in the opposing direction [Fig. l(a)]. This
effect is even more prominent at the lower magnitudes of

the applied field.

The data of Fig. 2, in which the time for the centroid to

reach the center of the oxide, t,,,, is plotted as a function of
the applied field, also demonstrate the difference in

transport time based on the direction of charge motion. The
filled square and unfilled circle data are measured when

the applied fields are negative (H ÷ moves toward the
substrate Si) and positive (IF moves towards the top Si),

respectively. Specifically, t,, is on average 1.7 larger for
moving charge from the substrate Si/SiO_, interface to the

top Si/SiO__ interface than in the opposite direction when

0.5 MV/cm is used to cycle the charge. The magnitude of
the transport asymmetry varies by 15% across the sample
set shown in Table I indicating the consistency of the

transport asymmetry.

Several mechanisms for moving the IF centroid across the

oxide could be used to describe the effect shown in Fig. 1.
We suggest a detrapping based m(xiel, which can account

for the asymmetric transport times shown in Figs. 1 and 2.

In the IF drift model, interactions of l-F with the local

oxide environment should not be affected by the direction

of the centroid movement. The longer transport times that

are required to move the IF from the substrate Si/SiO,_

interface to the top Si/SiO2 interface than in the opposite
direction can be interpreted to suggest that more defects
are located near the substrate SilSiO__ interface. This

corresponds with the position of the bond used to create the

buried oxide layer of Unibond wafers.

The saturated data of Fig. 2 do not demonstrate a power

law dependence on applied field, although others have
previously observed such a relationship, j While materials

differences may contribute to the inconsistency between
the results presented in this paper and that reported earlier,

the discrepancy in results is likely due to differences in
measurement techniques. Whereas the former study

extracted transport times from the change in drain current
as the gate voltage was held constant, t the fast I-V

measurement technique used here allows for a more
accurate evaluation of the position of the charge centroid in
the BOX. The saturation in t,,, above I MV/cm may be due

saturation in the rate of IF detrapping at this field or could

indicate that at higher fields bulk transport dominates the
transport characteristics.

4. IF" CONCENTRATION DEPENDENCE STUDIES

The effect of H + detrapping on transport is also shown in

Fig. 3, where we compared the transport of samples 26, 53,
and 57, which contain difference W densities. Figures 3(a)
and 3(c) track the IF centroid as it shifts from the top

Si/SiO__ interface to the substrate Si/SiO__ interface and Fig.

3(b) and 3(d) measure its motion in the opposite direction.
If the IF in samples 26, 53, and 57 were distributed in a

sheet, the field discontinuity traversing across the charge
sheet would be 2.2 MV/cm, 1.3 MV/cm, and .25 MV/cm,

respectively. In Fig. 3(a), 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d). the charge is
cycled by applying an oxide field of -0.5 MV/cm, +0.5
MV/cm, -1.5 MV/cm, and 1.5 MV/cm. respectively.

Comparing the sheet charge field with the applied fields,
we see that the self-fields from the IT range from smaller

to larger values than the applied field. The variations in the
transport characteristics among the samples indicated in

this figure are small and are less than would be expected if
the self-fields influenced the I-F transport.

This result indicates that IF trapping near the Si/SiO2
interfaces is more important than its bulk behavior. If the

motion of the centroid across the oxide were mainly
dependent upon protonic drift, the IF ions would be spread
across the oxide and the individual FF ions would

experience a field due to the remaining IF. Because this

self-field is proportional to the charge density, the IF
concentration would affect the transport time. However,

because the transport of the IF centroid is weakly
dependent on IF concentration, this figure suggests the
rate-limiting step in moving IF across the oxide is
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FIG. 3. Normalized midgap voltage (Vmidr,p) as a function of
time (s) for sample no. 26, 53, and 57. When V=Ld_pis equal to 0
and 1, the protons are aligned at the substrate Si and top Si
interfaces, respectively.

detrapping from defects near the Si/SiO__ interfaces. In light

of the lack of concentration dependence, we can neglect its
effects on transport because when the IT are near either
Si/SiO2 interface, there is no net field applied to individual

positive charges from the rest of the IT. The model of
transport controlled by detrapping from near interface

defects also agrees with recent theoretical models of the

buried oxides by Pantelides et al. t3 Like this paper, their

work suggests the presence of defects near the Si/SiO,_
interfaces that trap the IT in deep wells with asymmetric

barriers such that the positive charge is confined to the
oxide.

5. OXIDE THICKNESS DEPENDENCE STUDIES

In Fig. 4, transit time to the center of the oxide, t_ is
plotted as a function of the thickness of the oxide layers,

to,, for Unibond samples 76, 78, 80, and 82, which were
simultaneously hydrogen annealed. The mobile charge was

introduced into the buried oxide layers of these samples by
annealing in H_, at 650°C for 30 min after each of the

samples had its top Si layer patterned into 0.8 mm diameter
dots. The applied field used to cycle the IT in each of the

Unibond samples was 1 MV/cm, though similar results
were observed when the charge was cycled at other

magnitudes of the applied field. The unfilled square and
filled circle data are measured when the applied fields are

negative (IT moves towards the top Si) and positive (IF
moves toward the substrate Si), respectively. As is

.'E_
x
O

e--
09
O

0)

E

5
t---

I---

40

3O

20

10

• Negative Applied Field
r_ Postive Applied Field

[]

100 200 300 400

Oxide Thickness (nm)

FIG. 4. Time for H÷ centroids of Unibond samples (no. 76, 78.80.
and 82) to reach the center of the oxide, t,_ (s). as a function of the
oxide thickness (rim).

typically the case for the Unibond samples, the transport
time for moving the charge from the top Si/SiO__ interface
to the substrate Si/SiO:_ interface is faster that that observed

when cycling the charge in the opposite direction.

In their studies of I-P" generated by pulsed irradiation,
Brown and Saks observed that the interface state formation

time increased as to,26. 5 Because the time during which the

IT interacts with the hydrogen passivated Si dangling bond

creating the interface state is negligible, this result
indicates that IT drift in the oxide increases as to,-'6. This

result was found to be in agreement with models of IT
diffusion in SiO__, which suggests that the time for the H"

to drift across the oxide has a power law dependence on
the thickness of the oxide. The data of Fig. 4 do not

demonstrate a power-law dependence on oxide thickness.
Thus, this supports our previous conclusion that motion of

the IF generated by H., annealing is dominated by some
mechanism other than IT drift. Our observation is

different, however, from other studies of I-F motion in

buried oxides. Vanheusden and coworkers reported that the
rate of the motion of protons introduced into buried oxides

by H_,annealing increased approximately as the cube of the
oxide thickness, t In their study, the charge was cycled in

oxides of various thicknesses using a uniform bias.
However, this work does not account for the differences in

applied field in the different thickness oxides under -10 V

bias whereas the data in Fig. 4 were all measured using _+

1.0 MV/cm to cycle the charge.

The results indicated in Fig. 4 also have implications with

regard to the detrapping model of IT transport. One might
expect if IT detrapping dominates IT transport then the

time to move the charge across the buried oxide should be
independent of the oxide thickness. However, as shown in

Fig. 4, the IF traverse the thinner oxides faster. This may
suggest that motion of the IT depends on a combination of

IT detrapping and oxide drift. It could also suggest that the
concentrations and distributions of traps in the thinner
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oxidesaredifferentfromthatobservedin thethickerones.
BecauseH- motiondoesnotdependonW drift alone,
estimatesforwritetimesforthinneroxidesofNVFETscan
notbeascertainedbyextrapolationofmeasurementsmade
on thickeroxides.As a result,writetimesreportedby
Vanheusdenand coworkersmay be over or under

• 10
esumated. However, no predictions of transport times
from our results can be inferred for the thinner oxides of

NVFETs as it is unclear what concentrations and

distributions of IF traps would or could exist in such
oxides.

1 I A. G. Revesz, R. E. Stalhbush, and H. L. Hughes, in The

Physics and Chemistr3' of SiO 2 and the Si02-Si

Interface-4, edited by I. J. R. B. H.Z. Massoud, M.
Hirose, and E.H. Poindexter (The Electrochemical

Society, Pennington, N J, 2000), p. 235.

12K. Vanheusden et al., Microelectronic Engineering 48,

363 (1999).

13 S. T. Pantelides et al., IEEE Trans. Nuc. Sci., in press.

6. CONCLUSION

To summarize our observations, we find that the transport

of H ÷ ion across a BOX depends on applied field and the

direction of charge transport through the oxide, although
the self-field of the charge has a negligible effect on

transport even when larger than applied fields. These
results suggest detrapping from near interface defects is the

rate-limiting step in transporting the W across the oxide.
Transport occurs on a slower time scale when moving

charge from the substrate Si to the top Si in the Unibond
material, indicating that there are larger concentrations of

defects acting as IT traps near the substrate Si/SiO2
interface. Transport controlled by H ÷ detrapping brings

into question previous estimates of NVFET write times
which were computed assuming IT oxide drift was the rate
limiting step in moving the charge across the oxide.
Because it is unknown what concentrations or distributions

of traps thinner NVFET oxides will contain, predictions of
write times for these devices can not be determined.
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Why Small is Good: @ 30OK, kT = 26 meV

GaAs/AIGaAs Dual gate device

(e-beam lithography)

I . :1

_-- 2r -----_ t

T
Size-classified Si nanoparticle on SiO 2

21

t

T

c ,_, o ¸

t = 5-25 nm

r = 25-50 nm

C= 1-10 fF

AEle_ = e2/2C = 0.05-0.5 mc_,

t : 2-5 nm

r=2-5 nm

C = 1-10 aF

AEI_ - = e2/2C = 50-50tl mcV

.silicon source rod
t_J.graphite crucible

_!!_T_ andsilicon melt

:_ ._,..nanocrystal
" aerosol

\ A"f... \ 1 excess

_"_ "aerosol

Turbo II water cooled
pump 1' Cuelectrodes

Ar inlet

•Silicon evaporated in an
atmosphere of ultra pure Ar,
creating an aerosol

•Nanocrystals synthesized in
a clean environment to avoid
oxidation

•Size classification done
with a radial differential

mobility analyzer (RDMA)

•Before entering RDMA
particles are charged

•Affe r cla ssift cation,
particles are deposited
on a Si substrate or SiO 2
film

particle trajectories excess flow, Qe

electric field lines.. \\ _ . aerosol flow,
Qa

sheath flow, ___

Qsh sample flow, Qs

S.-H Zhang et al. Aerosol Science and Technology, 23:357-372(1995)
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Details of';ize classification
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., nanocrystals?

surface states "_ //defects in_

I'_ /_ oxide') --

_ states?
" nanoparticie/oxide /

interface states?

--q

-,,<,

• Charging trapping state not known _n detail

• Transport mechanism not well characterized

E

E

E

Lurking Question: __:

,Is Charge Stored in Nan oparticle Floating:_i
:-Gate or Oxide Defects? • :._

Ion Implanted Si

Nanoparticle
Floating Gate
Material:

Stores Charge

Similar Oxide, w/o Si

Nanoparticles, but Ion

Damaged by Ar ÷ Ion

implantation:
No Measurable

Charge Storage

Conclusion:

j.;,({ u r,e

._ a" 2

g .... r
,g / P ,_

t=0 t=57s

4-----0 5 _r_

pm "_

Locus of Charge Storage is Si Nanoparticle

Floatinq Gate. Not Oxide Defects
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Nanoparticle Memory Device Physics
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Performance of = 0.2 pm
Nanoparticle Memory
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Performance of Left- 0.2 pm
Nanoparticle Memory
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• State-of-the-Art Nonvolatile Memory Device Performance
Characteristics

• Identified Charge Storage Mechanisms in Nan•crystal Floating Gate
Materials

Future:

• Spectroscopy to identify charge storage localized state energy

• Layered Tunnel Barrier Dielectric Heterostructure for Improved

Write/Erase Tunneling Performance
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@ JPL

Quantitative Analysis of Charge Injection and

Discharging of Si Nanocrystals and Arrays by

Electrostatic Force Microscopy

L.D. Bell.

Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Caltech

E. Boer, M. Ostraat, M.L Brongersma, R.C. Flagan, H.A. Atwater

Caltech

Nanocrysta, Nonvolatile Memory JPL

Introduction / Background

• NASA requ)rements for computing and memory for microspacecraft emphasize

high density, low power, small size, and radiation hardness.

• The dis_ibuted nature of a storage elements in nanocrystal floating-gate
memories leads to intrinsic fault tolerance and radiation-hardness.

Conventional floating-gate non-volatile memories are more susceptible to

radiation damage.

• Nanocrystal-based memories also offer the possibility of faster, lower power

operation.

• Write: electrons tunnel from substrate

channel into nanocrystal storage nodes

• Non-destructive readout: performed by

sensing the field from the stored charge.

O
Pr=D,=_y LO m,m z_S_mm_zooo
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@ Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

Why Small Is Good
JPL

G,1A_AIGa/Ls Duai gate de,ice

(e-beam litho_araDn y_

I

,,+- 2r -I,. t
i

T
Stze-cJass;_e_ S_ na_opar_)cse on SJ0

.._._2r

t = 5-25 nm

r = 25-50 nm

C = 1-10 fF

&El=,. = eZ/2C = 0.05-0,5 rneV

I at 300K, kT = 26 meV

t = 2-5 nm

r= 2-Snm

C = 1-10 aF

AEI_ = e212C = 50-500 meV

O
I._ne Tec_e_We_ea

Si nanocrysta/ memories may enable room-
temperature sensing of sing/e-e/ectron storage

_mdby c O M_ _s_zooa

@ Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

State of the Art
JPL

N_$ Advantages of a nanocrystal floahng gate

j • thin tunnet o×_de - fast

I • small nanocrystal stze- lower power

i , isolated nanocrystal floattng gates -!
i greater reliabihty

Previous work:

(Tiwari IBM)

Single-particle

addressing by
AFM

Future goal:
uniform nc

ensembles

Wa_neoc,_ylS_ra?sl_°_ :_d pmcemenl

eterren+ non+ur,,+ormty ,

+,X+/

Uniform r_ano¢rystal size

MiD Th i
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Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

Si Nanocrystal Synthesis by Implantation JPL

0

Ion implantation

%
¢(y)

Dose: 4x10 _6 ions/cm 2

_lOOnm SiO 2

Vacuum anneal 1100°C, 10 minutes

l

...-....: .": "- I_,ooo_
I

[K.S. M'n etal. Appl. Phys.Lett. 68, 2511 (1996) }

°

Nanocrystal Nonvolatile MemoryCharging of Ion-implanted Si Nanocrystals JPL
• Apparent h_.Ight of ehar_ed area ranges t_rom 11.2 nm to 44 nm

• S_j..gl_nil'icailzc Charging dnschargmg can be seen. Individua_ memo_ element operation can be

t s_mulated and obse_ed

Nanocrystal charging�discharging can be imaged ]
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@ Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

Charging of Ion-implanted Si Nanocrystals
JPL

0

Data agrees well with a model for
tunneling through a field-lowered
barrier

I

200
, 1 1 , 1 , I ,

400 600 800 1000 1200

ELAPSED TIME (sec)

• AF's,| measurcmcnts can be used

to track and quanut,, the slov,
discharge of a nanouT_staIs
implantcd ,.vithm an oxide layer

• Charging usmcasured b', the
AFM tip as a lo_ah-ed app_ent

helL,hi change.

Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

Charging of Ion Implanted Samples
JPL

0.8 nm

1

t=O t=57s

4 nm

0 1 2pm 0 1 2pm

t=114S t=171S

-1%
• 0" • • • O°

4 x 1016aUcm 2, annealed 1100°C,
10 minutes

Where is the charge stored?

0 8 nm surface states? nanocrystals?

] i I I-r
0 1 2 pm 0 1 2 _m I / defects in oxide?

!

)hie rface states? {..

.............. %'fi/a
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@ Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

Is Charge Stored in Nanoparticle Floating Gate JPL
or Oxide Defects?

Ion-implanted

Si nanoparticle

floating gate
material:

Stores Charge

Similar oxide, no Si

nanoparticles, but ion-

damaged by Ar *
implantation:
No Measurable

Charge Storage

Ol

t=O t=57s

.,qi------ 1 i.tm ------,_

Locus of Charge Storage is

Si NanopartJcle Floating Gate, Not Oxide Defects

_m_md by t o _= zt Se_,w ZOOO

@ Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

Interpretation of Charging Data
JPL

What we want to determine:

- How much charge is stored? mE or

• Distribution of charge? II or or... ?

• Dissipation of charge? ÷_ or _ or...?

0

Model requirements:

• Tip-sample convolution

• Tip-charge interaction vs

normal AFM operation

pl'mpa_by LD _1 _) S_b_2000
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. ..°=_,No--..,..-- JPL
Model: AFM Tip-Char_le Distribution Interaction

qtj at

Trapped charge qsi (xtJ'YtJ'Z_,__AFM-
Tip

/ tu,u,u, // Method of

r S_strate U ,r_a_o_
D_ = (z,,, - z,,)2+ (x., - x,,)2 + (y, _ y,,)2

Co 1omb,n erac,onI qs,'0t,aIbetween q. and q: J -- ---_-2 U
4_oD, i

._,,, u,r r,"

Nanocrystal Nonvolatile MemoryNon-Contact AFM Maps Height at JPL
Constant Force Gradient

Cou]omL interaction

bet,,*,eer q and q,

I

qsi * q'i a,,]
4_EoDi2i I

Find z-component of electrostatic

force: differentiate by z:

FinaTly, total force gradient is sum of
electrostabc and Van der Waals interactions

_ .--,.aF,( ),o, = ( ),,,_w+ 2,,,,(-j-_-),, = const
I,J

0
Lumn4 T4K_InWO_e*
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@ Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

Some Assumptions: Buried NC Charging

JPL

• Charge distribution: uniform, coarse

grid, only on surface -- appropriate for
these samples

• Neglect image charge in substrate -->
Good approximation due to distances
involved

• Neglect topography

• Neglect effect of hydrodynamic

damping

• Assume tip is not "tapping" the

surface--valid for a limited operating

range

o.O-oO o • • o O..o

o...OoO- o° • e,.o. •
• •

0

Nanocrystal Nonvolatile MemoryQuantitative Nanoscale Charge Imaging JPL

Experimental EFM Image of Charged Si Fit results:

Nanoparticle Floating Ga_: ° total charge = 200 electrons

.... _._."_' _, . • c_ = 140 nm ___ _,,D'_"

,71 "

' h

Image Simulation Iwl Tip _] .

Convolution Correction

ul

4

_J6 o, _n lz .. t_

Amount of stored charge

can be determined
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Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

Goal of electrostatic modeling
JPL

• Calculated "images" qualitatively match experimental
results

• Quantitative oomparison will allow the amount of charge
deposited, charge distribution and discharging
mechanism to be determined from AFM images

16 nm

O
Prlpa_dDy L O _1 29S_ZO00

@ Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

Aerosol Synthesis of Si Nanocrystals
JPL

s_ 1: V
P_froly=is " --

,urn,=, 2oi

0

° o
o

Oxidal]on 0 0 Ifurnace

r- <_
1000"C ,_,0-,,

_____[

V

T

i

Swp 3:

_polution cha rrl_l_r

('thernlop horelic )

! Temperature Profile

Velocity Streamlines

Particle Trajecto nes

produce uniform layersof Si nanocrystals. _J"J_i..:"
l erosol synthesis and therrnophorebc deposition can

prl_amdDy LO _g Z0 S_b_ZOO0
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@ Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

Nanocrystal Deposition
JPL

Planar view TEM of an aerosol

nanocrystal monolayer.

Crystal size = 4-5nm

Particle density = 6x1012 cm-2

I Spherical, crystalline nanoparticle layers with tight sizecontrol and good areal coverage have been obtained

0

Nanocrysta! Nonvolatile Memory

Particle manipulation with an AFM JPL

• Image in tapping
mode

• Manipulate in contact
mode

C)

i 20 nm

i _°
0

0 5 IOmm

90 nm

0

Pnm_.cby L D Bdl Zt SI_'_ZO00
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@ Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

Individual Nanocrystal Charging/Discharging
JPL

Before charg mg After charging

T=Os

0
_ T_o_mo

I Charge storage in individual nanocrystalshas been observed

_mdby L.O Broil 2_S,_birZb000

_..__:,

@ Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

Nanocrystal Charging/Discharging by AFM
JPL

-25V

• Apparent height
measured by AFM
changes as Particle

charges and
discharges.

• Electron storage in

a single nanocrystal
can be monitored.

O

33

** s

i

20O

prml_lUm,dbyLO IBal 2g Se,Cta_b_,_'OO0

after 11800 seconds_.

apparent hetghlis 285 nm t

1
460 ' I , , 1600 860 IOO0
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@ Nanocrystal Nonvolatile Memory

AFM Tip-Charge Distribution Interaction

(aerosol samples)

Now include topography

(single particle)

qtj at

Trapped charge qs (xtj,Ytj,zt_ _AFM Tip

particleat(xs:,y_:,zsi)or_._,..... D41_.]_ _
J (o,o,o)

'"' Substrate

0
Lu_n4T_hn_edp41 _irgduy L G Jd MSI_nW_

_ll=q_

'_"_.i'_(5"_

@ Nenocrystal Nonvoletile Memory

AFM Tapping-Mode Modeling
-JPL

F,_,_ in c_mta_'t
F

= [" ,;i (_li_ _,_t' CO[I[,.IC[

800_---]"

_4o 1\ .... JvanderWaals

-1 0 1 2 3 4

tip-sample distance (nm)
0 5

Time (ms)

._ + )'_,+ k( : - .-) = F cos(_ot)+ {F,,,,_,,.,,,,,,,}_ [

0
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4_ Nanocrystal Nonvolatile MemoryComparison: Data and Model JPL

io
200 nm

Lateral distance

0 JModelcanreproducethenanocrystaldischarging (_,;o,,_,_o.behavior and yields the amount of charge stored.

/ Nanocryslal Nonvolatile MemoryAFM Charging of Nanocrystals: Summary JPL

• An AFM may be used to manipulate and

charge size-controlled Si nanocrystals

"_,,,.d • Charge traps in films

containing nanocrystals

• .....-.-• efe_de are not bulk oxide
defects

!, from modeling

• The main discharge path appears to be

to the substrate

0

• Average charge density deposited can be found

Prl_l_d by L O EI_I( 29$1¢1_'mb4_2000
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(_ Nao_,ta,N....,a,,,eM...., JPL
Conclusions

• Si Nanocrystal charging has been accomplished with a
conducting-tip AFM

• Both individual nanocrystals on an oxide surface and

nanocrystals formed by implantation have been charged.

• Discharging is consistent with tunneling through a field-
lowered oxide barrier

• Modeling of the response of the AFM to trapped charge
has allowed estimation of the quantity of trapped charge.

• Initial attempts to fabricate competitive nanocrystal non-
volatile memories have been extremely successful.
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Advanced Compact Holographic

Data Storage System

Tien-Hsin Chao (818)354-8614 Tien-Hsin.Chao_jpl.nasa.gov
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Abstract-- JPL, under current sponsorship from NASA
Space Science and Earth Science Programs, is developing

a high-density, nonvolatile and rad-hard Advanced
Holographic Memory (AHM) system to enable large-

capacity, high-speed, low power consumption, and
read/write of data in a space environment. The entire

read/write operation will be controlled with electro-optic
mechanism without any moving parts. This CHDS will
consist of laser diodes, photorefractive crystal, spatial

light modulator, photodetector array, and I/O electronic
interface. In operation, pages of information would be

recorded and retrieved with random access and high-
speed. The nonvolatile, rad-hard characteristics of the

holographic memory will provide a revolutionary memory
technology to enhance mission capabilities for all
NASA's Earth Science Mission.

In this paper, recent technology progress in developing
this CHDS at JPL will be presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

NASA's future missions would require massive high-
speed onboard data storage capability to support both

Earth Science and Space Science missions. With regard to
Earth science observation, a 1999 joint Jet Propulsion

Laboratory and Goddard Space Flight Center (GFSC)

study ("The High Data Rate Instrument Study" [1 ]) has

pointed out that the onboard science data (collected by
high date rate instruments such as hyperspectral and

synthetic aperture radar) stored between downlinks would
be up to 40 terabits (Tb) by 2003. However, onboard

storage capability in 2003 is estimated at only 4 Tb that is
only 10% of the requirement. By 2006, the storage

capability would fall further behind that would only be
able to support 1% of the onboard storage requirements.

For Space Science, the onboard data storage requirements
would be focused on maximizing the spacecraft's ability

to survive fault conditions (i.e. no loss in stored science
data when spacecraft enters the "safe mode") and

autonomously recover from them during NASA's long-

life and deep space missions. This would require the
development of non-volatile memory. In order to survive
in the challenging environment during space exploration

missions, onboard memory requirements would also
include: survive a high radiation environment (l Mrad),

operate effectively and efficiently for a very long time (10
years), and sustain at least a billion (109) write cycles.

Therefore, memory technologies requirements of NASA's
Earth Science and Space Science missions are: large

capacity, non-volatility, high-transfer rate, high radiation
resistance, high storage density, and high power

efficiency.

Current technology, as driven by the personal computer
and commercial electronics market, is focusing on the
development of various incarnations of Static Random

Access Memory (SRAM), Dynamic Random Access
Memory (DRAM), and Flash memories. Both DRAM and

SRAM are volatile. Their densities are approaching 256
Mbits per die. Advanced 3-D multichip module (MCM)

packaging technology has been used to develop solid-
state recorder (SSR) with storage capacity of up to 100

Gbs [3]. The Flash memory, being non-volatile, is rapidly
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Table I. A comparative chart for memory specifications

Feature SRAM DRAM Flash Holographic

Non-volatile No No Yes

Organization (bits/die)

Data Retention (@700 C

Endurance

(Erase/write Cycles)
Access Time, t (acc)

512k x8 (rad hard)

N/A

unlimited

16Mx8

N/A

unlimited

16Mx8, 32Mx8

> 10yrs

106 (commercial)

yes

! 0 Gb/cm 3

> 10yrs

unlimited

< 10 ns < 25 ns 50 ns 1 ms/page

Data Transfer rate > 800 Mb/sec > 320 Mb/sec 160 Mb/sec > i Gb/sec

Radiation (Total Dose) 1 Mrad < 50 kRads < 30 kRads > 1 Mrad

Power 1 Gb/watt ! Gb/watt 10 Gb/watt

128 Mb & 256 Mb

(per die)

100's Gb (MCM)

4 Mb (die stacking)
100's Gb (Multichip
Module)

Package 128 Mb (per die)
100's Gb (MCM)

I 0 Gb/watt

I0 Gb/cm 3 cube.

1 Tb/card

gaining popularity. Densities of flash memory of 256
Mbits per die exist today. High density SSR could also be

developed using the 3-D MCM technology. However,
Flash memory is presently faced with two insurmountable
limitations: Limited endurance (breakdown after repeated

read/write cycles) and poor radiation-resistance (due to

simplification in power circuitry for ultra-high density
package).

It is obvious that state-of-the-art electronic memory could

not satisfy all NASA mission needs. It is necessary to

develop new memory technology that would
simultaneously satisfy non-volatility, rad hard, long
endurance as well as high transfer rate, low power, mass
and volume to meet all NASA mission needs.

The comparative specifications of the holographic
memory (design goal) and state-of-the-art electronic

memory are listed in Table I. As shown in Table I, the
holographic memory technology, upon full development,

not only is simultaneously non-volatile, high-speed and
rad hard, but also superior in power and volume/mass

efficiency over its electronic counterpart.

2. HOLOGRAPHIC DATA STORAGE

TECHNOLOGY

The Advanced Holographic Memory (AHM) system will

store data in large number of holograms inside of a

photorefractive crystal. Holograms will be generated by
recording the light interference pattern formed by an

object laser beam carrying a page of optically modulated
data (image or binary bits) and a reference laser beam in a
cubic photorefractive crystal. Since these images are
stored in the Fourier domain and recorded in three

dimensions, massive redundancy is built into the

holograms such that the stored holograms would not
suffer from imperfections in the media or point defects.

The LiNbO3 photorefractive crystal has been the most
mature recording material for holographic memory due to

its uniformity, high E-O coefficient, high photon

sensitivity, and commercial availability. One unique
advantage for using holographic data storage is its rad

hard capability. Holograms stored in photorefractive

crystal have been experimentally proven to be radiation-
resistant. In a recent NASA LDEF (Long-Duration

Exposure on Active Optical Components) experiment,
Georgia Institute of Technology (GIT), under NASA
Contract NASi-15370, has flown a Lithium Niobate

holographic memory in space. The retrieved crystals only
suffered surface damage and still retained their

photosensitivity for hologram recordings.

With respect to the lifetime of stored data in the LiNbO3
material: without a thermal fixing process after recording,
data stored LiNbO3 material would only have up to 1

month of shelf life. With thermal fixing, the stored data

will stay unchanged for many years. Recently, a
technology breakthrough that would extend storage

lifetime of photorefractive memory from months to
decades or longer has been achieved by researchers at
Caltech and other institutions [4-5]. A new two-photon

recording material, doubly doped Fe:Mn: LiNbO3 has
been developed. This material possesses deep traps

partially filled with electrons and shallow (intermediate)
traps to trap photo-generated electrons with very long
lifetime. The doubly doped extrinsic dopants (Fe +2, Mn .2)

would provide this intermediate state. As illustrated in
Figure la and lb:

e

Intermediate___l._ •
state hr. II /

Do n_,,_ 1 -1---Trap site

Figure la. Nonvolatile hologram recording
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Intermediate ........... hv 2 W
state "J_'_-__

Figure I b. Nonvolatile hologram readout

During recording, a first photon (from an ultraviolet light

source) is used to excite an electron from the Valence
band to an intermediate state. A hologram writing photon

is then used to bring the electron up to the Conduction
band. The electron will then migrate and get trapped to
record the interference pattern. During readout, the laser

beam will readout the hologram but is with insufficient

energy to elevate the electron to the conduction band.
Hence the stored hologram will not be erased during the

process.

Recently, we have developed a bench-top AHM Data

Storage breadboard and, for the first time, demonstrated
memory retrieval at video rate for both grayscale image
and binary data. A 1000-page long video of images of
Asteroid Toutatis were recorded and retrieved with very

high fidelity. The AHM breadboard used acousto-optic
(AO) scanning for multiple holograms recording and
readout. This initial development has demonstrated the

high-fidelity, high-speed data storage capability. A photo
of the AO based AHM system and its schematic diagram

is shown in Figure 2.

SLM
DIODE

"- " AOD

AIDS

2. Photograph of the JPL developed AO- based AHM

system and its corresponding schematic diagram

An experimental demonstration of the grayscale image

recording and retrieving capability has recently been
performed at JPL. Some Samples of high-fidelity
retrieved images of the asteroid Toutatis is shown in

Figure 3.

Figure 3. Grayscale images of meteoroid retrieved from
JPL developed holographic memory

This JPL-developed proof-of-concept acousto-optic-
scanner-based holographic memory system . has
demonstrated excellent performance of holographic

memory. This breadboard is currently being used for bit

error rate analysis of the retrieved holographic data.

In order to further miniaturize the AHM breadboard, the

AO beam steering devices will be replaced by a liquid
crystal beam steering spatial light modulator (BSSLM).

This device will provide high-resolution beam steering
capability to enable the storage/retrieval of more than

10,000 pages of holographic memory. By coupling the
BSSLM with a VCSEL array, the storage density will be

increased further by more than two orders of magnitude.
The introduction of the BSSLM spatial multiplexing

scheme would further ensure that the system is compact

and consumes low power.

3. ADVANCED HOLOGRAPHIC MEMORY

USING LIQUID CRYSTAL BEAM

STEERING DEVICES

The proposed holographic memory architecture, as shown
in Figure 4, consists of a writing module for multiple

holograms recording and a readout module for readout.
The writing module includes a laser diode as the coherent

light source, a pair of cascaded beam steering Spatial
Light Modulators (BSSLM), one transmissive and one
reflective in each pair, for angular multiplexed beam

steering, an input SLM for electronic-to-optical data
conversion, two cubic beam splitter for beam forming,

and a photorefractive crystal for hologram recording. The
readout module also shares this photorefractive crystal.
The readout module includes a laser diode with the same

wavelength as the writing one, a pair of cascaded

BSSLMs to generate phase conjugated readout beam (i.e.
the readout beam is directed in opposite direction of that
of the writing beam), the photorefractive crystal, a cubic

beam splitter, and a photodetector array for recording the
readout holograms. The system uses a angular

multiplexing scheme to store multiple holograms and
phase-conjugated beams to readout each holograms.

In hologram writing, the collimated laser beam (top left in

Fig. 4) splits into two parts at the first cubic beam splitter:
1) The horizontally deflected light will travel across the
second cubic beam splitter to read out the input data after

impinging upon the Data SLM. This data-carrying beam
will then be reflected into the PR crystal as the object

beam; 2) The other part of the split incoming beam, travel
vertically up, will first pass a transmissive BSSLM and
then reflected to the reflective BSSLM. Both BSSLMs are

modulated with a l-D blazed phase gratings that are

capable of beam steering with an angular deflection
determined by the grating periods. By cascading two

BSSLMs in orthogonai, a 2-D beam steering scheme can
be achieved. This deflected laser beam will then be

directed toward the PR crystal as the reference-writing
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beam.It will meet the object beam inside the PR crystal to
form an interfering grating (hologram). Each individual
hologram is written with a unique reference angle and can

only be readout at this angle (or its conjugated one). By
varying the reference beam angle in sequential recording,
very large number of holograms can be recorded in the

recording medium.

Photodetect

imml ulwl mmmn • wamm • ma,

: Photorefrac
• Ve

:,..................... .Cr_stal..;

Write Module

Dat

iq_llwulllwmelmle%

i _ser :
s m_ _Dioc]_eam i

s _ s4k_eeri n ;
'illlilll •

.. " C
M- " - i

i
mJ • • • ai me lime memmla •

Read

Module

Figure 4. System schematic architecture of an Advanced

Holographic Memory

For hologram readout, we have devised an innovative
phase conjugation architecture. This phase conjugation

scheme will enable lensless hologram readout with
minimal distortion (low bit error rate). As shown in Fig.4,

a second pair of transmissive and reflective BSSLMs
combination will be used to provide a phase-conjugated

readout beam (with respect to the writing reference
beam). After the beam impinges upon the PR crystal, the

diffracted beam from the recorded hologram will exit the
PR crystal backtracking the input data beam path, due to

phase-conjugation property. It will then directly impinge
upon the photodetector array. Thus the reconstructed data
will be recorded with excellent quality.

4. BEAM STEERING SPATIAL LIGHT

MODULATOR

JPL has recently collaborated with the Boulder Nonlinear

System Co. (BNS) to develop a BSSLMS. This device is
built upon a VLSI back plane in ceramic PGA carrier. A

1-dimensional array of 4096 pixels, filled with Nematic

Twist Liquid Crystal (NTLC), is developed on the SLM
surface. The device aperture is of the size of 7.4 mm x 7.4
mm, each pixel is of 1 mm x 7.4 mm in dimension.

Currently, the response time can reach 200 frames/sec. In
future, by replacing the NTLC with Ferroelectric Liquid

Crystal (FLC), the speed may be increased by one order
of magnitude (i.e. > 2000 frames/sec). A photo of this
BSSLM is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 a photograph of a 1 x 4094 Beam Steering
Spatial Light Modulator and a magnified view of the

grating structure over SLM surface.

The principle of operation of this BSSLM is illustrated in

Figure 6. This SLM is a phase-modulation device. In

operation, a driving signal in the form of a linear ramp
function will be applied to the SLM. The corresponding

phase profile over the SLM will be a quantized multiple-
level phase grating with its phase profile modulated from

0-to-2rc periodically. A readout laser beam, upon reflected

from this SLM, will be deflected by an angle q. This
angle can be described as:

0 = sin-' (2/d)

Where _. is the wavelength of the laser beam. Thus, beam

steering can be achieved by varying the period of the

phase grating

t4
0

Figure 6. Beam steering using a phase modulation SLM

with variable grating period.

The diffraction efficiency, q, of this device is
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(sin (_'/n)] _

Where n: number of steps in the phase profile. For

exampleJl_- 81% forn =4, and ___95% for n =8.

cubic centimeter of PR crystal. Since each page can store

about 1000 x 1000 pixels of data (1 Mbytes), the total

storage capacity will reach 10 Gigabytes.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Number of resolvable angles can be defined by:

M =2m/n+l

Where m is the pixel number in a subarray, and n is the

minimum number of phase steps used. For example, M =

129 for m=512, n =8 with a 1 x 4096 beam steering

device.

Primary advantages of using such a electro-optic beam

steering device for angular multiplexing during

holographic data recording will include: No mechanical

moving parts; Randomly accessible beam steering; Low

voltage / power consumption; Large aperture operation;

The massive storage capability of holographic memory

has been demonstrated by Caltech researchers. It was

reported that up to 160,000 pages (i.e. 160 Gb of

memory) of hologram were stored in a LiNbO3 PR crystal

with l cm 3 volume using a scanning mirror to create

angular multiplexing for each reference beam. However,

the scanning mirror scheme that would require

mechanically controlled moving parts is not suitable for

space flight. Thus we are currently developing an all

electro-optic controlled angular multiplexing scheme with

high-speed, high-resolution without having to use any

moving parts. We are currently utilizing an all-phase

beam steering device, the BSSLM.

The current transimissive BSSLM device is a 1 x 1024

array with resolvable spots about 64. The reflective

BSSLM device is a silicon-based 1-D diffractive beam

steering device. The current device is a I x 4096 array,

which has about 128 resolvable spots. The total resolvable

spots from these cascaded BSSLMs would be around

11,520. Thus by using two pairs of such cascaded

BSSLMs for beam steering, a total of more than 10,000

pages of hologram can be stored and retrieved in a single

In summary, the design goals of the proposed holographic

memory are: high storage capacity (10 Gigabytes per

module), high-speed (lms per page), and low power

(I 00mW laser power for writing, i 0mW for readout).

Unique advantages of this holographic memory system

over that of the state-of-the-art counterparts are: a) The

need of only a laser diode as the writing source (the state-

of-the-art laser diode can provide power of 100mW) will

lend to a miniature packaging of the whole system; b) The

use of a pair of BSSLMs for angular multiplexing will

provide for a storage capacity of 10,000 pages of

hologram (10GB) in a 1 cubic centimeter PR crystal

without using moving parts; c) The use of an innovative

phase-conjugation readout scheme will make possible

high-fidelity data retrieval.
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Abstract - NASA's terrestrial, space, and deep-space

missions require technology that allows storing,

retrieving, and processing a large volume of information.
Holographic memory offers high-density data storage

with parallel access and high throughput. Several methods
exist for data multiplexing based on the fundamental

principles of volume hologram selectivity. We recently
demonstrated that a spatial (amplitude-phase) encoding of
the reference wave (SERW) looks promising as a way to

increase the storage density. The SERW hologram offers
a method other than traditional methods of selectivity,

such as spatial de-correlation between recorded and
reconstruction fields. In this report we present the

experimental results of the SERW-hologram memory
module with solid-state architecture, which is of particular

interest for space operations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

New data storage technologies are required to sustain the

increasing volumes and rates of data generation and to
meet the demands of high throughput networks. Although

two major surface storage techniques [magnetic and
optical) have accelerated their roadmaps to increase the

surface density and storage capacity, their technology (or
cost) limits are in the 10 _ bcm 2 range _2. Thus.

alternative storage technologies, and in particular optical

technologies, effective in providing a greater storage

density and capacity at reasonable cost, are required 3.4._

Holographic memory has been a subject of interest for
decades since it was first suggested by ,,,an Heerden _.

High information density, parallel access and high-speed
retrieval are among the features that make this technique

of data storage so attractive. Selective properties of
volume hologram due to angular 78 or wavelength
deviation Q from the Bragg conditions, as well as reference

beam phase encoding t_ are the methods frequently used

for data input and retrieval. Combination of reference
beam phase encoding with spatial-shift multiplexing was
shown to be an efficient approach for high-density

holographic information storage. _2 A similar technique

with many plane-wave reference (or spherical wave)
beam encoding was suggested and experimentally
demonstrated. _ Although all these methods allow storing

the hoiograms with high density, the longitudinal shift

component of the recording media has not been
considered for coding the individual "'pages" of
information. In contrast, the recently discussed method of

multilayer optical storage _2_ makes it possible to record
the information at different depths within the media

similar to that of a magnetic disc stack which are
currently used in PC's. It was demonstrated _ that thin

layers of a holographic recording in the volume media can

provide a high information storage capacity and fast data
transfer rate.

We have demonstrated the possibility of building a single

volume, muhilayer holographic optical memory using a
speckle encoded reference beam w. The novel features of

using a spatial-encoded reference beam to muhiplex
holograms are that: there is high shift selectivity in an,,

direction within the recording plane, as well as in the

longitudinal direction, and phase pre-encoding can be
used to build a solid-state memory system. These features

lead to the possibility of building a robust, large capacity.
high-data rate memory system Moreover. this system can

be built in a solid-state configuration with no moving pan.

2. FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES OF SERW

HOLOGRAPHIC MEMORY

In proposed memory architecture the volume hologram is
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formedby a planesignalwaveSo(r)= exp[iksr]and
SERWwith complexamplitudeRo(r)and angular
divergenceA0sp(seeFig.1).Fortheconvenienceof the
analysistheSERWpropagatesnormallytotherecording
mediafrontsurfaceandtheSo(r)-wavehasanincident
angleof 0o (ks TM ko{sin0o; cOS0o}, k,, = 2n/L). The

illuminated area of the diffuser is P(q), (q = {x,y}), and
fully developed speckle pattern TM is formed at the distance
ZDH<< D. We suppose that the following relationships m2°

between the thickness T of the hologram and recording

geometry are satisfied:

T >>)k./(A0sp)2 > _/0,,. ( l )

Eq. ( 1) describes the conditions, when the thickness of the

hologram T is larger than the fringe spacing A, covering

several speckle lengths <ell>. By fulfilling Eq. (1) the
hologram reconstructs single diffraction order and
provides low light-scattering level 2°.

Y _" Y '_ Hologram
Diffuser I Solr) [_

• i i

_S(r)

Fig. I. SERW hologram recording geometry.

Exposure of the recording medium with the initial
permittivity cm to the interference pattern Eo(r) = So(r)

R,,(r) results in hologram formation that is the spatial

modulation of "_(r) in the following form:

g(r) = g + 8c(r) = plr:o(r)r (2)

Here BE(r) is the modulated cornpc)nent of permittivity

(So(r) << _), and p is the recording medium parameter.

fhe amplitude S(r) of the diffracted beam in the first

Born approximation IR(r )I>> )S(r)]can be found as2"-'2:

p__k[?
S(r)- | P(r)_(r)R(r)G(r, r')d' r (3)

n -.d

,,here G(r,r'):exp_ik,,Ir-r'l',/4rtlr-r' [ is the Green's

function.

We no,, assume that after its recording, the hologram is
illuminated with the same SERW, but their mutual spatial

position is altered on the distance A(r). Such spatial shift

leads to spatial decorrelation between the structure
recorded in the volume of the hologram and speckle

pattern in the reconstruction SERW. As the last one
remains essentially the same. the reconstruction beam

R(r) after shift operation can be described as R(r) - tL,lr

+ A). where A = :_A_ + vA, +:_A is the vector of spatial

displacement with its lateral A_ = _x +AI' and

longitudinal AI = Az components.

As the magnitude of 8c(r) in Eq. (3) is proportional to

R_(r)So(r). the normalized diffraction efficiency rls

(that is the ratio of the diffraction beam intensity at its

shifted state to its original value at A- 0) can be

expressed as:

[ip(r')R'(r')R (r')d'r :
l_(r,A)

rl. _ - - (4)

Is(r,A=0) l!P(r,)R_(r,)R (r,)d,r-" '

where Is(r,A) - IS(r,A)12 is the diffracted beam intensity.

On the other hand, if the condition of the central-limit
theorem of statistics is fulfilled and R(r) is the complex

Gaussian random variable at each local point of the space

(x', y', z') the integration over lateral coordinates in Eq.

(4) can be replaced by averaging over the ensemble, and
therefore

ffR'(q',z,,)Ro(q, zo)d-'q=<R'(q'.z )Ro(q,Zo)>. (5)
s

where q= f(x,y). The product on the right side of Eq. (5)

is known as mutual intensity of the speckle pattern. It is
equivalent to the autocorrelation function of light

intensity distribution described as Cl(r.r') = <IR(r/laIr')>.

when the conditions of slowly ','awing average intensity

in the speckle pattern <llr)> are satisfied.

We will now examine the effect of spatial decorrelation
between the SERW and the structure recorded in the

volume of the hologram on the efficiency of the

interaction. The experimentally controlled parameter in
this case is the diffracted beam intensity ID - IsI and

therefore it is convenient to introduce the relative

diffracted beam intensity IDs(A) - InlAylD_:x_,, where thc

measured diffracted beam intensity IDIA) is normalized by

its peak value at zero lateral shift ID_ _,. The dependence•

of ID_,-(Z_) can be expressed as_l:

"qd e '_°' Pi_(ci): xe dl,_' d

I,,,(A ) = 16"}

T_ x?IIP,,(_)I: d:q.

where n is the recording medium refraction index, d is the
distance between the hologram and diffuser. PDlq)is

determined by the illuminated part of the diffuser.

It follows from Eq, (6) that any spatial mismatch between

the hologram and reconstruction beam R(r) should result
in a decline of the diffracted beam intensity as plotted in

Fig. 2. It shows the fall-off in ID,dA )that occurs for

lateral shift (An - const.) calculated from Eq. (6) in

conditions that are close to experimental, i.e. _. = 515 nm,
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T= 3mm,n= 2.2forLiNbO3crystal,d=200mm,PD(q)
= 3 mm.Thedashedlinein thisfigurecomesfromthe
calculationof thecorrelationfunctionof thespeckle
pattern23foridenticalconditions.

1.01

_o.8,

_o.61

_0.4,

0.2_

0.

'_ ' I ' I

i .... T ....

)0 2.00 4.00 6.00
Sl_f,A_L(Iam)

Fig. 2. Shift selectivity IxD(A±) calculated from Eq. (6)

3. MODELING THE SOLID-STATE SERW

HOLOGRAPHIC MEMORY

To investigate a solid-state configuration memory, we
have performed an analysis of hologram reconstruction in
which the incoming beam has an orthogonal field
distribution relative to the beam used in the recording

step. Taking into account that the laser modes are
described by Laguerre polynomials, they can serve as the

simplest example of the orthogonal mode functions. Thus,
we assume that at the time of the hologram recording, the

laser cavity was adjusted to the T[{Mr,k mode. The laser
mode is switched then to TEMmn at the reconstruction, so

that Ro(r) and R(r) are the wave functions of these two

modes and can be described through:

R (q,_)= C , E _(q)cos(t q_) t7)

wherc E' (q)= (_-2£ }L,[(2q/,/P_ )cxp(_ q_ )

q and cp are the polar coordinates. Cp, is the normalizing

coefficient, 9a is the laser bean diameter in plane of the

hologram, and L'p(a _ ) are the Laguerre polynomials.

The product in Eq. (5) for the field in form (7) can be
transfonned to:

1) 2 _

R_(ci)R(q)--- J" J'q,Ep,(q_,q_,(q.,q_)zlq,do, (8)
c_ - n

where E,b is described by (7). Substituting Eqs. (8) and

(7) into Eq. (3) and assuming D >> 9R, the amplitude of
the diffracted signal is:

S(_) = SO(7)exp[ik0 sin 0_ ]C ,C,_H(() -_-×
- (9)

D 2

× J'ql exp(-q: )L' (q_)L'm(q: )dq:
O

where H(()= l rt'
fort"

[2rt, for t _ 0.

The integral in Eq. (9) has a non-zero value only for p =

m. Therefore, the diffracted signal can be observed only if
the reconstructing wave is completely identical to the

recording one. Then, for S(q) it becomes:

IS(_)exp_ko-sinO ] for R(_)= R_(_
sq)= t0, forl ( > r< (lO)

It follows from the derived expressions that the amplitude

of the diffracted signal is zero when the hologram is
reconstructed with any wave function with its complex

amplitude orthogonal to the original reference wave

Ro(q). Thus by introducing such wave-front modulation,
one can achieve multiple data storage in solid-state

configuration.

4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup shown in Fig. 3 was constructed
on a 4"x8" vibration isolated table. SERW holograms
were recorded in a 2.8-ram-thick Fe-doped (0.02°,/,

Fe/mol) LiNbOa crystal. The crystal, with its C-axis

perpendicular to the incoming recording beams, was set
onto a XYZ computer-controlled positioning table, which

had a precision of 0.025 _trn in the X. Y. and Z planes. A

CW argon laser (k = 51._m, P = 40 mW in plane of
recording media) was expanded to 1 cm and used as the

coherent light source for hologram recording.

Mirror

I _bullcr2 t I L .....

I _ I L L .... --]]

s,,.,,., " ' t r%_..°,, Te_ _ i
Filter I _ _:

_llll I011 I

I'boIn

I)elecl_r

Fig. 3. Experimenlal setup used to record and

playback the SER_' holograms.

The SERW beam and the signal beam (a plane wave or an

irnage fon'ned with SI.M/. intersected at an angle of 0,, =

35 ° inside the recording medium (0a,, = 0and Os. = 3.%

respectively). The average lateral speckle size at the

recording media plane was calculated to be <_ > ---3 p.]n

Diffraction efficiency of the recorded hologram in its
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originalposition(A±= 0) couldvaryfrom0.1to 103,
dependinguponthespecificgoaloftheexperiment.

Animportantcomponentofthesetupandentirememory
moduleis theimagesensor,sinceit determinesthedata
transferrate,imagequality,noise,etc.The CCD cameras
or CMOS sensors served this purpose, a CMOS sensor

has some advantages over a traditional CCD camera as it
has better pixel match with existing SLM, a more

compact design, the possibility of direct pixel access for
data transfer, and direct on-board windowing and

processing. In our case, a CMOS VI,SI sensor (VV5404)
with 256 x 392 pixels is used for image capturing.

5. EXPEIMENTAL RESULTS

For the basic design of a solid-state multiplexing system,
a low-resolution spatial light modulator (SLM) codes the

reference beam before it strikes the speckle encoder. By
changing the pattern on the SLM, an entirely new speckle

pattern is generated and thus a new bo)ogram can be
addressed.

In first set of the experiments, the variation of the mode
structure of the laser beam altered the spatial distribution

of the complex amplitude of the beam that illuminated the

speckle-encoder. This operation can be achieved by
altering the laser cavity parameters, Such an operation
leads to formation of the beams with orthogonal

distribution of their complex amplitude. A typical
example of the complex amplitude spatial distribution A
for two fundamental laser modes TEM00and TEMol is

shown in Fig. 4.

A (a.
1

TEM_

TEMol _-

J.)

2

Fig. 4. Complex amplitude distribution for two
fundamental laser modes

As the laser modes are described by the Laguerre
polynomials, nov,' when the hologram is recorded with for

example, mode "['EM_n its reconstrtiction with any other
non-equivalent mode TEMk_ (with its amplitude

orthogonal to TEM,_,) should result in strong decrease of

the diffracted signal intensity. The results of typical
experimental realization of such operation are

demonstrated in Fig. 5.

FI]ELD ON HOLOG R.(M RI_C*ONSTRL'CTED
B_AM

/'HI DI F_-US/.g

Recordilg _

_lth TE_

w_h TE '_1ol

IB

Fig. 5. Hologram recording and reconstruction with
the orthogonal modes.

Here the row A corresponds to the recording (IA) and

reconstruction (3A) of the hologram with the SERW
formed at diffuser illumination with the laser beam having
TEM00 mode. When the reconstruction beam with TEM01

was used to illuminate diffuser (IB) the diffracted signal

disappears completely (3B). Thus, by changing the

complex amplitude distribution from one state to another
(both states being orthogonal) we are able to build the

holographic data storage module with the solid-state
architecture.

In another experiments we simulated the operation of a
solid-state architecture by introducing both the amplitude

and phase masks in front of the speckle-encoder shown in
Fig. 3 and in more detail in Fig. 6.

Pre-encoder

Encoder

Relay {Optics

Recording
medium

SERW

Channel

/ Detector
/

Fig. 6. Optical scheme to verify solid-state memory

configuration effectiveness.

The masks had features on the order of 12 microns to

simulate the pixel size of spatial light modulators.

Experiments were conducted by recording a hologram
with the mask in place, reconstructing the hologram, and

subsequently moving the mask, Movement of the mask
simulated the change that would occur whcn

electronically-shifting the pixels of a spatial light
modulator or beam steering over the speckle generator It

was found that the reconstructed intensity decreased as
the mask was moved. A typical example of such pre-

encoder in action is shown in Fig. 7a, where its spatial

shift resulted in a smooth decrease of the diffracted signal
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intensity.
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Fig. 7, Dependence of the diffracled signal intensity
upon the spatial shift of the pre-modulator (a) and the

results of the comparison of several pre-modulation
techniques (b).

The phase mask had much greater selectivity than the

amplitude mask and therefore a phase-only SLM should
provide the best results. Identical data have been received

at an equivalent spatial decorrelation in any direction in

the XY plane, similar to that of physical shift selectivity.
We also explored several other options in simulating the
solid-state operation, applying spatial and angular
deviation of the laser beam before it hits the encoder or

pre-encoder, as well as pre-encoder axial revolution. The
results of the performed measurements are shown in Fig.

7b, and confirm the identity in the operation's
effectiveness.

6. CAPACITY OF SERW-HOLOGRAPHIC

MEMORY

It is important to estimate the infonnation density

available through the variety of combinations of 3-D-

shift, angular, and wavelength selectivity. The storage
capacity of the 3-D hologram with a volume where V= d:

x t (and where d is the lateral size of the holograPhic

media and t is its thickness) can be calculated as
4n V

N_.... . (ll)
3 k'

The expression to determine the total number of

multiplexed holograms that can be stored using the shift
selectivity scheme is

d: t
N, = --x -- (11 )

A-', A,,

Finally, the correlation function of the speckle pattern is
described through the coherence function of the

illuminating light. So, changing the wavelength of the
recording illumination enables the storage of more

"layers" of the holograms and opens an additional
mechanism for increasing the capacity of the memory.. It

was proved experimentally: that a spectral shift of 5_. =

1.5 nm of the reconstructing wavelength results in total

degradation of the diffracted signal. Thus. using a tunable
laser with spectral a interval of A _. >> _i_,, additional

"layers" of information can be stored. The limiting value

for information density to be recorded using speckle-
encoded reference beam can be found as

×("_ ]
No.,= (]2/

This leads to the data storage capacity for lxlxl cm -_

recording media using a speckle reference beam with the

following characteristics: A. = 3 lam; A = 30 _m; and

8_/5_. = 100: Nm.x = 3xl01] holograms. If every hologram

is a page of information with 1 Mbit. then total capacity
can be estimated as 3x10 _ bits; however, taking into

account the limited range of the recording media

refraction index modulation, the most optimal
combination of the selectivity will be chosen which

optimizes the number of holograms that can be stored.
This selection will be focused towards development of a
solid-state memory system. The dynamic range for the
recording media refraction index modulation is limited

and is normally within the frame of An_ 1.3_10 -2for

photopolymer materials and An _ 10 "_for photorefractive

crystals. Therefore, the proper and most effcient choice
of the selectivity mechanism to be used is particularly
important, as it determines the storage density and

capacity of the memory unit.

With optimized CMOS detectors, the average diffraction
efficiency can ultimately be around 10 -s.which

corresponds to a refraction index modulation on the level
of An _1.6×10 -s. With this value of diffraction efficiency

for each individual hologram, about 10_ holograms can be
multiplexed in a PRC and 106in photopotymer (100 Gbit

and l Tbit. respectively) at one location. To realize such a

high storage capacity, a thorough study of multiplexing is
of primary importance.
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7.CONCLUSION
Inconclusionwedemonstratedthepossibilityofbuilding
high-densityholographicmemorymodulewithsolid-state
architectureby usingthe propertiesof the volume
hologramrecordedandreconstructedwith spatially
encodedreferencebeam.This memory module can

operate with both volatile and non-volatile recording
media. -
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Abstract-- Chalcogenide is a proven phase change
material used in re-writeable CDs and DVDs. This

material changes phases, reversibly and quickly, between
an amorphous state that is dull in appearance and

electrically high in resistance, and a polycrystalline state
that is highly reflective and low in resistance. The

application of this commercially proven technology to
create dense, high-speed, non-volatile semiconductor
memories is discussed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Historically semiconductor memory technology has

developed in such a way that currently available memory'
components can be divided into categories representing
their specialized features, and no one single technology

combines all the desirable mernory characteristics of
highest speed, lowest cost, lowest power, long cycle and

non-volatility. Thus we have DRAM, SRAM and
FLASH as the dominant basic memory technology types

providing the spread of characteristics given in Table 1.

Tablc 1. Memory, Technology

Mem Speed Power Cost C vc|e Non-

T?pe Life Volatile

SRAM Very High High \"e_ No

[tilzh th_h

DRAM High Med Very' Very No

Lob' H1/zh

FLASH Lox_' Very Low Low Yes

Low

OUM High to Lo_x to Very' High to Yes

t Potential) Very' \,'e_' Low Very

High Low Hx_.h

An ideal semiconductor memory technology would

combine or "Unify" the attractive features of these

technologies without acquiring any of the unattractive
features. Such a memory technology, Ovonic Unified

Memory {OUM) is now being developed using the class
of elements known as chalcogenides. It is expected that

this technology will eventually allow chips that have
SRAM speed, DRAM cost and power characteristics and

non-volatility as shown in Table 1.

The importance of non-volatility in the marketplace is key
as whole classes of new high volume portable products
are now emerging that require non-volatility such as

hand-held cell phones. Personal Digital Assistants
(PDAs), electronic digital cameras and othcrs.

Additionally. a densc, nonvolatile memory that is
radiation resistant as well as low in both cost and power is

one of the most pressing needs for electronics operating in
the space environment. It is also interesting to

contemplate the total amount of time that would be saved
by eliminating the boot up time required by all personal

computers using DRAM.

The storage medium for the OUM chips is the same alloy

currently being used in large-scale production to produce
re-writeable CD disks [1]. This chalcogenide based

memory technology holds the promise of providing
almost ideal characteristics al current lithography levels
and allowing scaling down through the 0.1pam regions

because the performance characteristics improve as the
dimensions shrink. Ovonyx Inc. is currently developing
this technology under license from Energy Conversion

Devices Inc., the developer of the base technology.

2. CHALCOGENIDE TECHNOLOGY:

CD-RW AND DVD-RAM

The term "'chalcogenide'" refers to the Group VI elements

of the periodic table. It has also been used to refer to
alloys containing at least one Group-VI element such as

the alloy of germanium, antimony, and tellurium
discussed here. Energy Conversion Devices. lnc. has

used this particular alloy to develop a phase-change
memory technology [2]-[7] used in commercially
available re-writeable CD and DVD disks. This phase-
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change technology uses a thermally activated, rapid,

reversible change in the structure of the alloy to store

data. Since the binary information is represented by two

different phases of material it is inherently non-volatile,

requiring no energy to keep the material in either of its

two stable structural states.

Amorphous Polycrystalline
State State

,,_.._.... _.,,_%,;:_,_

Fig. 1. Transmission Electron Microscope images of the

two phases of a GeSbTe alloy

The two structural states of the chalcogenide alloy (as

shown in Figure 1 are an amorphous state (no long-range

order of atoms) and a polycrystalline state (composed of

many crystals, each having atoms placed in a repetitive

order). Relative to the amorphous state, the

polycrystalline state shows a dramatic increase in Free

electron density (similar to a metal). This difference in

free electron density gives rise to a difference in

reflectivity. In the case of the rewriteable CD and DVD

disk technology, this difference in reflectivity is used to

read the state of each memory bit by directing a low-

power laser at the material and detecting the amount of

light reflected.

3. CHALCOGENIDE TECHNOLOGY:

SEMICONDUCTOR MEMORIES

The two phases of the chalcogenide alloy have important

differences in electrical properties due to the change in

free electron density. The resistivity of the

polycrystalline state has been shown to be up to four

orders of magnitude lower than that of the amorphous

state. Another interesting electrical property of the

material is that, above a certain applied voltage (V-r), the
two states "'switch" to a low resistance state that is

independent of the material phase (Fig. 3). This

switching does not change the structural phase of the
material, and the resistance values can be restored once

the applied voltage is brought below the "holding"

voltage (VH). This phenomenon allows for high current

values to be forced through the device with a relatively

low voltage that is independent of the phase of the

material. These electrical properties are very attractive

when considering using a chalcogenide alloy in a

semiconductor mernory device. The slate of such a

device can be read non-destructively by charging a

capacitively-loaded line through a variable resistance

chalcogenide element held at a voltage below, VT [8]. The

rate of charging a function of the chalcogenide

resistance can be detected and converted into a logic

state. Programming the chatcogenide element is achieved

by passing a sufficiently high current (with an applied

voltage above V_) to heal the material to the

crystallization or melting temperature,

Programming data (by changing the phase of the material)

is accomplished by heating the material to an elevated

temperature. Depending upon the temperature achieved

the material is either melted to form the amorphous state

or crystallized by holding it at a lower temperature for a

slightly longer period of time (Fig. 2). For the CD and

DVD technology, the heat is generated from a high power
laser.

Arnorph_zmg
RESET Pulse

]-m ...............

Crystalhzlng

_Q" ___Z Pulse

Ta

Time

Fig. 2. Chalcogenidc programming

(._ Polycrystallin
-1 State J Amorphous

e

VH VT

Device Voltage (V)

Fig. 3. ]-V characteristics ol chalcogcnide

Electrically addressable chalcogenide memory elements

have been built to show proof of concept of a

chalcogenide-based semiconductor memory. Figure 4

demonstrates the ability to electrically change the

resistance of the chalcogenide element by passing a
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current through the device. For low currents the device
resistance is independent of current and is only a function
of the initial state of the material. For moderate currents

the temperature of the device is high enough to crystallize
the amorphous material, causing its resistance to drop.

For higher currents the temperature is high enough to melt
the polycrystalline material, increasing the resistance. It

is important to realize that for each point on this graph,
the resistance is not measured at the indicated

programming current, but rather the programming current

is applied and then the device resistance is measured at a
low current value (0. lmA).

Unlike flash non-volatile memories, where long erase
sequences are needed prior to writing data. chalcogenide
elements can be directly over-written without the need for

first erasing the previous stored state. Programming of
these chalcogenide memory elements has been achieved

with pulse widths as small as 3ns.
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Fig 4 Electrical programming of chalcogenide
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Fig. 5 Chalcogenide resistance versus temperature

Figure 5 shows that at temperatures as high as 150"C a

resistance spread of at least 40x can be maintained for the
two phases of the material. This spread increases at lower

temperatures. Figure 6 shows that it is projected that data
stored in chalcogenide resistors could be retained for 10
years of continuous operation at approximately 125°C.

Data retention at typical operating temperatures would be
considerably longer.
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Fig. 6 Data retention given as an Ahrennius time-temperature
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Because of their proliferation in today's powerful
computational systems, the cost of semiconductor

memories is an important consideration. For

chalcogenide-based memories the manufacturing cost
should be very low. As the volume of thc chalcogenide
element decreases, the programming current (power) is

reduced and the memory element cell operates more
quickly. Chalcogenide-based memory' cells have been
designed that would be smaller than DRAM cells.

Fabrication of the chalcogenide element itself requires

between two and four masking steps in a planar topology.
These steps are performed after the support or logic

transistors have been completed and do not require any

process changes that would affect the performance of the
transistors (unlike DRAM capacitor processing).

Chalcogenide memory elements also show the promise of

a tremendous decrease in the cell size (and cost} per bit by
allowing true storage of multiple bits per memory
element. Figure 7 shows that the transition between low

and high resistance can be reproducibly achieved in
several steps instead of in one abrupt transition. The 16
discrete resistance states shown could store 4 bits in one

small chalcogenide element.
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Fig 7. Multiple state storage example showing 16 separate
states. For this graph, 10 pulses were performed at each of 16
current/resistance steps, and the overall measurement was
repeated 10 times (each state represents 100 separate
write/reads).

4. CURRENT PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

Energy Conversion Devices (ECD) developed the data
described to this point during the late 1990's. This work

concentrated on devices in the l Iam device size range and
generally yielded switching currents in the 20mA region.

Devices with lower switching currents were made using
e-beam lithography for one photo level, but the devices
were still overly large in size. In order to be able to make

high-density memory chips using this technology it was
necessary to change the structure of the device to
significantly reduce the overall area, and to reduce the

switching currents to below 1mA.

Ovonyx Inc. is applying the OUM technology to
semiconductor memories under license from ECD.

Ovonyx currently has two joint development programs
underway, one with Intel Inc. and one with Lockheed

Martin Corporation at its Space Electronics &

Communications (I,MSEC) site in Manassas, Virginia.
The following describes the LMSEC activity that is being
funded by the Space Vehicles Directorate of the Air Force

Research Laboratory.

The Chalcogenide-based Random Access Memory (C-

RAM) program began in November of 1999 with the goal
of integrating the phase-change material into a radiation-

hardened digital CMOS fabrication process. The prograrn
aims at reducing the switching currents required to change
device state and then integrating the results into a memory

chip of significant density.

The program will first develop a memory cell that
exhibits switching at under 1 mA in 20ns or less, and then

integrate that cell into a high density memory chip using

LMSEC's radiation hardened RHCMOS process. The
first demonstration will be a 16Mb chip using 0.5_arn
lithography by the end of 2002.
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Fig. 8. Transmission electron microscope image of
functional chalcogenide storage element fabricated under
the C-RAM program
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5. RESULTS TO DATE

Experiments conducted at Lockheed Martin's facility and
Ovonyx Inc. facilities in Troy Michigan have shown the

feasibility of making C-RAM storage cells with the

extremely small size and very low programming currents

necessary to construct a memory chip of high density.
Storage cells have been constructed and tcsted using a
variety of electrode cornpositions and physical
arrangements of the structures involved, with work

continuing at the present time related to optimization of
the materials and physical structures as well as gathering

reproducibility and cycle life data.
Devices exhibiting switching speeds under 50ns with less

than lmA of switching current have been successfully

fabricated and tested. These devices typically exhibit two
to three orders of magnitude difference in resistance

between the set and reset states, and cycle life of up to
10 _. A typical device cross section is shown in Figure 8

and typical programming characteristics and I/V curves
are graphed in Figures 9 and 10. Figure I I shows



representativelife cycledata. Experiments continue,

centered on reducing the variation of the switching

current, optimizing cycle life and collecting statistically
significant design data to permit design of the 16Mb chip.
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Fig. I0. Typical I-V curve for C-RAM devices

total dose levels of 2Mrad, and are planning to follow up

with neutron testing of devices later this year.

TABLE 2. C-RAM Development Schedule

Memor), Element Defined 12,/2000
Integration with RHCMOS 12,/2001
16M C-RAM Demonstration 6/2002

Qualification of 16M C-RAM 12/2002

Development will proceed following the definition of the

C-RAM memory element with design of a
Comprehensive Technology Characterization Vehicle

(CTCV) which will be a test site allowing for the
measurement of electrical and other parameters. The
CTCV will be useful for demonstration of several

drive/sense schemes, which will allow a staged

development of the final 16M design. The CTCV will
also serve as the vehicle to demonstrate successful

integration of the chalcogenide module with the
RHCMOS process and will be suitable for radiation
testing of the integrated technology in the various
radiation environments of interest.
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6. FUTURE PLANS

The schedule for development work leading up to the
fabrication and test ofa 16Mb C-RAM chip as envisioned

under the C-RAM program are given in Table 2,
assuming full funding of the various phases of the work
including integration and design activities. The process

into which the chalcogenide cell will be integrated is the
0.5_m LMSEC RttCMOS process that has been QML

qualified at the 5V and 3.3V power supply levels. Both
of these process variants are radiation hardened and no

degradation of that hardness level is expected as a result

of the combining of the technologies, Radiation testing of
chalcogenide storage devices in the total dose

environment has been reported by Bernacki et al I9].
They reported no observable effects on stored data up to
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Abstract--Commercial ferroelectric random access mem-

ories (FeRAMs) are emerging into the marketplace. Re-
liability levels have been measured to be comparable to or

better than those of other reprogrammable nonvolatile
semiconductor technologies. Both SBT and PZT ferro-
electric materials have been used in these memories for

the memory storage elements. By combining ferroetectric

memory technology with radiation hardened CMOS tech-
nology, nonvolatile semiconductor memories for space

applications can be attained. These memories have high
endurance, fast write times and low power performance.
While significant efforts are underway at major semi-

conductor manufacturers worldwide to develop ferro-
electric memory businesses, funding limitations must be

overcome to allow the development of radiation hardened
ferroelectric memories for space applications.
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erial, depending on the product specifications. Read/write

performance is comparable to that of a DRAM with the
added feature that the FeRAM provides nonvolatility. At

present, major semiconductor manufacturers are
developing commercial FeRAMs. Space level FeRAMs

are expected to leverage off the commercial development
activities.

2. FcRAM DENSITY

Commercial FeRAMs have been fabricated at densities of

1M and below and most FeRAMs have used single level

metal processes. For FeRAMs to compete with Flash

memory, higher densities are required. Fig. l shows the
cross section of an FeRAM fabricated with two levcls of
metalization and a titanium nitride local interconncct

level. With the capability to fabricate FeRAMs with

multi-level metal, multi-Megabit FeRAMs are closer to
reality.

1. INTRODUCTION

Ferroelectric semiconductor memories are well suited for

spacc applications because of their low power perfor-

mance, nonvolatility, fast programming times, and high
endurancc capability'. The ferroelectric storage capacitor
itself is radiation tolerant. When combined with radiation

hardened CMOS circuitry, FeRAMs can survive radiation
doses typically encountered in earth orbit and in near and

deep space missions, including ionizing radiation, proton
irradiation and high energy ion bombardment.

Both PZT {lead zirconium titanate) and SBT {strontium

bismuth tantalatej can be used for the ferroelectric mat-

Figure 1. Cross Section of an FeRAM Memory
Array Using Multi-level Metal Interconnect Figure

courtesy of Hyundai Electronics Co., Ltd.

2. FcRAM RELIABILITY

Reliability has been reported for initial commercial
FeRAMs. (_-'; The FIT failure rate of a commercial I K

embedded FeRAM is shown in Fig. 2. The primary fai-
lure mechanism is a freak bit retention failurc for ten year
retention. Failure rates under 100 HTs can be obtained
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foroperationof thisdeviceat 70°C. OneFIT isone
devicefailureper109deviceoperatinghours.Failure
ratesforhigheroperatingtemperaturescanbedetermined
fromFig.2.

Morerecently,excellentreliabilityresultshavebeen
presentedfora64KFeRAMusingmulti-levelmetal.[21

10°

7 qlO

10 o

10 2 2.5 3 3.5

1000F (1/K)

Figure 2. Failure rate of a 1K embedded FeRAM.

3. SBT and PZT FERROELECTRIC

MATERIALS

Retention and endurance performance characteristics are

key attributes for nonvolatile memories used in space

applications, especially for deep space rnissions.
Retention and endurance perfonnance of FeRAMs depend
on the materials used for the ferroelectric storage element

and the electrodes of the ferroelectric capacitors.

FeRAMs currently being commercially manufactured use
PZT (lead zirconium titanatet or SBT <strontium bismuth

tantalate) for the ferroeleclric storage element material,

depending on Lhe product specifications.

SBT storage cells using platinum electrodes program at
voltages below 3V and have been shown to have virtually
unlimited endurance by testing to greater than 8 X 10_-"

writeerase cycles, as shown in Fig 3J -'l

For PZT, capacitors fonned with platinum electrodes do
not provide the nonvolatile characteristics of SBT with

platinum electrodes. The endurance characteristics for
PZT with platinum electrodes is typically not more than
108 programming cycles. However, if frO, [iridium

oxide) or LSCO (lanthanum strontium cobalt oxide) are
used as electrodes for PZT capacitors, performance

similar to SBT with platinum electrodes may be obtained.

As shown in Fig. 4 for a PZT storage capacitor, PZT
performance with LSCO electrodes also can provide
virtually unlimited endurance.

1.2

1.0 ,'_RoOoO00OO 0000 oOOO000ooOo OO ql'oo o
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Switching Cyctes

Figure 3. SBT Endurance Performance normalized
to the initial ferroelectric polarization, Pr.
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Figure 4. PZT Endurance Performance of a PZT

storage capacitor with LSCO electrodes Data are
shown for room temperature Endurance data at
100 °C are similar. Data courtesy of Radiant

Technologies.

Retention results have been presented for a commercial
64K FeRAM using multi-level metalization. I:i Ten ",'ear

retention at ] 50 "_Cis possible, as shov, n in Fig 5

Since today's I.eRAM's use a destructive read with an
autornatic rewrite during the read cycle, simply reading
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the memory provides a full refresh for retention purposes.

Therefore, ten year retention is not required for most
space applications. However, the endurance specification

also applies to the number of read cycles because of the
destructive read operation.
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Figure 5. Retention Characteristics at 150 °C of an

SBT FeRAM using multi-level metalization. Data
courtesy of Hyundai Electronics Industries Co., Ltd.

4. FeRAM PERFORMANCE

Commercial FeRAMs are being developed that use one
transistor, one capacitor memory cells similar to those

used in DRAMs. However. for space applications, a

more rugged architecture using a pair of memory cells
with true and complement bit lines is recommended. A
radiation hardened sense amplifier design is used to avoid
single event upset,

Programming times for commercial FeRAMs are similar
to those of DRAMs. under 100 ns. Programming times

for FeRAMs designed for space applications are projected
to be a few hundred nanoseconds. Since the ferroelectric

programming time is longer at lower temperatures, longer
programming times are required because of the extended

low temperature range for space applications (-55 °C) as

compared to that for commercial appiications (0 °C to 20

°C). Lower power operation for FeRAMs is obtained

because of the lower programming voltages and faster

programming times, as compare to Flash mclnory.

5. COMMERCIAL FeRAM DEVt-LOPMENT

Today, many major companies have announced FeRAM
development programs for commercial applications, as

shown in Table 1. These activities provide a critical
mass of manpower and expenditures to move FeRAMs

from the development stage to the commercial production
phase.

Table 1. Commercial FeRAM Activities

Company FeRAM Product

Fujitsu* 256K, I M FeRAMs
Infineon 4M FeRAM

Matsushita* l K FeRAM RFID Tag
NEC 1M FeRAM

Rohm* 64K FeRAM

Samsung 4M FeRAM

Sharp 1M FeRAM

STMicroelectronics Development with IMEC
Toshiba 1M FeRAM

*production versions announced

6. CONCLUSIONS

Many advances have been made in commercial FeRAMs,

including multi-level metal processing and excellent
endurance and retention for both SBT and PZT. FeRAMs

can replace other forms of semiconductor non-volatile

memories for earth orbit and near and deep space
missions. FeRAMs, when combined with radiation hard-

ened CMOS, provide for fast programming times, low'
power operation, virtually unlimited endurance, and re-

sistance to total dose, proton and high energy particle
irradiation. Commercial versions of FeRAMs are being

introduced into the market, but additional program
funding is probably required to develop and produce
radiation hardened versions.
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Abstract

We describe an innovation in three-dimensional (3D) packaging is heterogeneous stacks containing all of the components for a

complete system or subsystem. The stack is constructed using known good die (KGD), and provides a high level of integration
and interconnectivity. This packaging technology lends itself to mass storage, as well as complete computers and other complex

systems. For non-volatile memory, very high densities can be achieved even through the individual chips themselves are

relatively low capacity.

Introduction

The goals for the new 3D packaging technology being
developed are as follows:

• Accommodate at least 50 thin (eight mil) layers.
• Start with know,n good dice (KGD).

• Heterogeneous stack, allowing mixed chip types.
• Allow for a high level of interconnectivity.
• A largely silicon heat conduction path out ofthe stack.

• Easily accommodated die shrinks,

Applications for the technology are massive memory stacks.
"'smart" memory ]nodules with built-in logic, drivers, etc., and

complete systems in a stack. Non-volatile memories of all
types and technologies can be stacked heterogeneously. We

will use FLASH and DRAM to illustrate the point.

3 depict the same type of neo-die, both Flash and DRAM
versions, from a top view. showing the metalization layout.

Figure 1 : Typical Flash Neo-die Cross Section

/ Gold Trace

/ Gold Bump

/' Polyimide

\
\

Potllng Compound

Flash Memory Chip (thinned}

Figure 2: Flash Neo-die Layout

lrvine Sensor's established die-stacking technology requires

procuring the dice in wafer form. which would be logistically

difficult with many die types in a stack. The other limitation
of the existing technology is that it does not easily allow many

different die types to be stacked together.

Neo-stackim, Aooroach

Starting with KDG "'neo-wafer'" is constructed using many

dice in a potting compound matrix. A standard neo-die size,
just slightly larger than the largest die in the stack, is used for
all dice in thc stack. It is this feature that allows the stack to

be hctcrogcneous. Blank silicon is added to open areas on
laycrs where smaller dice are uscd to enhance thcnnal
conduction between layers. The neo-wafcr is metalized and

thinned prior to dicing into individual neo-die. Other die
types are similarly fabricated into neo-die of the same

dimension. All of the necessary dice are then laminated into a

single stack, with all signals to be interconnected brought out
to two sides of the stack. On the top of the stack is a ceramic
substrate, or cap chip, with metalizalion on both sides.

connected through vias. Metalization is added to the two
sides of the stack to complete the interconnection between

dice. bringing all input,,output signals to the cap chip. Figure
1 shows a cross section of a typical structure for a single die
in neo form, with all signals routed to two sides. Figures 2 and

Figure 3: DRAM Neo-die Layout
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The neo-dice shown above were fabricated in a neo-wafer,

allowing for an economic batch processing methodology. The

outline dimensions of the neo-wafer are the same as for

standard silicon wafers. This allows standard wafer tooling

and fixtures to be used for processes like metalization and

thinning. Figure 4 depicts a Flash neo-wafer.

Figure 4: Flash Neo-wafer

Figure 6: Boot Flash Layer Layout

Figure 7: Simple Neo-stack Cross Section

/ Trace to Gold
(metalmmdon both sides / Wirebond Pad

with thin holes) ¢

Bus Meta)

(two sides)

The new technology allows for multiple dice on a layer,

assuming that they are small enough to fit into the standard

neo-die size. A two-layer metalization structure may be

necessary to interconnect the dice and exit to the busses.

Figures 5 and 6 show the cross section and layout of a typical

layer with multiple dice and two-layer interconnection. Note

that there are two large "L'" shaped pieces of blank silicon in

the layer, which help transmit the heat from layers above.

Once the neo-dice are ready, and if necessary tested, they are

laminated into a stack. A very thin layer of epoxy between

layers holds the stack together. Being very thin (about one

micronj allows heat to travel through each adhesive layer

without a large temperature change. Figure 7 shows a simple

four-layer neo-stack. Note that the layers are interconnected

to each other and to the cap chip using bus metalization on

two sides of the stack. Figure 8 shows a more complex

structure with 16 layers, which uses the sarne construction.

Despite the apparent complexity, this is still relatively simple

compared with the goal of fabricating a 50-layer stack.

Figure 5: Boot Flash Cross Section

Gold Trace

Seco nd L ayer Gold
Po_ylmlde

Figure 8: Moderate-complexit).' 16-l,ayer Slack

_"_" Pottin g Compound Zt Flash Memory Chip (thin rod)
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AHP Computer-in-a-Stack
The driving force for this development who the Advanced

Humionics Platform (AHP), which was a DARPA-funded

program to develop an advanced wearable computer. Irvine

Sensors was teamed with The Boeing Company to develop a

wearable computer with workstation capability, miniaturized

to disappear into a soldier's clothing. A powerful and

unobtrusive wearable computer also has many industrial and

commercial applications.

Boeing is designed the total system, with ]rvine Sensors

developing and manufacturing the computer stacks. Each

stack is a complete computer with 50 chips on 48 layers, and

includes 11 chip types. All of this is in a stack that measures

approximately 0.7"x 0.4"" x 0.5"" high There are 32 layers of

Flash memory for mass storage, eliminating the need for a

hard drive. Also included in the stack are precision resisters

and capacitors, fabricated on silicon and processed in the

stack in the same way as a chip Table 1 shows the

complexity of the AHP computer stack

NO. OF
LAYERS

1

4

32

1

1

1

1

1

1

4

1

48 Total

Layers

Table 1: AHP Computer Stack Layers

ROUTING TOTAL CHIP
LAYERTYPE LAYERS CHIPS TYPES

Bonding Substrate 2-sided

Capacitor 1

Flash 1 1 1

Flash Driver 2 4 2

Microprocessor 1 1 1

FPGA 2 1 1

Bus Driver 2 4 2

Boot Flash 2 2 1

IEEE 1394 Interface 2 2 2

DRAM 1 1 1

Bottom Ceramic

50 Total 11 Chip

Chips Types

or two of these large layers would be required to incorporate

logic and control functions in the stack.

Figure 9: AHP Computer Stack

Mass Memory Applications
For mass memory applications, the design approach might be

slightly different. Using the same technology, the layer

footprint could be made large enough to accommodate for

large non-volatile memory chips, as shown in figure 10.

Figure 10: Mass Memory Layout

As of October 2000. Irvine Sensors has completed the

fabrication of emulator stacks to validate the neo-stacking

technology. The emulaLors are full slacks with simulated dice

that have through lines. This allowed the demonstration of

continuity at the cap chip interface through sequential

environmental screening. Figure O is an isometric view of the

emulator stack. The Flash memory portion was fabricated and

subjected to enviromnental and functional testing, lrvine

Sensors has begun the process of migrating the Neo-Stacking

technology from low volume development to full-scale

foundry, service.

At 50 layers, thai would allow 200 large memory chips to be

in a space ofO.75"'xl.2"'xO.5"" high. Bussing on the two long

sides would allow a high level of interconnectivity. Only one

Summary
Neo-stacking is a breakthrough in high density packaging

technology. It allows complete systems in a cube. It also

allows the combination of massive memory ',_ith extreme

miniaturization and integral logic and control functions,

Memory chips have been successfully demonstrated and a

foundry service is being brought up.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The factors that enter into the development

of an all-metal, nonvolatile magnetic

RAM, in which multilayer giant

magnetoresistive films are used for all

functions - storage, readout, and support

electronics - are described.

2. NEED FOR NONVOLATILE

MEMORIES

In the mid-1990s, the advent of portable

devices - laptops, cell phones, digital

cameras - made nonvolatility a huge issue.

These devices all depend on nonvolatile

memories to store data without the bulk,

slowness, and vulnerablity of disk drives.

3. AVAILABLE NVM

The semiconductor answer to the rapidly

growing applications for nonvolatile solid-

state memories was flash technology. Even

though hobbled by high cost, slow write

time, and limited cycles, flash became the

fastest-growing and most profitable

memory device in the semiconductor

stable.

Semiconductor memories have

fundamental performance limitations that

make them vulnerable to a revolutionary

technology, one that would more closely

meet the criteria for an ideal memory. All

semiconductor memories are limited by

one or more of these criteria: speed (fast

read/write), low power, durability (high

number of write cycles), high density,

nonvolatility (maintain stored data when

power is off), and low cost.

Additionally, semiconductor memories

are rapidly approaching fundamental

thermodynamic limits to further

miniaturization. The technical difficulties

facing the semiconductor industry are well

summarized by Packan 1.

4. NEW MEMORY TECHNOLOGIES

A consensus is developing that the best

prospect of replacing semiconductor

memories, and eventually mechanical storage,

with a solid-state technology in the near

future lies with magnetoelectronics (ME) 2'3.

ME is a new approach to memory and storage

based on magnetism, ie, on the orientation of

electron spin rather than - as in

semiconductors - on its electric charge.

ME is being applied to both

electromechanical systems (heads for disk

drives) and solid-state devices (sensors,

memories, and electronics in general). The

greatest economic impact of ME to date

has been in the replacement of inductive

heads in disk drives by heads based on

giant magnetoresistance (GMR), but

recently there has been a strong surge of

activity in ME memories. The two main

approaches to magnetic RAM being

pursued are based on GMR and magnetic
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tunnel junction (MTJ). Ours is a GMR

technology.

Scaling of GMR technology, by

contrast to semiconductor memories, is

limited only by lithography. Hence the

drive toward magnetic RAM. The very

characteristics that are driving the most

profitable and growing areas of the

memory markets - namely, portability and

Internet communications - are exactly

what magnetic RAM is poised to deliver:

nonvolatility, low power, speed,

scalability, high density, and low cost. The

market forces are moving in exactly the

same direction as the development of

magnetoelectronics.

GMR electronics

Initially, solid-state ME-memory

development focused on hybrid

ferromagnetic/semiconductor RAMs: a

magnetic memory array that uses

semiconductor electronics. These memories

go under the generic name MRAM.

IME has developed a multifunctional,

active GMR device, called the Transpinnor

TM, that provides the foundation for all-

metal electronics and enables an all-metal

magnetic RAM.

SpinRAg

IME's all-metal RAM, called SpinRAM, is a

nonvolatile, random-access memory in which

multilayer GMR films are used for all

functions: storage, readout, and support

electronics. SpinRAM is a coincident-current

device. Selection matrices are used to send

half-select currents over a specific word line

and a specific digit line to provide a full-

select current at one specific bit. The digit

lines serve a dual purpose in that they are

also used for sensing. The sense/digit lines

are GMR multilayers with materials of

different coercivities. The word lines can

also be GMR films, but this is not essential.

An 8-Kbit SpinRAM chip has been

fabricated. This demonstrated that the

GMR electronics and the GMR memory

array can be deposited and patterned

concurrently. The chip is undergoing

testing towards full characterization.

Design of a 1-Mbit chip has been initiated.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Four significant characteristics are

expected to favor all-metal over hybrid

magnetic RAM.

First, silicon-technology fabrication

requires a large number of masking steps,

including complex ones such as ion

implantation. Conversely, all-metal

technology is inherently simple: fewer

masking steps, no doping, scaling to

lithographic limits, very little operating

power.

Second, the all-metal footprint is

significantly smaller than the hybrid one.

Third, an all-metal RAM is expected to

be able to be miniaturized to lithographic

limits; miniaturization of hybrid magnetic

RAMs is likely to be limited by the

semiconductor circuitry.

Finally, semiconductor processing and

magnetic processing in MRAM are done

separately because the former requires high

temperatures, whereas magnetic

fabrication is a low-temperature process.

By contrast, because both GMR electronics

and the memory elements are made of the

same materials, the two major components

are deposited and patterned concurrently

on the same substrate. Compatibility issues
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betweenCMOSandME fabricationare
avoidedaltogether.
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Advanced MRAM Concepts
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Abstract--Two important goals of Magnetoresistive
Random Access Memory. (MR.AM) development are to

improve MRAM manufacturability and to extend MR.AM
density to 100 nm dimensions. One potential barrier to

MRAM manufaclurability is associated with the method
of write selection in which two orthogonal currents in
coincidence must write data, whereas each of the

orthogonal currents alone cannot disturb the data. This

"2D" selection method places constraints on uniformity of
MRAM memory, ceils. Using a transistor per cell for

write select greatly improves operating margins and
lowers write currents. Attaining reasonable memory

densities for this scheme depends on limiting the required
write current in order to minimize the area of the select

transistor. A second goal is to extend MRAM density to
100 nm dimensions. Use of a vertical GMR multilayer
ring structure, where the data is stored in

circumferencially oriented magnetizations, can extend the
density of MRAM [Zhu and Prinz, Paper GB-02, 1999

lntermag]. Stability is projected for cells with inside
diameters of less than 50nm. A second approach is to

use Joule heating, in combination with magnetic field
from a current, to write by exceeding the Neel point of an

antiferromagnetic pinning layer in a pseudo-spin valve
cell. Feature sizes smaller than 100 nm are projected

along with decreases in required switching currents.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Development of magnetoresistive random access memory

(MRAM) is progressing toward products S1,2,3,4,5]. Two
potential barriers to MRAM product success are yield of

the magnetic cells and the scalability of MRAM to I00
nm dimensions. Section 2 describes a new MRAM

memory, cell and architecture which should circumvent

cell yield problems associated with traditional 2D write
select schemes, which require quite tight process

tolerances. In this new scheme, a select transistor per

memory, cell is used for writing, and a much smaller
current is used for reading than for writing. This should
result in substantially wider process margins, but probably

at the sacrifice of density due to the size of the required

transistor in the cell. This "1D magnetic select" scheme is
potentially ideal for small, high performance nonvolatile
RAM.

Sections 3 and 4 describe two ideas for increasing the

density of MRAM apace with the industry's decreasing

lithographic limits, In Section 3 an MRAM cell is
described which utilizes vertical giant magnetoresistance

(GMR) rather than in-plane GMR. The cell is etched into
ring shapes, with the magnetizations of the GMR

multiiayers lying circumferencially around the ring [I0].
A word line is used to provide a half-select field, while

curren,' through the ring provides the other half-select
field. The advantange of the cell is improved stability by
avoiding magnetic "vortices" down to vet3,.' small cell
sizes - at least down to inner diameters of about 300 nm.

Section 4 describes a technique to increase density of

MRAM by heating an antiferromagnetic pinning layer
above its ordering temperature (Nee1 temperature). This

scheme effectively deepens the energy well depth of
unselected cells, and potentially uill permit higher storage
densities at smaller current levels,

2. 1D MAGNETIC SELECTION

Magnetic memom cells, such as magnetic cores, have
traditionally used selection schemes for reading and

writing which don't require a transistor or diode in the

memory cell, but which do place restrictions on
uniformity and "disturb" sensitivity of the cell. Figure 1

is a diagram showing a typical 2D write selection schcmc.
Selected cells rcccivc both Ix and Iv currents, and arc

switched into the desired memory states. The currents

must be selected so that lv or lx separately do not disturb
the memory state of stored data Bits on the same x line

or y line that arc not being written arc subjected to "half-
select" currents which tend to disturb the data. If very

large currents are used to insure the writing of worst case
cells, then the half-select currents are also large and tend
to disturb the most disturb-sensitive cells. The half-

selected memory states are also not nearly as stable as
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stored bits, and they provide the majority of projected cell

failures in time [12]. In addition to half-select currents,

these cells must withstand stray fields from neighboring

cells and fields from leakage currents and stray

environmental fields. Thus, the requirements for

uniformity and design margins present challenges in

manufacturing the 2D magnetic arrays.

Most magnetoresistive memory schemes also use a 2D

selection scheme for reading data. The original MRAM

[6] concept and the pseudo-spin valve (PSV) [7] concept

both use magnetic 2D selection schemes for reading,

which introduce further disturb conditions. Magnetic

tunnel junction memories (MTJ) [1.2,8] use a diode or

transistor to select a memory cell for reading, and thus do

not have significant disturb conditions for reading, but

they still have the constraints of 2D magnetic selection for

writing.

Operale Points

, Iy \, ly //

. - " . ;iA,;.
CeH •J/°Sw,,c \

O o
! Ix

• Ix. Iy Alone Doesn't Switch Cell

• Ix. Iy Together Switch Cell

Figure I. 2D Magnetic Selection Scheme

Figure 2 depicts a simple "1D selection" scheme for both

reading and writing a magnetoresistlve memory cell. A

high current of either polarity (plus current for a "1" and

negative current for a "0" is passed through a select

transistor and through the memory cell to write. A lower

current is used to generate a voltage across the cell which

will be higher or lower depending on the data stored and

the magnetoresistance of the cell. This voltage is then

sensed and compared to a reference in order to determine

the mernory state.

÷_- Write

Read

L,nes /_ _ _

Magnetoreslstlve i

Memory Cells

Gate Selecl

Lines

Figure 2. A]D Magnetic Selection (Read and Write)

Scheme For Magnetoresistive Cells.

Note that the transistor provides the selection of the

memory cell, not the 2D magnetic switching properties of

the cell. A very large current can be used to write and a

small current can be used to read the cell, thus providing

potentially very large margins. Of course it is important

to use as small a current as will reliably write the cell so

as to reduce the size of the transistor needed for selection.

There are still 2D arrays of cells, but the transistors take

up the burden of selection rather than placing severe

constraints on the magnetic switching properties of the

cell. This is why this is called a "ID magnetic selection".

The scheme is quite similar to that used for DRAM where

a transistor is used to write and detect charge on a

capacitor.

Antiferromagnet
Pinned

Layer

Write or

Current

Unpinned

Layer

Figure 3. Cell Example For 1D Magnetic Selection.

Figure 3 shows an implementation of this concept in a cell

using a "spin valve". Two magnetic films sandwich a

conducting layer, and one of the two magnetic films is

"pinned" with an antiferromagnet across a stripe etched

from the materials. A magnetic field created by a current

through the stripe can be used to magnetize the unpinned

magnetic film in either of two directions, depending on

the direction of the current. Then a smaller current

through the stripe can be used to sensc the value of

resistance - higher if the fihns are oppositely magnetized

and lower if they are magnetized in the same direction. A

large current can be used for writing without disturbing

other cells, and a much lower current can be used for

sensing. This would suggest large margins. In practice.

this cell would have difficulties with demagnetization
fields in cells with micron dimensions and smaller.

Sense Signal f

[ Read
..... , _ Cuge._

I

]_ 111ht llill It]

Pinned

Layer

V_rrite

('urrenl

Figure 4. ID Magnetic Write Selection Cell With

Tunneling Readout.
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Figure4 showsavariationontheconceptthatusesspin
dependenttunnelingfor a highersignaloutputand
minimizingdemagnetizingeffects. A sandwichstripe
withneithermagneticfilm "pinned"canbemagnetized
witha currentthroughthesandwichintoeitherof two
magneticstatesdependingonthedirectionof current.
Withnomagneticfieldapplied,themagnetizaionsofthe
filmsareantiparallelandlieacrosstheaxisof thestripe.
A tunnelbarrierisdepositedontopofthesandwich,anda
pinnedsyntheticantiferromagnetis depositedontopof
thebarrier.The top layer of the synthetic antiferromagnet

is pinned with an antiferromagnet. The synthetic

antiferromagnet is comprised of two magnetic layers

sandwiching a thin ruthenium layer, a structure which has

very strong antiparallel coupling. The synthetic

antiferromagnet thus produces very little stray magnetic

field, and similarly, the unpinned sandwich also produces

very little stray magnetic field. The spin tunneling current

between the top layer of the sandwich and the pinned

layer is then either higher or lower depending on the

direction of magnetization of the top layer. Spin

dependent tunneling has demonstrated about 40%

magnetoresistance with 100 mV across the barrier, and

thus a signal of approximately 40 mV could be observed.

The barrier resistance is usually large enough to limit the

read current to about 20 laA, while the current needed to

set the magnetization in the cell (write) should be about

2.5 mA for a cell on the order of a micron width. For

those values, the disturb current would be about 1;100 of

the write current,

Table I gives a qualitative comparison of memory

properties for spin dependent tunneling and pseudo-spin

valve memory cells (based on limited published data)

with the _ properties of memories based on this

I D cell. The major potential advantages for these

memories are much lower write currents (power) and

manufacturabililty. Memory, performance should be as

high as for MTJ memories, but because of the size

requirement for the write transistor, densities will be

lower, especially when cornpared with the pseudo-spin

valve based memories. However, for many small, niche

memories, the overhead space required for pads and

peripherial electronics is much larger than the space

required by the memory, cells. In such applications the

I D selection scheme could be especially useful.

PSV MT,! I D Cell

_'riTe Currem 25 mA 25 mA 2.5 mA

Ease of.Mfg Harder Easier

Speed

Density

High

High

Harder

Medium

Medium
High
Lower

Table 1. Comparison of Potential Properties of 1D Cells

with some projected properties of PSV and MTJ cells.

3. VERTICAL RING GMR CELLS

One of the problems encountered in high density MRAM

cells has been magnetic anomalies or vortices [9]. These

vortices cause inconsistant magnetic behavior, and may

result in the inability to write or read a cell correctly.

Magnetic simulations and measurements have confirmed

this behavior. A structure which may circumvent this

problem [10, I 1] is shown in Figure 5. Magnetic films of

a few nanometers thickness are separated by thin copper

layers, and alternating magnetic layers are of two

significantly different thicknesses. When a bit current is

passed through the vertical stack, a circumferential

magnetic field is created that can tend to magnetize these

magnetic films, with the thinner magnetic layers

switching at lower currents (fields) and the thicker layers

switching at higher currents (fieldsL With the layers

magnetized in one sense, the resistance of the stack is

lower than when the layers are oppositely magnetized.

The vertical GMR is in genera/ larger than in-plane GMR,

so that for a given current through the stack, the signal is

quite usuable, even though the cell itself generally has

relatively low resistance due to its shape.

sotl magnetic

layers

©0
Figure 5. A Vertical GMR Cell and Circumferential

Remnant Magnetizations,

In order to attain a 2D read write select organization, a

pair of parallel word lines lying on the outside edge of the

cell carry currents in opposite directions, and an

orthogonal pair of lines carrying similar currents is placed

on the opposite side of the cell, as shown in Figure 6.

With currents flowing through both pairs of word lines, a

fie]d configuration shown in Figure 7 is created. This

field is a "tipping" field which lowers the bit current

thresholds for switching Thus. a 2D selection scheme is

possible where the word currents by themselves or the bit

currents by themselves cannot write the hard (thick) film

layer, but the combination of the two currents can.
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Figure 6. Vertical GMR Memory Cell Showing Bit Lines
(Bit Current Direction Determining Data Written) and
Word (Tipping Field) Lines.

One way read out data from such a cell is to switch the
soft (thin) layer from one state to the other while

observing the resistance. At some intermediate value of
word current and sense current where the soft (thin) layer

can be switched, but the hard (thick layer is not), the
resistance of the sense line is observed as the sense

current is reversed. In this way, the sense of the hard

layer can be determined. In Figure 8, this would
correspond to operating in the flat top region where the
soft film is switched back and forth. The resistance of the

cell is higher when the magnetization of the soft layer is
antiparallel to the magnetization of the hard layer, and

lower with a parallel orientation.

(" •
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f, 5. i I

C T' '_

*¢2 ' '_

cOI.-

O
z -c'.I-jb ' "-
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Sense Cur, e_, i'nA!

Figure 8. Magnetoresistance as a Function of Sense
Current.

I'ermallov

Copper .....

Permalloy

The primary advantage of this cell is the potential density

which it can achieve. The storage mode, according to
extensive numerical simulations, does not create vortices
for cell sizes down to less than I00 nm diameter

(approximately 30nm inside diameter), which is smaller

than demonstrated PSV and MTJ cells. Data confirming
this small achievable size for vertical GMR cells has not

been published.

4. NEEL POINT WRITTEN CELLS

Another challenge for very high density MRAM is cell

stability at nm dimensions. As the cell size shrinks and

the volume, V, of magnetic materials gets smaller,

thermal agitation can cause a cell to lose data. (This same
problem gives rise to the so called "superparamagnetic

limit" spoken of in recording technology". If Ht is the
switching threshold of a half-selected cell and Ms is the

magnetic moment, then the depth of the energy well
associated with that switching threshold in the half-select
state is proportional to Ms*Ht*V. For low error rates the

ratio of this energy well depth to kT should be at least 55
[12]. Assuming a maximum operating temperature of 350
K and a cell size of 100nm X 100nm X 2 (rim), one finds
that Ht must be about 166 Oe, and the threshold of a non-
half-selected cell must be several times that. When

enough current is applied to get this magnitude of field in
a nm sized cell, thermal heating is a problem, and kT

becomes even larger, and the higher densities are even
harder to achieve.

An approach to improving the density of MRAM is to
make use of heating effects in combination with magnetic
fields from currents to switch cells which use

antiferromagnetic pinning of a ferromagnetic layer.

Figure 9 illustrates a thin ferromagnetic film which is
deposited in contact with an antiferromagnet. After

pinning, very' large magnetic fields (several thousands of
Oe) cannot permanently reverse the pinned direction if the
temperature is significantly below the Neel (orderingt

temperature of the antiferromagnet. This property could
be used in many memory cells to obtain a deep energy

well for stored data. and provided heat can be applied to
the cell for writing, the writing currents may not have to

be very large.

Antiferromagnet
Pinned
Layer

Substrate

Figure 9. A Pennalloy Layer Pinned With An

Aniferromagnet. A second pennalloy laver and a copper

layer can be used to complete a PSV stnicturc.

If the pinncd layer in Figure 9 can be substituted for the
storage layer in a PSV [71. and if the heating effccts of the

word and digit currents can heat the fcrromagnct abovc
the Ned temperature of the antiferromagnet, then the cell

can be written in exactly the same way as a normal PSV,
but the cell would have a decidedly higher stability.

In the PSV cell shown in Figure 10, current through the

sense line acts as a tipping field and current in the word
line in combination with that tipping field reverses the

storage layer if the word current is large enough, but
reverses only the soft layer at a smaller word current.
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Figure10.A PsuedoSpinValve(PSV)Cell.

Pinnedferromagneticfilmswerefabricatedat NVEas
storagelayersinpseudo-spinvalvecellsinordertoobtain
experimentalverification of switchingusing a
combinationof heatingandmagneticfield.. The pinned
layer was cobalt-permalloy pinned with an iron

manganese antiferromagnet, and the unpinned read layer

was cobalt-permalloy. Repeatable switching was
observed. A thermal time constant of about 3 ns was
demonstrated for a silicon nitride dielectric thicknesses of
35 nm.

5. CONCLUSIONS

One approach to making a producible, high performance

niche memory and two approaches for extending the
density of MRAM to nm dimensions were described. It
should be noted that these techniques could be used in

combination. There are undoubtedly many more

possibilities for improving MRAM density, performance,
and producibility that will come to light in the next few

years.
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